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Abstract
Selective laser melting is an attractive technology, enabling the manufacture of
customised, complex metallic designs, with minimal wastage. However, uptake
by industry is currently impeded by several technical barriers, such as the control
of residual stress, which have a detrimental effect on the manufacturability and
integrity of a component. Indirectly, these impose severe design restrictions and
reduce the reliability of components, driving up costs.
This thesis documents work on investigating the generation of residual stresses
created in the selective laser melting process by the use of a finite element
thermo-mechanical model. The thermo-mechanical model incorporated an adaptive
meshing strategy which was used in conjunction with the use of high performance
computing facilities. These together significantly increased the computational
throughput for simulating selective laser melting of a single layer. Additionally,
a volumetric hatching method was created to generate the laser scan vectors used
in the process, with the ability to both simulate and manufacture on selective
laser melting machines.
A number of studies were performed to better understand the effect of laser
scan strategy on the generation of residual stress in selective laser melting.
Using this model, a series of investigations were performed to understand the
effect of scan strategy and scan area size on the generation of residual stress
in this process. Further studies were also performed to investigate the role of
laser parameters, geometry, and support structures in selective laser melting
and their effect on the generation of residual stress.
The studies showed a complex interaction between transient thermal history
and the build-up of residual stress has been observed in two conventional laser
scan strategies (unidirectional and alternating) investigated. The temperature
gradient mechanism was discovered for the creation of residual stress and the
scan area size had an effect on the temperature sustained within the region.
The parametric study of the laser parameters showed that an increase in laser
scan speed increased the melt pool aspect ratio, and increase in laser power
increased the melt pool width. The parametric thermo-mechanical analysis
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revealed that the laser scan speed had the most influence on the magnitude
and anisotropy of the residual stresses generated. Varying the hatch distance
had little effect on the maximum magnitude of residual stresses generated, but
decreasing the hatch distance significantly increased the level of yielding that
occurred.
A study of the geometrical effect on scan strategy revealed the importance
of the thermal history on the transverse stresses generated, influenced by the
arrangement of scan vectors. The higher magnitude longitudinal stresses had
predictable behaviour; only dependent on the scan vector length and not the
thermal history generated by the choice of laser scan geometry. It was shown
that the laser scan strategy becomes less important for scan vector length beyond
the typical 5 mm island sizes.
From the study of the support structures, it was found the insulating properties
of the metal powder used in selective laser melting provide a significant thermal
resistance for the dissipation of heat, and caused uniform overheating across the
scanned region. In particular, the analysis showed localised overheating using
support structures, which affected the melt pool geometry, and the residual
stresses generated due to resistance against dissipating heat. Additionally,
lattice structures such as the double gyroid showed localised overheating occurs
using repeated exposures of short scan vectors. Suitable scan strategies therefore
need to be developed to account for support structures.
A multi-scale methodology was developed by combining information from
the meso-scale obtained from the thermo-mechanical model. This model was
used to predict the mechanical response of a macro-scale part. This approach
used the assumption that meso-scale regions in island scan strategies behave
independently from each other. This assumption was verified by comparing
with a thermo-mechanical analysis. This multi-scale method was applied to
a 3D structure and also to a complex 2D geometrical shape. Performing the
multi-scale analyses has verified that the proposed technique of superposition
of meso-scale stress fields at the macro-scale is a valid technique.
The main strengths of the proposed multi-scale method is the decoupling of
the meso and macro scale analyses. This has the benefit of reducing computational
cost of the macro-scale analysis because it is independent of the complexity of
the meso-scale analysis, and only requires performing once. These strengths
translate into large computational time savings and also great flexibility in the
physics incorporated at each scale.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Additive manufacturing (AM) is a method of fabricating components directly
from digital models, by additively depositing material to form a part. Geometrical
representation of components is stored by computer aided manufacturing (CAD)
supported by computer aided engineering (CAE) techniques. Fabrication of
designs is directly achievable and not subjected to the many constraints, and
expenses imposed by traditional manufacturing techniques. This new paradigm
shift in manufacturing provides significant opportunities for improvements over
pre-existing designs and be revolutionary in new novel applications. A broad
family of AM process exist to cater for different end-users, with their taxonomy
mostly dependent on the material choice (polymer, ceramic or metals). Each of
these processes has their own limitations and challenges, although some of these
may be overcome through further development and refinement of the process
technique.
For the direct production of metal components, selective laser melting (SLM)
is an attractive technology, which is now establishing itself as a certified production
method in high-value industries. SLM offers the capability to manufacture
light-weight structural components across a broad palette of metal alloys. The
feature resolution obtainable enables intricate geometrical detail across a relatively
large build volume, up to 300 mm in each direction, which is suitable for many
applications. Yet, the production of structural metal components using this
technology still has many challenges remaining for both industry and researchers.
Critically, the reliable and consistent manufacture of parts is yet to resolved,
which is essential for achieving manufacture at higher volumes. These problems
arise from instabilities in the process, which require further understanding and
mitigation. A pressing concern is systemic build failure during manufacture
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caused by the build-up of excess residual stresses causing part distortion or
failure. This issue adds large uncertainty to the production process.
The build-up of residual stresses is integral to thermal manufacturing processes
such as SLM. However, due to the complex interactions in the process, experimental
measurements provide little opportunity to understand the thermo-mechanical
process that govern the generation of stresses within a complex part. The
prediction of residual stress in welding has been long established, using analytical
and computational models. This indicates that modelling can provide an insight
into the generation of residual stresses in SLM, and form a basis of a computational
framework for predicting and mitigating residual stresses.
1.2 Aim and objectives of the research
The overall aim of this research was to develop an efficient computational model
of SLM, in order to investigate the generation of residual stresses generated
within a typical part. The computational model should provide an insight into
the mechanisms of residual stress generation across a part and provide guidance
for the design of parts and their laser scan strategies. Ultimately this would
help reduce the probability of part failure, which is critical for improving the
adoption of SLM by industry. This aim was achieved through the following
objectives:
• Investigate computational models for efficiently predicting the thermo-mechanical
behaviour in SLM
• Develop an efficient computational model to predict the thermo-mechanical
behaviour of a small part
• Using the model, perform a series of studies to understand the effects of
the process inputs on the generation of residual stress
• Develop guidelines for reducing residual stress and an efficient multi-scale
model for the prediction of residual stress in large components.
1.3 Significance and novelty of the research
The study of the thermo-mechanical behaviour in SLM is challenging, owing to
the time and length scales involved in this process. Performing experiments to
investigate the thermo-physical phenomena in the process zone, and specifically
the build-up of residual stresses in the selective laser melting process remains
limited due to the resolution offered by measurement techniques available, and
the resources required.
3In this work, a thermo-mechanical finite element model of the selective
laser melting process was created to perform numerical investigations on the
generation of residual stress. This work is significant because it has contributed
greater understanding of the mechanisms that create residual stresses in SLM.
Additionally, the work has investigated the effects of laser scan strategy, laser
parameters, geometrical effects and support geometry on the generation of
residual stresses in macro-scale parts, which was not available in the literature.
This work was supported by a volumetric hatching method, which had the
ability to be used in both experiments and simulation. This has provided
the opportunity to explore novel scan strategies and enable investigations into
controlling the SLM process not previously available.
Furthermore, this work introduces a multi-scale approach for predicting
residual stress and distortion in macro-scale regions, which may potentially
be used for industrially sized parts.
1.4 Research methodology
Based on the research objectives outlined, a proposed modelling framework, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1, was developed to study the effect of residual stress
generation using a thermo-mechanical finite element analysis. The figure shows
the breakdown of the research framework presented in this thesis, and the links
between them.
The framework relies on the pre-processing methods, which are essential
for generating the laser scan geometry for both the thermo-mechanical and
multi-scale models. The thermo-mechanical model is described, and a variety of
simulation studies were performed to better understand the thermo-mechanical
response of various scenarios encountered during the selective laser melting
process. The thermo-mechanical model was extended with an adaptive mesh
scheme and also by using high performance computing facilities enabling a
large scope of investigations to be performed. Combining these many elements
together provide a foundation for developing a multi-scale methodology that
could eventually provide a prediction of residual stresses and the distortion of
large industrial parts. Through developing a multi-scale modelling strategy this
will help achieve the aim for providing a predictive tool that can help designers
and industrial users for building parts using selective laser melting correct the
first time.
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Figure 1.1: Framework for the research to determine the effects of residual stress
through simulation and provide strategy for predicting residual stress and distortion
in large parts (numbers indicate thesis chapters)
51.5 Thesis layout
A description of the content for each of the chapters is presented below.
Chapter 2 – Literature Review Part I: The selective laser melting
process
In this chapter, a literature survey was performed to identify the relevant
previous research in fields related to powder bed fusion processes, in particular
selective laser melting. Firstly, a general summary of available additive manufacture
methods for the production of metal components is presented, followed by an
overview of the selective laser melting process. The remainder of the chapter
examines in greater detail the thermo-physical phenomena present in the process
that have been captured through experiments and modelling, along with related
theory. Current knowledge of residual stresses is presented along with other
issues associated with the process, and efforts by research to optimise the
process.
Chapter 3 – Literature Review Part II: Numerical modelling of selective
laser melting
In this chapter, a literature survey of techniques developed for modelling SLM
and powder-bed fusion processes are presented. The SLM process is inherently
multi-scale, and involves the presence of different physical phenomena at each
scale required to be captured by the models. The modelling approaches are
sectioned into the (micro, meso and macro) scales encountered in this process.
Finally, analytical techniques are presented along with state of the art techniques
for improving the simulation performance and capability of simulation.
Chapter 4 - Material properties used for simulation work
In this chapter, the measurements for the thermal conductivity of powder and
solid form of Ti-6Al-4V material using the laser flash method are described.
The thermal conductivity measurements for the powder are then compared
with analytical models. Other temperature dependent thermal and mechanical
properties are tabulated for reference in the modelling work.
Chapter 5 - Method for generating and processing laser scan geometry
In this chapter, a method for generating the laser scan geometry from volumetric
models is presented. The structure of machine build files used by SLM systems is
documented and a method for creating and interpreting these using the libSLM
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library are shown. Finally, the role of this library in later simulation work is
discussed.
Chapter 6 - Thermo-mechanical finite element modelling of selective
laser melting
In this chapter, the finite element formulation and the methods for solving
system of equations are presented. The definition of the transient thermo-mechanical
model is then documented. In addition, extensions to this model to include
adaptive meshing techniques and the use of high performance computing facilities
are presented for improving the simulation throughput. Finally test cases for
the thermo-mechanical model are described.
Chapter 7 - Investigations using transient thermo-mechanical model
In this chapter, a set of studies are performed using the thermo-mechanical
model developed in this work. Firstly, investigations were performed to examine
the mechanisms for the build-up of residual stresses in selective laser melting.
Then, a set of studies were performed to study the effect of scan strategy and
aerial size on the build-up of residual stresses. Finally, the adaptive mesh scheme
developed in this work was benchmarked.
Chapter 8 - Investigation of the effect of laser parameters
In this chapter, a comprehensive parametric study on the role of laser parameters,
including laser speed, power and hatch distance, is undertaken to observe any
effects on the predicted melt pool geometry, and the residual stresses generated.
Chapter 9 - Investigation of geometrical effect on scan strategy
In this chapter, the effect of geometry across simple triangle and regular parameters,
in addition to hatch orientation is investigated on the build-up of residual
stresses. The distribution of residual stresses created are analysed to obtain
a set of relationships.
Chapter 10 - Investigation of effect of support structures and overhang
regions
In this chapter, a study is performed which examined the effect of material
underneath the scanned region on the build-up of residual stresses. The study
looks at the effect of a thin-wall and double gyroid support structures and the
role of heat dissipation by comparing with a steady-state thermal analysis.
7Chapter 11 - Multi-scale method for the prediction of residual stresses
and distortion
In this chapter, the definition of a multi-scale methodology for the prediction of
residual stress in large parts is presented. An extension to account for complex
geometries is shown. Test cases are proposed for evaluating the performance
and accuracy by comparing comparison with the previous thermo-mechanical
model.
Chapter 12 - Conclusions and recommendations for future work
A summary of significant conclusions obtained from this research work is presented.
Finally, recommendations for future work is presented following the outcomes
of this work.
8 Introduction
Chapter 2
Literature Review Part I:
The selective laser melting
process
The use of additive manufacturing has proliferated in recent years through
enabling designers greater design freedoms than traditional manufacturing methods.
AM provides the ability to include geometrically complex metallic structures [1],
with a rapid design to manufacture cycle compared with conventional manufacturing
methods [2]. Owing to its ability to incorporate advanced design techniques,
such as topology optimisation [3, 4] and lattice structures into components [5],
and individual customization, AM has gained significant attention from many
industrial sectors, including aerospace and automotive.
2.1 Overview of Additive Manufacturing techniques
for the production of metal components
The high melting temperatures required to fuse the metallic materials used in
structural engineering applications limits the palette of additive manufactured
techniques available, especially for the direct manufacture of fully dense metal
parts. Current available families of technologies for the additive manufacture of
metallic components include drop-on-demand systems, direct metal deposition,
and powder-bed fusion techniques.
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2.1.1 Drop on demand systems
Drop on demand (DOD) systems are less common than the other methods
discussed for manufacturing metal components, but are commercially available.
The use of ink-jetting binder technology has been developed by Ho¨gana¨s in
their ‘Digital Metal’ platform [6]. In their system, a metal powder is spread
across a build platform at room temperature. Parts are formed by selectively
depositing a binding ink to form a green compact. Afterwards, parts require
sintering through hot isostatic pressing (HIPing) in order to obtain full density.
This method offers a relatively high resolution – dependent on the powder
morphology and resolution of the inkjet heads. Another benefit is the lack
of protective atmosphere required during printing, or issues with distortion due
to non-uniform thermal gradients. However, the use of HIPing is an undesirable
extra step, and means the process doesn’t directly manufacture of metal parts.
Recently, a commercial solution by XJet used nano-particle ink-jetting to
build parts directly without requiring post-treatment [7]. During the process,
the ink containing suspended metal nanoparticles evaporates, depositing nano-particles.
Due to their size, the particles can easily fuse together through solid state-diffusion.
This specific solution, however, has not been reported in the academic literature.
This technology has been used in 3D printing for thin electronics circuits, using
silver nano-ink sintered with infrared heaters [8].
2.1.2 Direct metal deposition
Direct metal deposition (DMD) is a group of technologies originating from laser
cladding, which involves progressively overlaying deposited weld beads to form a
structure [9, 10]. The material deposited may originate from a powder source or
solid wire feed-stock, which are fused thermally, either using a laser or by electric
arc. These technologies currently offer the highest deposition rates and build
volume for additive manufactured metal parts, at the expense of resolution.
2.1.3 Powder-bed fusion techniques
Currently the most favoured, and mature methods for the additive manufacture
of metal components are based on the family of powder-bed fusion technologies
[11], which are widely available commercial. These families of processes are
classified by the use of a powder bed layer which is repeatedly exposed to a high
density thermal flux causing powder particles to sinter or fully melt thereby,
fusing into a consolidated structure upon cooling. Successive build-up of layers
eventually produces the desired component and upon completion un-sintered
loose powder material is removed from build.
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A significant proportion of derivative technologies of this family are based on
the ‘selective’ exposure of a powder bed using a point source: i.e. a focused laser
beam or a directed electron beam. Manufacturing using areal sintering methods
are desirable because of the potential significant speed gains for manufacturing
components. This has been achieved for sintering polymer powders using digital
light projector (DLP) systems [12], however, currently aerial methods do not
exists for manufacturing metal components owing to the high energy input
required.
For a single point exposure source to consolidate regions, a series of scan
vectors are generated to enable the point to raster across the surface of the
powder-bed. The scan path or vectors chosen are factors in the quality of the
manufactured item. This is highly dependent on both the material, and machine
it is manufactured on, and consequently this results in a broad parameter
exploration space for optimisation [13]. Fundamentally, these scan vectors are
designed based on the delivered energy density within a region.
Selective laser melting has gained significant attention from many industrial
sectors, in particular aerospace and automotive . The SLM process uses a laser
source under an inert atmosphere. Electron beam melting (EBM) is a competing
technology for the production of metal components [14]. This technology differs
considerably, and uses an electron beam to fuse metal powder under a high
temperature and a near vacuum atmosphere. The use of an electron beam
offers significantly faster scan velocities. Additionally, the high temperature
available in EBM provides many benefits including in-build heat-treatment and
negligible residual stress which reduces the need for support structures, and
reduces part distortion during build. Both technologies have their advantages
in production, yet laser melting technologies are far more popular to industry
because of the greater availability and choice of systems.
2.2 Overview of selective laser melting
The machines have a typical design, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The part is built
on a heated substrate platform of a similar metal composition, which is lowered
during the build along the Z-axis. After each successive laser scan across the
powder layer, the platform is lowered, and the powder re-coating mechanism
(wiper or blade) spreads an even distribution of powder of the desired layer
thickness. The powder is not typically mechanically compressed, and relies on
the free flow of powder, typically achieved using a powder packing factor fp
between 40-60% with single-component Gaussian distributed powders [15].
The process occurs in a build chamber with inert atmosphere to minimise the
effects of oxidisation and external contamination that may cause build failure.
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Oxide effects have been shown to have a profound effect on the process as
described by Simonelli et al. [16].
In order to achieve an inert atmosphere, purging typically with argon is
used to reduce oxygen levels to below 1000 PPM, without forming a vacuum.
Throughout the build process, a continuous inert gas flow is directed across
the surface displacing oxygen due to a buoyancy effect. The gas flow carries
away undesirable molten material ejected from the melt pool caused by process
instability, in addition to vapour plumes [16]. It has been observed that it is
impractical to completely remove air trapped between pores in the powder bed
and this further affects the absorptivity of the laser by the powder [17].
The profile of the laser beam is Gaussian, and a variable focus can be
calibrated to change the effective laser spot size and the focal position within the
layer [18, 19]. Various pulse modes are available, but conventional systems use
a modulated pulsed or continuous laser which determines the exposure strategy
dictating the energy delivered, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Laser beam
Screw
powder
feeder
Overflow
Build plate
Platform
Support
structure
YZ
X
Powder
re-coating
mechanism
Inert
gas
flow
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the configuration of a typical SLM machine such as the
Realizer SLM 50
Using the continuous laser, the laser remains active whilst scanning across
the scan vector at a constant speed. Whereas the pulsed form delivers energy
at series of points along the scan vector for a given exposure time and point
distance. Despite the small nuances between the laser types, the exposure time
and point distance is usually conveniently expressed as an ‘effective’ laser speed v.
A combination of the common laser parameters are often defined using the
energy density parameter, or apparent energy delivered to unit volume which is
defined as
EV =
P
vhdLT
, (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the exposure mechanism along a scan track used by a)
pulsed laser systems and b) continuous laser systems
where P is the nominal laser power, hd the hatch spacing, and LT is the layer
thickness [20]. This measurement is often used as relative comparison between
builds, and can alternatively be defined in two and one dimensional forms:
EA =
P
vhd
, (2.2)
EL =
P
v
. (2.3)
These terms are rather simplistic, and largely ignore the majority of processing
parameters and conditions that can affect build quality under certain situations
within the process of SLM. A more complete method has been used by Wu et
al. [21] who stated their laser parameters using the normalised enthalpy defined
as,
∆H
Hm
=
ηP
ρmeltHm
√
piαrd3v
, (2.4)
where η is the laser efficiency, ρmelt is the density at melting, Hm is the enthalpy
at melting, α is the thermal diffusivity, and rd is the laser spot radius.
2.2.1 Laser scan strategy
The choice of laser parameters is seldom developed independently, and must
often account for the laser scan strategy chosen, which is highly geometrically
dependent. Generally, within SLM, three distinct classifications of laser paths
exist: contour, hatching and point exposures, as shown in Figure 2.3.
The outer contour scan is offset from the part boundary by a spot compensation,
usually the laser spot radius, rd, to obtain the same dimensions of the part.
Normally, a repeated number of contour scans are then offset from the part
boundary to improve the surface finish quality and eliminates zones not fully
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Figure 2.3: Illustration representing the composition of an applied scan strategy
within a slice of a part geometry
scanned by the hatched region. The bulk of the material is consolidated using a
hatch scan style, consisting of series of adjacent scan vectors with a given hatch
spacing. The hatch spacing hd for laser scan vectors is critical, and has been
found to determine the level of porosity within a part, and the level of surface
roughness [22]. There is a compromise for hatch spacing on build time and the
quality of the part built. If the hatch spacing is greater than the track width, this
results in un-sintered powder between tracks. Likewise, a hatch spacing equal to
the track width results in irregular melt pool formation, leaving elongated pores
within the built component [20]. On the contrary, reducing the hatch spacing
has a variety of issues: increased build time, over heating in small regions, and
increased susceptibility of porosity due to effect of denudation; explained in
Section 2.3.8.
In order to minimise the effect of anisotropy within the XY plane of the
build part, typically the hatch orientation is rotated incrementally for each
layer by an angle θh. Regions are infilled with hatched regions using various
scan strategies: conventionally a meander, checkerboard (island) or stripe scan
strategy as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The choice of laser scan strategy is an
additional method to provide a degree of localised control on the manufacturing
process, which affects the stability, repeatability and quality of the parts produced
using SLM.
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a) Alternating scan b) Checkerboard (island) scan c) Stripe scan
Figure 2.4: Common laser scan strategies used for pre-processing parts in SLM
2.3 Thermo-physical phenomena in the process
Owing to the nature of powder bed fusion processes such as SLM, a multitude
of complex thermo-physical phenomena occur at a variety of different spatial
and temporal time scales. Within this section, a review of the literature which
analyses and discusses the underlying physics present during the manufacturing
process using experiments and numerical simulations is reported. The interaction
of the laser beam and powder including the effective transmission and absorption
of energy with the multiple phases existing in the powder-bed medium is reported
in Section 2.3.1. The effective transfer of heat generated due to exposure to
the laser within the powder medium is then discussed in Section 2.3.2. The
role of the sintering mechanisms of metal powders is discussed in Section 2.3.3,
although much of the micro-scale behaviour is strongly tied to the thermo-fluid
interactions within and surrounding the melt pool, which are reported in Sections 2.3.5-2.3.8.
2.3.1 Laser interaction with the powder bed
During the SLM process, the powder bed is irradiated by a laser focused onto
the powder bed. Absorption of photons on the surface of the powder causes a
transformation into thermal energy. Typical focused laser spot diameters range
from 25 - 100 µm with a layer thickness varying between 25 – 50 µm depending
on the powder morphology and the build material [23]. Two different types of
irradiation sources are conventionally used for SLM: CO2 and neodymium-doped
yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) with respective wavelengths of 10.6 µm
and 1064 nm. The choice of laser depends on the absorptivity of the material,
driven by the absorption mechanism [17]. Insulating materials, such as polymers,
ceramics, and metal oxides, tend to favour the use of CO2 lasers, whereas
absorption with the Nd:YAG is better with metals, as shown in Table 2.1.
The interaction of the laser with the powder is particularly complicated. As
illustrated in Figure 2.5, collimated rays are reflected off the oblique surface
of particles through pores, and then is propagated and further scattered into a
great depth of the powder [24]. The powder behaves as a homogeneous absorbing
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Material
Absorption A
λ = 1064 nm λ = 10.6 µm
(Nd:YAG) (CO2)
Cu 0.59 0.26
Fe 0.64 0.45
Sn 0.66 0.23
Ti 0.77 0.59
Al2O3 0.03 0.96
Si02 0.04 0.96
NaCl 0.17 0.60
PTFE 0.05 0.73
Table 2.1: Absorption of wavelengths of a selection of materials taken from
experiments performed by Tolochko et al. [17]
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Figure 2.5: Illustration showing the intensity of the laser irradiation at the surface
scattered into the powder medium
scattering medium, with an effective extinction coefficient βex. The scattering
and multiple reflections allow the penetration of rays into the layer exceeding
multiple-particle diameters [25] and spread into surrounding material at an angle
θ, with an overall intensity characterised by I(z, θ).
The earliest analytical heat source model was proposed by Rosenthal for use
in the application of welding metal plates together [26]. The analytical solution
was derived from heat flow equations and assumed a moving point heat source
on the surface with a constant thermal diffusivity α.
The analytical solution for a thick plate assumes a moving coordinate system
xi = x−vt, travelling at velocity v, with the resultant temperature distribution
T defined as
T − T0 = 1
r
P
2pikd
exp
{vxi
2α
}
exp
{ vr
2α
}
, (2.5)
where d is the depth into the work piece, P is the heat input, k is the thermal
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conductivity, T0 is the ambient temperature, and r is the radial distance from
the heat source. The Rosenthal solution, provides a reasonable estimate of the
thermal distribution spatially over a large distance r, however, it is unsuitable
close to the point heat source which tends towards infinity.
For laser applications such as SLM, beam characterisation has found the
energy absorption profile to be Gaussian with a peak intensity and radial decay
[27]. The application of a heat input as a boundary condition is a two dimensional
stationary surface heat flux as
q = 2piPr20 exp
{
2r2
r20
}
, (2.6)
where r0 is the laser spot radius. For welding applications Goldak proposed
using a double ellipsoid Gaussian heat source to account for the absorption of
energy at different depths in a moving heat source [28],with the definition
qv =
6η
√
3P
pi
√
pirxryrz
exp
{
−3x
2
r2x
}
exp
{
−3y
2
r2y
}
exp
{
−3z
2
r2z
}
, (2.7)
with a variable laser power P , laser spot radii rx, ry , and rz, and a lumped
efficiency term η to account for the relative absorption of laser energy into the
material, that can change according to the material phase. Calibrating the
efficiency term may be necessary by comparing the melt pool penetration with
that of the model. However, using this formulation, Kolossov et al. recommended
that a sufficient mesh resolution in the model is required for accurate representation
of the heat source [29]. Zeng et al. [30] performed experimental validation using
thermal imaging to measure the size and peak temperature of melt pool and
found in good agreement with their simulations. This method is often preferred
due to its simplicity.
The absorption in a dense medium is described by the Bouger-Beer-Lambert
law, which is a logarithmic relationship between the transmission of light of
intensity I through a medium [31], and is defined as
I = I0(1− ρh) exp {αabsδ}, (2.8)
where I0 [W/m
2] is the incident radiation, ρh is the reflectivity, αabs is the
absorption coefficient and δ is the path length. The Bouger-Beer-Lambert law
is only applicable for pure absorption. Due to multiple reflectance of radiation
between the bodies in the particle bed, scattering is created rendering this law
unsuitable for modelling absorption of energy into the powder bed.
Further advances have been made in predicted the absorption characteristics
of powder. Gusarov et al. proposed a radiation-conduction model of the
powder bed and the effect on absorbance A and implicitly the transmission of
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an energy flux from the surface into the powder bed [32] which has been used in
subsequent simulation studies [33, 34]. This model considered penetration into
the powder medium by assuming a statistically isotropic powder bed considering
the importance of optical thickness λ defined as
λ = βexLT =
3
2
1− fp
fp
1
Dp
, (2.9)
where βex is the extinction coefficient, LT is the powder layer thickness, fp
is the powder packing factor and Dp is the powder’s spherical particle size.
The distribution of energy in the powder bed depends on these parameters,
in addition to the reflectivity ρh of the material, and the effective scattering
properties of the medium defined by the effective scatter coefficient σscatter. In
the model proposed by Gusarov, the expression of the normalised power density
q¯ applied was defined as
q¯ =
Q
Q0
=
ρha
(4ρh − 3)D × ([1− ρ
2
h]e
−λ[(1− a)e−2aξ
′
+ (1 + a)e2aξ
′
]...
− [3 + ρhe−2λ][(1 + a− ρh(1− a))e2a(λ−ξ
′
) + (1− a− ρh(1 + a)e2a(ξ
′−λ))])...
− 3(1− ρh)(e
−ξ′ − ρheξ
′−2λ)
4ρh − 3 ,
(2.10)
where constant a is defined a =
√
1− ρh, the optical thickness in the powder
medium λ = βexLt, the dimensionless coordinate in the Z’ direction of the
powder thickness ξ′ = βexz′, and D is an additional constant where
D = (1− a) [1− a− ρh(1 + a)] e−2aλ − (1 + a) [1 + a− ρh(1− a)] e2aλ. (2.11)
The volumetric heat source term qv, used in subsequent models can be
found by the partial derivative of the normalised power density in equation
2.10 multiplied by the surface irradiation such that
qv = −βexQ0 ∂q¯
∂ξ′
, (2.12)
with the equivalent surface irradiance Q0, projected onto the surface. This is
spatially varying according to a Gaussian profile at the laser origin determined
by:
Q0 = 3
ηP
pird2
(
1− r
rd
)2(
1 +
r
rd
)2
, for 0 < r < R, (2.13)
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with the radial coordinate system r2 = x′2 + y′2 positioned at the laser origin.
The author acknowledges that the model does not account for any effects on the
powder associated with energy losses caused by the effects of vaporisation, and
therefore includes an additional efficiency term η. In this model, the effective
deposition of energy into the powder bed is shown in Figure 2.6, and the
effect of the optical thickness is shown in Figure 2.7. It can be seen, that
this model better accounts for the scattering of the heat flux throughout the
powder-bed, and unlike other models, the effect of the optical depth (the layer
thickness) changes the profile of deposited energy into the powder bed. Their
transient thermal model showed the formed melt pool was in good agreement
with experiment. This model provides a means to capture more accurately the
behaviour of the powder compared to the volumetric Gaussian models used
typically for homogeneous solid regions in welding applications.
The model proposed by Gusarov assumes the optical thickness of the powder
medium is homogeneous and is composed of particles substantially smaller in
diameter than the layer thickness. In practice, when scanning across a single
layer, the particle size distribution of the powder present in SLM typically will
have particle sizes equal or greater than the layer thickness, and of a similar
order as the laser beam spot. This condition would not let the scattering
and transmission of the energy deposited into the effective layer and it raises
questions about validity of the model when scanning across a single layer.
However, this model may provide a better representation when scanning directly
into a powder medium without a substrate, such as an overhang region.
Figure 2.6: Normalised energy deposited in the powder layer with an optical thickness
λ = 2 using the model proposed by Gusarov et al. [24]
An additional means for modelling the interaction of the powder with the
laser is the use of raytracing. Raytracing involves tracing the path of rays
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emitted from a source and interacting with surfaces according to Maxwell’s
equations. Depending on the material surface and the ray path, it may be
absorbed, reflected or transmitted, aiming to replicate the physical behaviour
of the powder bed. Raytracing has been used in the simulation of stationary
laser welding to determine the mechanism of keyhole formation and the stability
of the process [35]. Raytracing has been incorporated into two selective laser
sintering (SLS) models for determining the penetration of different laser types
into the powder bed [25, 36]. Boley et al. performed calculations on random
Gaussian and bi-modal powder beds obtained from rain models to determine
the absolute absorption coefficient for different metals [37].They observed a
significant increase in absorption over flat surfaces due to the scattering behaviour
in powder discussed by Gusarov [32]. Additionally, the absorptance could be
changed by altering the powder morphology. Through optimisation of the
morphology of the powder bed, they obtained two-fold increase in absorptivity
for highly reflective materials such as gold and silver. Boley et al. noted that
the non-uniform energy absorption due to the stochastic nature of the powder
distribution and morphology could be a cause of instabilities in the melt pool
[37].
2.3.2 Effective thermal heat transfer within powder mediums
Bulk conduction between the substrate, melt pool and the surrounding powder
occurs according to the thermal diffusivity of the materials. This effect influences
the size and geometry of the melt pool created. The high thermal conductivity
of some metals (e.g. copper, aluminium, gold) increases the dissipation of heat
from the melt pool into surrounding solid regions and as a result makes the
melt pool relatively small. For low thermal conductivity materials, more heat
is retained within the melt pool because of the slow dissipation of heat into the
solid region resulting in relatively large melt pools [38].
The thermal conduction in a solid substrate can be readily found. The
temperature dependent thermal conductivity k(T ) for homogeneous metals in
both solid and liquid states can be calculated from the electrical conductivity
σcond of the metal using the Wiedemann–Franz law, defined as
k
σcond
= LT (2.14)
where L is the Lorentz number, which remains generally constant for most
metals up to high temperatures. Alternatively, steady-state or transient experimental
measurements such as a laser flash analysis may be used to find the temperature
dependent thermal conductivity.
The thermal properties of the powder are dependent on many parameters
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including the packing factor fp, powder morphology, powder distribution and
the constituent material including the resident gas insides the pores. The
prediction of the effective thermal conductivity of powders, ke , was first established
by Maxwell [36], assuming randomly packed spheres in a continuous medium
ke
kg
=
(
1− 2fp 1− ks/kg
2 + ks/kg
)
/
(
1 + fp
1− ks/kg
2 + ks/kg
)
,
lim
ks
kg
→∞
ke
kg
=
1 + 2fp
1− fp ,
(2.15)
with the thermal conductivities of the discrete phase ks and continuous phase
kg in the medium. This model is only suitable for low packing factors because
the model neglect thermal interaction between the discrete phases. In contrast,
the model proposed by Bruggeman [39] takes into account these interactions
giving
1− fp = ks − ke
ks − kg
3
√
kg
ke
,
lim
ks
kg
→∞
ke
kg
=
1
(1− fp)3 .
(2.16)
Other models have been proposed to improve the accuracy at higher packing
factors [40, 41]. However, such models are suitable only at room temperature
and fail to account for the high temperatures experienced during SLM where
the radiative conductivity, kr , becomes significant due to the Stefan-Boltzmann
law, where qrad ∝ T 4.
Various studies have proposed models for the effective conductivity in powders,
such as the Yagi-Kunii [42] and Zehner-Schlu¨nder [43] models. The latter
model only considered conductive terms but Sih and Barlow [44] made further
corrections with the additional Damko¨ler’s radiation term to give
ke
kg
= (1−√1− fp)(1 + fp
kr
ks
)
+
√
1− fs × ...(1− φ)
 2
1− Bkgks
 B
(1− Bkgks )
2 (1−
kg
ks
) ln
(
ks
Bkg
)
− B + 1
2
− B − 1
1− Bkgks
+ kr
kg
+ φks
kg

(2.17)
where kr is the thermal conductivity due to radiation calculated from Damko¨ler’s
equation 2.19, φ is the flattened surface fraction of particle in-contact, and B is
the deformation parameter for particle which may be calculated from
r2 +
(
z
B − (B − 1)z
)2
= 1, (2.18)
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with the radius r and the height z, and parameter B defining the cylindrical
shape. The following conditions define the particle shape: B = 0 represents
the Z-axis, B > 0 is a barrel like shape and B = 1 is a sphere. The thermal
conductivity term kr due to radiation is calculated from the Damko¨ler equation
as follows
kr∆T = ξDpεemσb
(
T 4 − T04
)
, (2.19)
kr ≈ 4ξDpεemσbT 3 (2.20)
where ξ is the area fraction occupied by canals per unit area, Dp is the powder
particle diameter, εem is the emissivity, and σb is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
An alternative definition for kr exists dependent on the extinction coefficient
βex, which is estimated by the Rosseland term [43], and is approximated as
kr =
16
3
σbT
3
βex
, (2.21)
where βex is the extinction coefficient in a powder medium determined by the
power-void fraction fp,
βex =
3
2
1− fp
fp
1
DP
. (2.22)
The Zehner-Schlu¨nder model was used in laser melting of a metal and ceramic
powder bed by Dai and Shaw [44] who assumed perfect spheres (B = 1), the
view factor F = 1/3, and no flattening of contact surfaces (φ = 0).
Another more recent analytical model proposed by Gusarov and Kovalev [32]
exists for the thermal conductivity value of powder by considering the particles
as a network of thermal resistances, resulting in the relation
ke
kg
=
fpN
2
[
1
2
ln (1 + L) + ln
(
1 +
√
L
)
+
1
1 +
√
L
− 1
]
, (2.23)
where N is the mean coordination number and the parameter L is defined as
L =
γg + 1
9γg − 5
3
4
√
piKn
, (2.24)
with the adiabatic exponent of the gas γg. The definition of the Knudsen number
Kn is stated as
Kn =
l
Dp
(2.25)
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which is defined by the mean free path length l within the gas pore
l =
γg − 1
9γg − 5
kg
ppore
√
MgT
2kb
, (2.26)
where ppore is the pressure of the gas pore, Mg is the molecular mass of the gas
and kb is the Boltzmann constant.
The effective thermal conductivity of the powder medium depends on the
particle size and the gas pressure and may be evaluated at different orders
of scale. Gusarov and Smurov acknowledged there was a discrepancy with
experimental data because the model cannot reflect the non-uniform powder
diameter distribution and non-uniform geometries of powder manufactured for
use in powder-bed fusion applications [32].
Experimental data for the thermal conductivity of different powders at high
temperature remains scarce, however, a doctoral thesis work has predicted
the thermal conductivity of stock gas atomised powder (GAP) and plasma
rotating electrode processed (PREP) Ti-6Al-4V powder for EBM [45]. A linear
relationship between thermal conductivity and temperature up to ∼700 ◦C was
apparent, but the thermal conductivity become non-linear and steadily increased
above this temperature.
2.3.3 Sintering kinetics of particles
The absorption and conversion of energy within the powder raises the temperature
of the medium. Upon reaching a high enough temperature sintering will occur.
The process of sintering is generally defined as the coalescence of two particles, as
illustrated in Figure 2.8, which can occur at the order of milliseconds [46].The
principle sintering behaviour is characterised into two phases. Through solid
state diffusion, sintering necks first form between adjacent particles. In the
second phase, the increased connectivity provides an additional mechanism
for heat transfer to occur in the powder, thereby accelerating the sintering
mechanism.
Klocke et al. performed experimental measurements the sintering of two
stainless steel particles at various powers [45]. In their study, when using a
laser power > 125 W, the coalesce time was found to be approximately 2 ms.
Additionally, dimensional analysis and numerical simulation by Attar et al.
[46] showed the interaction time to be of the same order in powder-bed fusion
processes, which is further discussed in Section 2.6.2.
Solid state sintering is driven by three key mechanisms: surface and volume
diffusion, vapour transport and grain boundary diffusion, with the latter present
at lower homologous temperatures [47, 48]. The sintering kinetics were observed
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to occur at a homologous temperature between 0.7 < T/Tm < 1 [48]. It was
reported that surface diffusion occurs at lower particle sizes and volume diffusion
at large particles sizes, accounting for the large necking between adjacent particles
[47].
A variety of theories for predicting the relative neck radius uniting two
sintering particles have been considered. Kuczynski’s theory [49], determined
the change in neck radius with time,
dx
dt
=
1
tox4
(2.27)
with the characteristic time
to =
N0kbTR
3
8γeDs
, (2.28)
where No is the number density of solid material, R is the particle radius, γe is
the surface free energy and Ds is the self-diffusion coefficient. Another model
was proposed by Frenkel [50]
( x
R
)2
=
3
2
(
γt
Rη
)
, (2.29)
where γ is the particle surface tension, η is the thermally activated particle
viscosity and t is the time of sintering. Studies of sintering behaviour in selective
laser melting remain largely unexplored, possibly because of the instantaneous
melting that occurs in the process.
2.3.4 Thermo-fluid physics
Upon the formation of a melt pool, the high thermal gradients and energy input
create a highly complex set of thermo-fluid physical-phenomena, providing a
great challenge for researchers to identify and understand. The melt pool is
subject to a variety of forces acting upon it including buoyancy, gravity, surface
tension and capillary forces. The interplay between these forces determine
the stability, hence, the final geometry of the overall melt-track formed. At
these length and time-scales, dimensional analysis, as discussed in Section 2.6.3,
indicates that the fluid flow is largely dominated by surface tension effects,
rather than buoyancy and gravity.
The surface tension has a significant influence on the formation of the melt
pool. The high surface tension and wettability of molten metals facilitate
the formation of smooth surfaces under favourable conditions, permitting the
creation of continuous elongated cylindrical tracks, as shown in Figure 2.9.
Yadroitsev et al. showed experimentally that elongated melt pools with high
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aspect ratios were susceptible to instability, due to capillary forces [51].
Plateau-Rayleigh instability analysis of an infinitely long cylinder, as shown
in Figure 2.10(a), informs that a cylinder is stable if the axial harmonic disturbances
of its radius with wavelengths λ are less than its circumference [51]. The criterion
is satisfied provided the following condition is met
piD
L
≥ 1, (2.30)
where D is the track diameter and L is the track length [52]. In the case of
SLM, the melt pool track has a finite length, and features contact with the
substrate, at a given contact angle φ, as shown in Figure 2.10(a). Gusarov et
al. [24] determined the stability criterion to be
piD
L
>
√
2
√
φ (1 + 2 cos(2φ))− sin(2φ)
2φ (2 + cos(2φ))− 3 sin(2φ) . (2.31)
It was concluded that stability could be achieved for any wavelength, provided
the contact angle φ < pi2 - equivalent to a half a cylinder, as shown in Figure
2.10(b).
Understanding the previous behaviour would further explain the balling
phenomenon discussed by Gusarov et al. [31]. Fundamentally, surface tension
drives the melt pool to minimise the surface energy towards its lowest energy
state - a sphere. During this deformation, the track melt pool begins to recede
from the substrate, as shown in Figure 2.11(b). Depending on the resultant
track geometry, detachment can occur, resulting in the formation of a ball.
The balling effect occurs with high aspect ratio melt pool geometry; i.e. the
melt pool becomes larger than equivalent sphere of the same volume, which
is observed typically with high aspect ratio melt pools [53]. Tolocko et al.
investigated the mechanisms for the balling effect, and showed this instability is
dependent on the laser parameters chosen [53]. The balling affect can be avoided
by limiting excess power into the powder and controlling the laser scan speeds
to ensure a stable melt pool shape is achieved [32, 54]. A study by Yadroitsev
and Gusarov intuitively found the penetration into the substrate was linearly
dependent on the scanning velocity, therefore the contact angle and aspect ratio
of the melt pool could be controlled [51]. Their investigation resulted in a
process map shown in Figure 2.9, and it was highlighted that re-melting of the
substrate was crucial for obtaining stability during the process. Instability at
higher powers was attributed to fluidic effects created by Marangoni flow, and
the key-hole phenomena both further discussed in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.7.
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2.3.5 The effects of Marangoni flow
The second consequence of surface tension forces are within the melt pool itself,
namely surface tension driven Marangoni convectional flow. Marangoni flow
is induced by a shear force τ acting parallel to the melt pool’s free-surface,
created by a surface tension gradient ∂γdT induced by the temperature gradient.
Marangoni forces dominate the flow in the melt pool, and have a strong effect
on the melt pool dimensions and surface temperature depending on the flow
direction and magnitude of the convection. The shear force may be derived
using the chain rule assuming a radial coordinate system around the melt pool
centre [57],
τ = −µ∂u
∂z
= −µ ∂γ
∂T
∂T
∂r
, (2.32)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the molten metal. The strength and direction
of the flows can be characterised by the non-dimensional Marangoni numberMa,
stated as
Ma =
∂γ
∂T
∂T
∂r
L
2µα
, (2.33)
where L is the chosen characteristic length [55]. The Marangoni number typically
varies between 103 and 106, with its sign indicating the direction of the convective
flows. The direction of the Marangoni force, and consequently recirculation
behaviour, changes based on the surface tension gradient ∂γ/∂T . Characteristic
melt pool shapes as a result of Marangnoni flow are shown in Figure 2.12. A
negative surface tension gradient (∂γ/∂T < 0) results in a shallow melt pool
and a positive surface tension gradient (∂γ/∂T > 0) results in narrow deeper
melt pool with.
A positive surface gradient induces an inward flow, with heat energy transferred
downwards towards the solid-liquid interface at the bottom of the melt pool,
resulting in preferentially greater melting downwards rather than at the corners
[55]. This effect results in greater penetration into the medium. The relative
importance of convective over conductive heat transfer within the melt pool can
be characterised according to the Peclet number,
Pe =
uρcpL
k
, (2.34)
where u is the characteristic fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, cp the specific
heat capacity, L is the chosen characteristic length, and k is the thermal conductivity
of the fluid. Flow within the melt pool varies, and the high velocity region near
the melt pool surface will have a higher Peclet number, compared to the interior
regions and the ‘mushy-zone’ at the solid-liquid interface [38]. Marangoni flow
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tends to decrease with increasing temperature but the inclusion of surface
active elements have a profound influence and conversely increase its strength
with temperature [55]. Zhao and Richardson [56, 57] proposed the following
expression for the influence of oxygen and temperature on the surface gradient
γ = γ0m −A(T − Tm)−RTΓs ln
[
1 + kiai exp
{
− δH
0
R0T
}]
, (2.35)
whereA [N/mK] is the negative temperature coefficient of surface tension (∂γ/∂T ),
Γs [Mol/m
2] is the surface excess concentration at saturation, ki is a constant
related to the entropy of segregation of the alloy species i, ai is the activity of
species i in the alloy solution, and H0 [J/Mol ] is the standard heat of adsorption
of the alloy system. Their experimental analysis of laser welding of pure iron in
conjunction with their model, showed that even at low concentrations of oxygen
between 100-1000 PPM, positive surface tension could be experienced at lower
temperatures. It further shows the complexity and subtle effects of parameters
on the physics at the micro-scale within the process.
Gas entrapment during SLM is a known problem [54]. Gas species resident in
powder medium coalesce and cannot escape from the melt pool surface because
the Marangoni convection within the fluid is too great. Upon solidification,
gas is trapped leaving an undesirable void or pore with characteristic spherical
shape, as shown in Figure 2.13, contributing to undesirable porosity [58]. The
source of these gases are
• Trapped gas resident in powder pores
• Evaporation of residual chemical alloying elements with high vapour pressure
Pi
• Chemical reactions
The residual pores left through gas entrapment are an undesirable manufacturing
artefact which affects the mechanical properties, especially the fatigue performance,
as discussed in Section 2.5.2.
2.3.6 Vaporisation
Owing to the laser intensity in the SLM process, evaporation of metallic elements
will occur at the surface of the melt pool, and this contributes greatly to the
complex phenomena occurring [16, 33]. Given enough energy, a plume of metal
vapour can form in the chamber, and then condense on the lens attenuating
the laser beam, degraded performance, especially for builds of long duration
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[16]. Evaporation is a probabilistic process and is a function of the equilibrium
vapour pressure ps with an Arrhenius relationship described by
ps,i = p0 exp
{
− ∆G
R0T
}
= p0 exp
{
Levap(T − TB)
R0(T − TB)
}
, (2.36)
where ∆G is the Gibbs free energy, p0 is the ambient pressure, Levap is the
latent heat of vaporisation, TB is the boiling point temperature, and R0 is the
universal gas constant. The partial pressure calculated in equation 2.36 can then
be used to calculate the rate of evaporation Ji using the Langmuir equation;
Ji =
Mips,i√
2piMiR0T
, (2.37)
which is dependent on the atomic mass Mi of the alloying species and their
partial vapour pressure pi. The model may be further improved by summing
the constituent components of an alloy instead of the bulk as some alloying
species may have high partial pressures [59, 60],
Ji =
γip
0
s,iC
s
i
ρm
√
2piMiR0T
, (2.38)
where γi is the activity coefficient, p
0
i is the vapour pressure of the alloy, C
s
i
is the volumetric concentration at the surface, and ρm is the molar density of
the alloy. Furthermore, an estimate of the overall surface heat loss contribution
qloss is
qloss =
∑
JiLevap,i. (2.39)
The effect of latent heat of vaporisation, Levap, is far greater in strength
compared to the latent heat of fusion, Lfuse, and limits the maximum surface
temperature of the melt pool [33, 55]. There is a preferential evaporation of
each metal component in metal alloys [61] and Juechter et al. [62] showed
that the final alloy composition of Ti-6Al-4V in a part could be changed by
altering the scan speeds when processing using EBM. In their study, there
was preferential evaporation of aluminium, owing to its relatively lower boiling
temperature (TB = 2470
◦C), and the concentration of this component was
effectively found to increase with the line energy density, EL (equation 2.3), as
predicted. Therefore, it was recommended that overheating should be avoided
to prevent changes of the chemical composition in the melt pool, and the final
built part.
The rapid process of vaporisation of molten material results in the generation
of a recoil pressure pr on the melt pool, which has the effect of flattening the
melt pool and pushing material in the lateral direction [33]. It also provides the
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driving force behind the many thermo-fluid phenomena leading to instabilities
in the process: such as keyhole and laser spatter formation, and the creation
denudation zones.
2.3.7 Keyhole and spatter formation
The evaporation of alloying constituents in the melt pool, has the potential to
form a keyhole pore: a narrow vapour cavity [38], with the potential to trap
un-melted powders, as shown in Figure 2.14.
In laser welding, keyhole formation is desirable, and can improve the energy
efficiency caused by reflection and scattering inside the cavity, enabling deeper
penetration of the weld during the joining processes. However, keyhole formation
is detrimental to stability in powder-bed fusion process. Expansion of gas and
plasma within the melt pool cavity could further increase the instability of the
melt pool [63]. Additionally, due to high energy density of the laser, metal
vapour can become excited and ionise resulting in the formation of a plasma
that can adversely affect the attenuation of the laser beam [16].
The recoil pressure, pr, produced by the ablated material exerts a force on
the melt pool. It is calculated from kinetic theory and is approximately related
to the saturation vapour pressure, ps [64]:
pr ≈ 0.56ps, (2.40)
with the saturation vapour pressure, ps, described by;
pr >
γ
rd
, (2.41)
where γ is the surface tension [65]. Given the small laser spot size, between
10-100 µm, material ejection occurs at the material boiling point TB . Using
a combination of the laser parameters, and material properties involved in the
process, King et al. [65] derived an estimate of the threshold speed vt for keyhole
formation, stated as
vt =
4α
rd
[√
pikTb
AIrd
]−2
(2.42)
with the absorptivity A, and the laser intensity I = P/2pir2d. The keyhole
generated is in equilibrium between forces opening the cavity, and those forces
causing collapse (gravity and surface tension) [66]. Fluctuation forces can
eventually lead to self-collapse, resulting in the undesirable formation of the
keyhole pores often exhibited in SLM.
It has been identified that keyhole formation commonly occurs along the
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border of parts [20, 67]. This can be attributed to the acceleration of the
galvo-mirrors not letting the laser reach its nominal velocity [20], and instability
of the keyhole after the laser has switched off at the end of the scan vector
[67]. Khairallah et al. recommended ramping down the laser power, to provide
enough time for surface tension to smooth the surface, however, current SLM
machines do not have this facility [67]. Kempen [20] recommended the use of
‘skywriting’ or ‘ghost-vectors’ at the beginning of scan vectors, as shown in
Figure 2.15. During the ghost vector, the laser is turned off, but provides the
galvo-mirrors enough time to accelerate to their nominal velocities.
Laser spatter consist of large particles ejected at high speeds from the melt
pool, and are the source of ‘visible sparks’ seen within the chamber [68]. Simonelli
et al. analysed the ejecta, and observed regardless of the material processed, the
creation of spherical particles exceeding the pre-alloyed particle sizes[16]. Laser
spatter that lands on the powder-bed can lead to disastrous consequences. Their
large size prevents complete homogeneous melting when scanned by the laser
because of the lack of energy available, given the laser parameters are tuned
for the particle distribution size of the powder feed-stock. Additionally, large
particles prevent correct spreading of powder in the next layer; creating a trail
in the direction of the power re-coating mechanism [69].
According to Khairallah et al. spatter is created by metal vapour plumes
creating a pressure forces acting on the melt pool [67]. Owing to the key-hole
depression, the advancing front of the melt pool begins to accumulates liquid like
a ‘bow-wave’. There is a tendency for the liquid to become elongated and pinch
caused by high surface tension forces. Eventually this breaks away, forming
spheres that are ejected at high speed, ∼10 m/s, due to pressure [70]. This has
been observed in numerical simulations [67] and is in agreement with high speed
video recordings by Mathews et al. [70]. Their video footage showed unheated
particles were ejected in a rearward direction at ∼2 m/s. Particles formed at
the front and sides of the melt pool (observed by their high incandescence)
were ejected forward at 10 m/s with particles sizes approximately equal to
the width of the track, agreeing with the measured particles sizes observed by
Simonelli et al. [16]. They also suggested that the vaporisation generated above
the melt pool either expands or narrows into a jet depending on the ambient
pressure. This jet can provide significant vertical momentum, up to 10 m/s,
causing particles to escape the melt pool.
2.3.8 Denudation of powder
Denudation, or the absence of powder particles adjacent to the scan track, is
shown in Figure 2.16, and is characterised by an observable light halo surrounding
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the scan [22]. Denudation is suspected to be the cause of elongated longitudinal
pores being generated parallel to scan tracks [71]. This porosity formation is
often encountered when the scan spacing is small enough that a neighbouring
scan track lies completely in the first track’s denudation zone [20, 72].
Numerical modelling carried out by Khairallah et al. showed that as a result
of recoil pressure acting upon the surface of the melt pool overcoming surface
tension, the liquid is accelerated away from the centre [67]. This results in
the creation of depressions and spatter. Marangoni flow aids cooling in the
depression and create additional denudation regions.
Mathews et al. [70] acknowledged that their colleagues’ computational model
[73] cannot alone fully resolve the causes of denudation due to the lack of two
phases needed to account for the complex flow within the build chamber. Their
experimental work used optical micrographs supported by high speed imaging,
as shown in Figure 2.17, to understand the role of gas flow within the chamber.
The denudation widths, and additionally track height, were found to be
heavily dependent on the gas pressure within the chamber, as shown in Figure 2.18.
They concluded that the dominant driving force for denudation was the entrainment
of surrounding gas flow, due to the Bernoulli effect created by the intensive
vaporisation above the melt pool. Two opposing regimes are evident, dependant
on the ambient pressure in the chamber, which are affected by the Knudsen
number, Kn, defined previously in equation 2.25. At high pressures (Kn < 1),
a metal vapour jet is formed creating a low pressure zone due to the Bernoulli
effect, as shown in Figure 2.19(a). This induces particles to be drawn into the
melt pool, increasing consolidation or alternatively being ejected upwards or to
the rear. At low pressures (Kn > 1), metal vapour can freely expand outwards
pushing particles away, as shown in Figure 2.19(b), creating a denudation zone
adjacent to the melt track.
2.3.9 Summary
The turbulent and chaotic behaviour of the SLM process zone at the micro-scale,
in particular the thermo-fluidic physics of the melt pool and with the surrounding
powder-bed is a highly stochastic process. The behaviour is extremely sensitive
to the input parameters, and small changes can have a profound effect on the
stability of the melt pool. Fundamentally these instabilities are caused by
vaporisation and the surface tension effects of Marangoni flow, which result
in the formation of laser spatter, keyholes pores, and denudation zones, which
all contribute to part level porosity.
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Figure 2.7: Profiles showing the effect of the optical thickness λ, on a) the normalised
power density q¯ and b), the volumetric heat source qv against the dimensionless depth
ξ′ in the model proposed by Gusarov et al. [32]
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Figure 2.8: Illustration showing the coalescence of two particles undergoing sintering
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Figure 2.9: Single track process map of Stainless Steel 316L with a layer thickness
of 50 µm taken from a study performed by Yadroitsev and Gusarov [51]
λ
ϕ
D
a) b)
Figure 2.10: a) Illustration showing the capillary stability of a cylinder track
on a solid substrate, and b) diagram showing theoretical stability plotted against
experiments by Yadroitsev et al. [51]
Substrate
Melt track Powder
Substrate
Melt track Powder
Melt track
a) b)
Figure 2.11: Illustration showing the role of surface tension affecting the track
geometry upon consolidation when a) just melted and b) after minimising the surface
energy of the melt track surface.
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a) b) ∂γ/∂T  > 0∂γ/∂T  < 0
Figure 2.12: Illustration showing the effect of the surface tension gradient on the
shape of the melt pool: a) a negative gradient forms a shallow profile and b) a positive
gradient produces a narrow deep depression.
Figure 2.13: Microscopy image of spherical porosity observed in AlSi10Mg processed
using SLM by Aboulkhair et al. [58]
Figure 2.14: scanned electron microscopy (SEM) image of keyhole pore formation
enclosing un-melted powders when processing AlSi10Mg in a study by Aboulkhair et
al. [58]
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Figure 2.15: Illustration of the ‘sky-writing’ technique using ‘ghost’ vectors to assist
accelerating the galvo-mirrors when scanning in SLM
Figure 2.16: Optical micrograph (top) and height map (bottom) showing the powder
denudation zone surrounding a single scan track. Taken from Matthews et al. [70]
Figure 2.17: High-speed imaging showing the track progression and movement of
particles during scanning. Taken from Matthews et al. [70]
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Figure 2.18: Graph showing the width of the denudation zone as a function of the
ambient argon pressure over the surface. Taken from Matthews et al. [70]
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Figure 2.19: Illustration showing the effect of surface pressure as a result of the
Bernoulli effect on the movement of powder particles near the laser interaction zone.
Effect of a) high pressure (Kn < 1) and b) low pressure (Kn > 1)
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2.4 Residual stress in selective laser melting
Probably the most significant concern to industry in the use of SLM for structural
parts is the ability to predict and mitigate the residual stresses generated in
parts during manufacture. These are the primary cause of build failure, and
indirectly, they impose severe design restrictions and reduce the reliability of
components, driving up costs, which impede the adoption of SLM in industry.
In metals, residual stresses develop from the inhomogeneous plastic deformation
created by thermal, mechanical and chemical manufacturing methods. Residual
stresses are not necessarily detrimental to part quality, and can be exploited to
enhance the performance of a component. In particular, compressive stresses can
be introduced at the surface to improve the mechanical and physical performance.
For example, high strength tempered glass is formed by quenching the outer
surface at high temperature, which creates compressive stresses at the surface
and tensile stresses at the interior [74]. Shot peening is used to plastically
deform the surface of metals inducing compressive stresses in the surface layers.
This improves the surface hardness, wear resistance, and can effectively improve
fatigue performance by increasing resistance to the nucleation and propagation
of fatigue cracks [75]. Thermo-chemical treatment, such as surface nitriding, is
used in carbon and alloyed steels to improve the surface properties for similar
benefits. Chemical diffusion of nitrogen introduces nitrides into the metal matrix
in a thin surface layer, (0.5 – 7) mm, improving hardness and mechanical
properties, but additionally introduces compressive stresses [76]. Unfortunately,
in manufacturing processes such as welding and SLM, residual stress is often
detrimental.
Multi-length scales are associated with residual stresses [77]. Type I macro
stresses vary largely across the part, and generally result in large part deformation.
Type II and III occur at a much smaller scale, occurring at atomic and micro-structural
levels but are largely ignored due to the higher resolution needed to measure
these experimentally. Nevertheless, the smaller scale stresses, can have a significant
impact on the ‘weldability’ of some metal alloys, further discussed in Section
2.4.3.
2.4.1 Mechanisms for the generation of residual stress
Laser based manufacturing processes are extremely susceptible to the generation
of residual stresses owing to the highly localised heating. The primary mechanism
for the creation of residual stress is the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM)
[77, 78]. High temperature gradients and non-uniform thermal expansions and
contractions in the heat affected zone (HAZ) result in the formation of residual
stresses within the finished component, as shown in Figure 2.20. These are
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created by incompatible thermal-strains generated during thermal expansion
and contraction. Underneath the melt pool, tensile stresses are created due
to restricted thermal shrinkage. Previously colder material surrounding this
is heated up rapidly and thermally expanding, which results in compressive
stresses.
Meltpool
Compressive
Stresses
Tensile
Stresses
Figure 2.20: Illustration showing the temperature gradient mechanism for the
generation of residual stresses in the heat affected zone
At high temperatures, plastic deformation also occurs through yielding because
the yield strength, σy, invariably decreases with temperature. After cooling,
these transient thermal stresses achieve an equilibrium state, leaving residual
stresses within the part [74, 79].
The ability of a material to resist cracking under high temperature gradients
is dependent on the ultimate tensile strength of the material σUTS . An indication
of this is measured by the thermal shock resistance τ in equation 2.43, and is
observed to be the ratio between material strength and the ability to generate
residual stresses [74].
τ =
σUTSk
EαCTE
(2.43)
2.4.2 Consequences of residual stress in SLM
Residual stresses unmanaged, have the immediate consequence of causing failure
during manufacture, as shown in Figure 2.21. Unlike laser sintering and to
some extent EBM systems, parts produced by SLM require additional support
structures to prevent build failure. Support structures constrain the part to
restrict ‘curling’ or distortion during the build to prevent collisions with the
powder re-coating mechanism. In extreme cases, high residual stresses cause
the material to fail and rupture, allowing the part to freely deform and again
collide with the re-coating mechanism. Other undesirable artefacts of residual
stress at post–build are distortion, increased susceptibility to crack formation
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Figure 2.21: Failure during manufacturing of a Ti-6Al-4V component caused by the
build-up of residual stress
and reduced fatigue performance, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.
Ultimately, some part distortion and residual stress development are inevitable
even with robust thick supports since bending is possible within the build plate.
Complete removal of residual stresses, therefore, requires further post processing
either by heat treatment to stress relieve the component, or through hot isostatic
pressing [23].
2.4.3 Influence of material properties
In theory, materials with a low thermal expansion coefficient αCTE , and low
melting temperature TM should experience a reduction in the residual stresses
generated due to a smaller rate of strain accumulation over a smaller temperature
range [74]. As previously discussed, reducing thermal gradients experienced in
the process can have a profound effect. Materials with a high thermal diffusivity
α, such as aluminium, copper and gold, are able to dissipate heat efficiently
into the surround material, which effectively reduces the thermal gradients. If
sufficiently high, stresses generated will result in yielding, and therefore the
material yield strength σy limits the maximum stresses generated. The yielding
behaviour is highly dependent on the material, especially for high temperature
metal alloys. A significant reduction in the yield strength with temperature
reduces the extent of the maximum residual stresses generated. However, an
investigation of the effect of thermal material properties, namely the specific
heat capacity, cp, and the linear thermal expansion coefficient, αCTE , on the
creation of residual stress, failed to reveal any systematic correlations in a
previous study [74].
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A method to mitigate the need for support structures was proposed Mumtaz
et al. [80] by utilising the eutectic point of a zinc alloy (Bi3Zn) to minimise
the melt temperature required thereby reducing the direct energy input. This
enabled them to build parts without support structures although they did
not report the effects of distortion caused by residual stress. This method,
however, is considerably limited in the choice of alloys and alloy compositions
A metallurgical factor coexists with residual stresses, and this exasperates the
problem depending on the choice of material processed. Some metal alloys,
especially nickel super-alloys [81], silicon steels [82] and Waspaloy [83], are
particularly susceptible to thermally induced micro-cracking during solidification
[84]. To a limited extent, this micro-cracking can be mitigated through process
optimisation and scan strategies [81–83]. A study by Tomus et al. [81] suggested
that an increase of some alloying elements (Mn, Si, S and C) increased crack
susceptibility by reducing the solidification temperature TS , and that grain
boundaries provide the most likely sites for the nucleation and propagation
of cracks due to the segregation of minor elements towards these regions.
Harrison et al. [84] performed a design of experiment (DOE) on a nickel
super-alloy Hastelloy X, and concluded that the laser power had the greatest
influence on crack density, whilst energy density held a stronger relationship
with porosity but could not eliminate the presence of micro-cracking. A modified
composition of the original alloy with an increase in the proportion of solid
solution strengthening elements to the nominal, led to an average reduction in
crack density of 65%. The strengthening mechanism allowed small gains in the
ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength σy, and reduction in ductility at
higher temperatures (> 768 ◦C). They attributed this strengthening effect as
the method for reducing the crack density, contrary to the conclusions drawn
by Tomus et al. [81].
2.4.4 Influence of laser scan parameters
Experiments to optimise the laser scan parameters for materials, as discussed
in Section 2.6, are namely focused on the stability of the melt-track formation
in order to obtain high material densities. Thermo-mechanical models of SLM
provide an insight into the effect of laser parameters on the build-up of stress.
These models provide an opportunity to explore parameters combinations unsuitable
for building dense parts. Nevertheless, the effect of laser scan parameters on
residual stress remains largely unknown and inconsistent. Vasinonta et al.
investigated the effect of laser speed and found temperature gradients decrease
with slower scan speeds [85]. Experiments performed by Wu et al. indicated
that increasing the laser power and the laser speed increased the length of
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the melt pool, and reduced the magnitude of residual stresses, as measured by
neutron diffraction [21]. The melt pool length was also shown to increase with
laser power also in a model by Vasinonta et al. [85]. The hatch distance was
investigated by Pohl et al. who found the distortion measured decreased with
an increase in hatch distance [86], however, no further investigations have been
done since. It was suggested by Vrancken, that varying the hatch distance could
effectively control the accumulation of heat during the layer scan, which may
reduce thermal-gradients [87].
A parametric experimental study was performed by Vrancken to study the
effect of laser speed, laser power, and layer thickness on the residual stress
generated using X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements [87]. Their results
indicated that an increase in the layer thickness increased residual stress and was
attributed to less thermal accumulation using larger layer thicknesses. During
each scanned layer, heat accumulates in the build volume and substrate, which
they note using smaller layer thicknesses having more of pre-heating effect. Also,
their results showed that increasing the scan speed elongates the melt pool,
which increased the magnitude and anisotropy of residual stress found.
2.4.5 Influence of laser scan strategy
The correct choice of laser scan strategy is critical in generating the desired
microstructure [58, 88] and is also known to affect the build-up of residual
stress in components [77]. Numerous studies have observed that the largest
planar residual stress component is generated parallel to the scan vector and
increases with scan vector length [77, 86, 89].
Scan strategies which limit the length of the scan vector such as the checkerboard
island or ‘stripe’ scan strategy have the greatest impact on reducing the levels
of residual stresses within components. The use of the checkerboard island scan
strategy has been shown to be an effective method for reducing the build-up
in residual stress, especially in large parts because the maximum length of the
scan vectors is restricted to the scan island size or stripe width [77, 90]. This
is attributed to the size and geometric independence irrespective of the part,
achieved by uniformly rotating scan vectors orthogonally and restricting the
length of the scan vectors throughout the part, as shown in Figure 2.4(b).
However, it was found that reducing the island size did not further reduce
the magnitude of residual stress [87]. The checkerboard island strategy is a
very effective strategy for making the scan vectors independent of the part
manufactured, since each layer is decomposed into smaller regions.
However, the published work to date has not definitively shown the influence
of island scan order on the formation of residual stress. The least heat influence
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(LHI)) strategy has been stated to reduce residual stress by scanning the islands
randomly to minimise the thermal influence between islands. A possible explanation
suggested isolated islands are not constrained along their edges and therefore
have zero normal stresses along their edges [77]. However, currently there is
insufficient evidence to show how, and the extent to which, the island scanning
order affects the build-up of residual stress.
Alternative scan strategies have been proposed, such as spiral or helix strategy,
whereby contours are offset gradually from the border inwards towards the
centre [86]. The scan vector lengths remain substantially long, but the directionality
is spread evenly across the layer. Nickel et al. investigated this for a thin sheet
experimentally by measuring the distortion of a single square using meander and
a spiral scan strategies, and then compared this with a FE model [91]. Using the
spiral scan strategy, the stress distribution was symmetrical and more uniform
than the normal meander strategy, but the deformation was greater. Qian et al.
[92] developed a spiral strategy further for use on more complex components,
as shown in Figure 2.22(b). They had success building parts using the spiral
scan strategy, whilst the meander scan failed and suffered great deformation,
resulting in more failures. The parts built with the spiral strategy suffered less
distortion in the both in the Z direction and the XY plane compared to those
built using the meander strategy. They suggested that when using the spiral
strategy, the bending moment created by the residual stresses was more uniform
radially, and therefore parts suffered less distortion.
a) Meander strategy
b) Spiral strategy
Figure 2.22: Application of a) meander and b) spiral scan strategy used by Qian et
al. [95] to build a complex component
The use of fractal based scanning strategies also has been considered. Yang
et al. used a fractal scan strategy, as shown in Figure 2.23, for use with SLS [93].
In their method, a Hilbert filling curve was trimmed to the shape boundaries,
however, the effectiveness of this strategy was not conclusive. Ma and Bin
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performed a thermo-mechanical finite element (FE) simulation of SLM with a
fractal Hilbert curve geometry, and compared this with the meander strategy
[94]. They reported a symmetrical temperature field and distortion in the final
component built. However, the dimensions of the model were not representative
of the process, and a coarse mesh was used.
Vrancken suggested complex strategies haven’t been investigated due to the
difficultly generated compatible scan vector definition for commercial machines
[87]. However, recently this has been experimentally applied to SLM of ‘unweldable’
nickel based super-alloy CM247LC [95], made possible by the pre-processing
methods developed in this thesis. In their work, the Hilbert and Peano-Gosper
curves were applied to manufacture 3D samples. The use of these fractal scan
strategies increased the bulk density of the parts by 2% over the island scan
strategy. It also resulted in a significant reduction in crack length density,
although the crack area density remained relatively the same. The authors
acknowledged further work was required to explore other fractal scan strategies
and optimise these to improve the quality of parts manufactured.
Figure 2.23: Illustration of Hilbert area filling curve fractal scan strategy used by
Yang et al. [93]
The use of surface re-melting to reduce residual stress is inconclusive. Shiomi
et al. suggested residual stresses could be reduced by surface re-melting [96].
A re-melting technique was successfully used for the selective laser melting of a
metallic glass (Al85Ni5Y6CO2Fe2) by Li et al. with no presence of micro-cracking
[97]. In their approach, the material was scanned at high power (200 W),
followed by a rescan at low power (80 W). However, a study by Mercelis and
Kruth [77] showed no substantial reduction could be gained by re-scanning
further, as discussed in Section 2.6.2.
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Figure 2.24: The yield strength for stainless steel 304, taken from Vasinonta et al.
[85]
2.4.6 Effect of pre-heating
Pre-heating the build chamber has been considered as an effective strategy for
reducing residual stresses in SLM and was first investigated in work by Klingbel
et al. [98]. It has been claimed to be the most effective method for reducing the
effect of residual stress during. This is achieved by raising the build chamber
to high temperatures, in order to reduce global thermal gradients throughout
the part [99]. However, an additional effect of the increased temperature is the
reduction of the yield strength, as shown in Figure 2.24, for stainless steel 304.
The yielding behaviour at high temperature limits the maximum residual stresses
within the process.
Vasinonta et al. developed a thermo-mechanical FE model of thin-wall
structures to aid understanding of the effect of pre-heating on both the temperature
gradient and the residual stress generated [85]. As shown in Figure 2.25, varying
the scan parameters (power, and laser speed) at room temperature, shown as the
solid line, did not vary the maximum residual stress even at small temperature
gradients. Increasing the pre-heat temperature using the same parameters
(shown as curved lines), considerably reduces the maximum residual stress.
The use of a localised pre-heating source was first experimented by Abe et
al. who used an additional CO2 laser offset in front (pre-heating) and behind
(re-heating) the laser scanning across the surface [101]. They reported improved
ductility in the material using the dual laser source. Aggarangsi and Beuth
developed a thermo-mechanical FE model to investigate the effect of using a
localised pre-heating source [102]. They concluded that temperature gradients
barely changed using a localised heat source compared to using uniform surface
pre-heating, which reduced residual stresses by 18%. They acknowledged that
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Figure 2.25: Process map by Vasinonta et al. [100] showing the maximum
residual stress generated against the temperature gradient at different pre-heating
temperatures, and laser parameters
uniform pre-heating of the part is more effective, but is impractical to achieve.
Buchbinder et al. investigated the effect of pre-heating an aluminium alloy,
AlSi10Mg, using SLM, and reported that a preheat temperature of 250 ◦C was
sufficient in order to reduce part distortion and improve reliability [99].
Parts produced by EBM are significantly less prone to the effects of residual
stresses. Through the use of a vacuum atmosphere, the build chambers can be
raised to high temperatures, 750 ◦C in the case of Ti-6Al-4V [14]. Nevertheless,
there is still residual shrinkage in the final part as the build chamber cools, and
the parts are not completely impervious to distortion in the process.
2.5 Other manufacturing issues present in selective
laser melting
As described in Section 2.3, the complexity of the underlying thermo-physical
phenomenon in SLM contribute to defect formation, such as porosity and inadequate
layer adhesion due to laser spatter. These defects provide routes for material
failure when combined with residual stress. The random nature of defect generation
reduces confidence in the mechanical performance of AM built parts. Even
parts successfully built, are limited by the surface roughness (Section 2.5.1)
and in-built material anisotropy (Section 2.5.2), which affects the mechanical
properties and the overall mechanical performance including resistance to fatigue
failure. These issues are discussed further below.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.26: Unsupported overhang regions are susceptible to dross formation shown
in a) two holes performed in an experiment by Thomas [105]. Design workarounds such
as b) ‘tear-drop’ geometry can mitigate manufacturing constraints in SLM.
2.5.1 Surface roughness
Other factors that affect the production of parts by selective laser melting are
surface roughness and porosity, which are dependent on numerous factors such
as reliability of the machine, quality of powder material and most crucially
optimisation of the laser build parameters [103]. Surface roughness in the
as-built part taken from SLM is visually noticeable by inspection and is approximately
30-40 µm. Surface roughness is a source of crack initiation that promotes fatigue
failure to occur [104]. A study by Edwards et al. found as-built parts in
the Z direction experienced reduced fatigue performance, which was attributed
to the surface roughness, and material anisotropy [104]. Surface polishing
techniques can result in satisfactory finishing, however, inaccessible internal
voids or cavities are a challenge for current surface treatment techniques and
remain unsolved.
SLM is susceptible to poor surface roughness and sagging on geometrical
features with low surface angles and is dependent on the overall part orientation
relative to the build platform. Problematic areas often include holes, fillets and
areas containing overhangs, which unsupported result in the formation of dross,
as shown in 2.26(a). Unsupported areas are prone to dimensionally deviate from
the original design geometry, and critical assembly interfaces features will need
additional post-machining to reach desired tolerances.
The development of design rules was studied in doctoral work by Thomas
[105]. Their research investigated the buildability of CAD geometry, and identified
rules for self-supporting geometry by modifying original CAD geometry using
chamfers, bosses or additional in-built support structures could remove. Hole
features were noted to be susceptible to dross formation, and deviating in size
from the original geometry, as shown in Figure 2.26(a). By designing holes using
‘tear-drop’ geometries, as shown in Figure 2.26(b), these can mitigate against
the issue of over-hang areas. These design techniques can mitigate these issues
and reduce the dependency on additional support material that requires removal
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during post processing. However, these technique involve manual operations for
parts suitable for simplistic CAD geometry features. These manual workarounds
become time-consuming to incorporate, and it is therefore desirable the part is
automatically designed to be manufactured to account for the manufacturing
constraints in AM.
2.5.2 Anisotropy of built components and fatigue performance
The orientation and size of poly-crystalline grain structures are dependent on
the direction and magnitude of the temperature gradient field. Rapid cooling
induces a martensitic transformation in of the microstructure in steel and titanium
alloys [82, 106]. In SLM, there is a tendency for the generation of small dendritic
or needle-like columnar grain structures pointing vertically (Z direction) that
are greater than the layer thickness [104]. These vertically orientated grains are
explained by heat dissipating preferentially downwards through the part into
the base plate, during the build-process [107].
The effect this has on the bulk material is profound since these are highly
dependent on their inherent microstructure. Numerous works [104, 107, 108]
for various metals have shown the anisotropic mechanical behaviour where
mechanical properties differ between the planar (X and Y direction) compared
to the Z direction. Both static and dynamic mechanical properties are affected
by material anisotropy, with a tendency for poor performance in the Z direction
for yield strength, tensile strength and fatigue performance [104]. Investigations
often involve building the part in different orientation planes (longitudinal,
perpendicular, transverse) and at various locations on the build platform to also
determine if build quality varies with the position inside the build platform.
Work by Vrancken concluded that for non-heat treated samples, the anisotropy
of the residual stresses generated in conjunction with the developed grain structure
had a strong influence on the anisotropy of the mechanical performance [87].
These factors have yet to be exploited practically in manufactured designs or
methodologies to enhance the part performance, but was noted by Yadroitsev
et al. [22].
A study by Dadbakhsh et al. [109] investigated the effect of part orientation
and placement in the build chamber to understand the effect of protective
flow of gas over the powder bed and on the mechanical properties of the final
part. Despite showing a substantive difference when orientating the part on the
powder bed parallel and perpendicular to the gas flow, the high level of porosity
17% was insufficient for a definitive conclusion.
Producing a reliable part with homogeneous material properties and negligible
porosity requires further post processing such as hot isostatic pressing (HIP),
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stress relieving or annealing. These processes relieve residual stress from within
a component, however, only HIPing is able to reduce porosity, but this remains
an undesirable step in production because of the additional cost and complexity
imposed [23]. Tammas-Williams et al. [110] identified another potential issue:
spherical pores containing trapped argon gas come under high pressure following
HIPing and were found to progressively re-appear and grow compared to the
as-built specimens. Hence, there is a significant motivation to avoid the use of
HIPing for metal parts produced in SLM.
2.6 Process optimisation
The overall quality of built parts is governed by the number of in-built defects
which arise through process instabilities created through the complex thermo-physical
process involved in the melt pool as discussed in Section 2.3. Developing and
improving the palette of materials available for manufacture by SLM begins with
building specimens with low porosity. This is achieved by optimising and tuning
the laser scan parameters in conjunction with the laser scan strategy. Further
exploration of the parameter space can then account for different geometries,
support areas and overhang regions to potentially reduce the magnitude of
residual stresses generated and improving the surface finish.
2.6.1 Identifying the process window
Careful choice of laser power, point exposure time and point distance effectively
control the rate of consolidation (build speed), part density, and most crucially
the stability of the process; and together directly impact on build quality.
Typically, process optimisation begins with the stable formation of single tracks
and thin walls [51, 103, 111]. Accomplishing this across a parameter space,
produces process maps, as illustrated in Figure 2.27. These are created through
experimental methods, as shown in Figure 2.28, to identify a satisfactory operating
window [89].
These process maps provide a guide to identify parameters where there is
stable formation of the melt pool, and its solidification forms stable continuous
tracks with low aspect ratios. These studies provide an insight two or three
laser parameters, but neglect a large number of process parameters [13, 69,
108]. Typical experimental methods are exhaustive trial and error approaches,
since the parameter space is large and this further reduces the understanding
of process.
A case study was presented by Elsen [13], who observed that the balling
behaviour occurring on a single track differed greatly between work conducted
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Figure 2.27: Process map of a tool steel experiment adapted from Hauser et al. [89]
Figure 2.28: Process map performed by Yadroitsev et al. [103] showing melt pool
formation and stability of a single track with varying scan speed and layer thickness
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.29: Process window taken from experiments of iron powders performed by
a) Hauser [89] and b) Kruth et al. [78]
by Hauser [89] and Kruth et al. [78], as shown in Figure 2.29. The discrepancy
between the results was observed to be caused by different laser spot size rd and
laser scan speed v, resulting in an incompatible Peclet number (equation 2.34)
between the studies.
The optimal laser parameters are highly dependent on the material, the
powder morphology and the capabilities of the machine, which are currently
problematic for standardisation and certification of the process. Therefore, care
must be taken when comparing research owing to the difference in known stated
parameters and those unknown within the sub-process.
2.6.2 Pre-sintering and laser surface re-melting
Laser scan strategies are often employed to improve the processability and
mechanical integrity of components produced using SLM [58]. Laser surface
re-melting has been used to significantly reduce levels of porosity to achieve high
density parts (>99.9%), with improved surface finishing but at the expense of
approximately doubling the build time [112, 113]. This is achieved by scanning
the current layer twice (or multiple times) with the same or a different hatching
regime, with the aim being to remove any residual porosity created by process
instability. The second scan could be orientated perpendicular or be shifted to
overlap between scan vectors, referred as the ‘two-zones technique’ [58, 108].
Morgan et al. successfully applied re-melting to remove inter-layer porosity,
achieving porosities of ∼1% [114].This technique has also been used to improve
surface quality: Lamikiz et al. selectively applied this to top surfaces and
improved surface roughness by 80.1% from 7.5–7.8 µm Ra to 1.49 µm Ra
[115]. Also, Pinto et al. investigated the use of re-melting to improve the
micro-hardness of the surface [116]. Yasa and Kruth carried out an investigation
to determine if the ‘stair-stepping’ effect could be suppressed, but discovered
only a modest reduction of 10-15% could be gained [113].
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Despite the increased production time, surface remelting can be cost and
time effective if it removes the requirement for expensive HIPing and reduces
surface polishing required on the part. This performance penalty using re-melting
could be improved significantly by applying this more selectively to areas containing
defects using in-situ monitoring or restricting to problematic or performance
critical regions.
The pre-sintering technique relies on scanning the layer using a relatively
lower power setting to sinter powder prior to melting in a second scan. Aboulkhair
et al. [58] improved the processability of AlSi10Mg using this technique, achieving
densities, 99.8%, demonstrating a significant improvement over a variety of
re-melting scan strategies employed in their study. An added benefit was that
their method could be achieved using a lower power laser, 100 W, compared to
200 W used in a previous study by Thijs et al. [71]. A detailed investigation
of the pre-sintering mechanism has not been reported, but the act of sintering
powder particles will flatten the surface, removing surface irregularities and
the likelihood of pore formation. Since particles are anchored, denudation is
less likely to occur, reducing inter-track porosity. Also, because sintering necks
increase thermal conductivity, this should effectively reduce the instantaneous
power requirement to fully melt powder, reducing the potential formation of
key-hole pores.
Both the use of re-melting and pre-sintering [82] have been considered in
reducing the effect of residual stresses generated during the build. Mercelis and
Kruth [77] investigated the use of re-melting to reduce residual stresses. Their
study revealed that only using 50% of the nominal laser power used for hatched
zones, reduced the level of stress, whereas repeated exposure at full intensity
had no effect on the residual stress. The surface re-melting technique does not
seem to be an effective solution to reduce residual stress because a new melt
pool is re-created. This induces another HAZ, and thus generates another set
of residual stresses of a similar magnitude to those in the initial scan.
2.6.3 Dimensional analysis
The large parameter space in SLM makes it important to understand the relative
importance, and the effect of variability of the process parameters to ensure
repeatability and consistency in the build process. Consequently, the large
parameter space requires time-consuming and expensive experiments are needed
to obtain an optimised set of parameters specific to the material, machine
manufacturer, and powder supplier. Elsen et al. [13] investigated approaches to
improve process optimisation through a dimensional analysis using the Buckingham
Pi theorem in order to reduce the number of factors affecting the process. This
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helps deliver a more systematic approach using experimental design methodologies.
Considering the thermo-fluid phenomena occurring in the process, the dimensional
reduction still required nine non-dimensional input parameters, as shown in
equation 2.44, and remained considerably exhaustive.
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δh Melt enthalphy
Pr Prandtl number
M Beam quality
St Stefan number
ρp Density of powder
Dimensional reduction has also been considered in work by Ko¨rner et al.
[117] and by Megahed et al. [69], which characterised the effect of dimensionless
numbers on the process parameters, in particular during the melting regime
and laser interaction with the powder. Ko¨rner identified several dimensionless
numbers that characterised the fluid behaviour in the melt pool and compared
these with their numerical simulations. The Bond number Bo, is a measure for
comparing gravity verse the surface tension forces and is defined as
Bo =
ρgL2
γ
(2.45)
where L is the chosen characteristic length, and g is the gravitational constant.
Another method for characterising the free-surface fluid dynamics of the melt
pool is the Laplace number, La, which is the ratio between the inertia and
capillary effects against the viscous forces, and is defined as
La =
γρL
µ2
(2.46)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, and L is the chosen characteristic
length. Using common parameters associated with the electron beam melting
of titanium, the dimensional parameters were found to be Bo = 10−4 and
La = 105, which indicated the system is largely driven by surface tension effects,
and gravity and viscous forces are negligible.
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2.7 Summary of literature and identified gaps in
the literature
Despite additive manufacturing’s proposition for offering unlimited design freedoms,
many limitations, such as those discussed in Section 2.5 remain a challenge to
industry. The manufacturing issues for SLM systems remain largely un-accounted
for with the current design methodologies and tools available, hence, manufacturability
relies on the competent experience of technicians operating the AM machines.
In addition to the exhaustive list of parameters associated with these processes,
as discussed in Section 2.6, the manufacturing process remains significantly
dependent on the design geometry. This dictates the pre-processing steps including
part orientation, support structure generation, and, critically, the laser scan
strategy employed during the build. Building a knowledge-base to support
design guidelines and rules, alongside predictive tools to support design methods
is critical to unlocking all the available manufacturing freedoms.
Powder-bed fusion processes such as SLM inherently manifest a variety of
complex thermo-physical behaviour, as discussed in Section 2.3. These processes
embody highly non-linear and transient behaviour as a result of the complex
interaction between the irradiation of laser energy, the powder layer, the melt
pool and the heat affected zone. The chaotic behaviour inside the melt pool
and its interaction with the random distribution of powder, are the precursors
for the generation of process instabilities such as pore formation and laser
spatter, as discussed in Sections 2.3.7-2.3.8. The generation of these defects have
repercussions on mechanical performance such as fatigue failure, which hinder
adoption in industrial applications requiring high reliability. At the micro-scale
the random distribution of powder results in highly stochastic behaviour, requiring
extremely high resolution measurement methods to capture or predict these.
Research to understand the complex thermo-physical phenomena occurring inside
the melt pool remains immensely challenging, both experimentally and numerically.
Artefacts of this process caused by process instabilities include key-hole
porosity, formation of laser spatter, and the elongation of pores, as discussed
in Sections 2.3.7-2.3.8. Several methods are available to mitigate against these
instabilities such as altering scan strategies and the use of pre-sintering or surface
re-melting for the removal of random porosity present within the part. The aim
of current research is the development of in-situ monitoring and repair systems
that will provide certification of parts produced in SLM, and more efficient
methods for the removal of porosity and cracks.
The thermo-fluidic phenomena and their effects on built parts occurring at
the micro-scale have not been shown to have direct implications on the residual
stress generated within larger macro-scale regions or within parts. Nevertheless
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it is important to understand the physics governing the melt pool because this
will determine the penetration into the substrate below and also change the heat
input into the process. Potentially, this will drive the development of different
micro-structural behaviour and in some materials induce micro-cracking. Ultimately,
the ability to predict the melt pool geometry and its stability will help identify
suitable processing parameters for this process, which in turn will have the most
influence on the residual stresses generated.
As discussed in Section 2.4, the most pressing issue hindering successful
adoption of SLM are the currently unpredictable build failures caused by excess
distortion of parts caused by residual stresses. The effect of laser parameters
remains inconclusive, and the practically infinite combinations of laser scan
strategies has little been explored due to the difficulty of generating and deploying
custom scan strategies on SLM machines.
The limited resolution, repeatability and resources required for experiment
measurement of residual stress in SLM creates significant challenges. Process
modelling can address these issues and guide experimental work. Following the
review of literature of current research into selective laser melting, the key gaps
in research are outlined below
1. Understanding behind the thermo-fluid phenomena that causes melt-track
instability, and the generation of defects such as pores, and spatter remain
very challenging to capture experimentally. The effect of laser parameters
and scan strategy on defect generation remains largely unknown. However,
many defects can be mitigated through re-scanning in-order to produce
near fully dense parts.
2. Prediction and mitigation of residual stress remains the most significant
concern for manufacturing components. The effect of laser scan strategy
on residual stress has been explored experimentally, with conclusions that
short scan vectors reduce the effect of residual stress, and the largest stress
component is orientated parallel to the scan vector. However, there is a
lack of understanding at the fundamental mechanisms of how residual
stress is generated, with respect to laser scan parameters, scan strategy
and size of the scan area. Other influences remain largely unexplored,
such as the response of residual stress depending on the geometry, and
underlying support material whilst scanning.
Chapter 3
Literature Review Part II:
Numerical modelling of
selective laser melting
The extremely high temporal and spatial resolution required to capture the
complex physics occurring in the manufacturing process severely limits the
knowledge and understanding that can be obtained solely through physical
experiments. Additionally, to fully explore the extent of the large parameter
space specific to the material consumed on machine platform would incur a
significant resource cost. These fundamental issues provide an incentive to
model the process of selective laser melting.
The first work in simulating a rapid prototyping process of laser sintering
was carried out by Nelson et al. [118]. Owing to the complexity of the process, a
significant trade-off is required between accurately modelling all known thermo-physical
phenomena in the melt pool, HAZ, and the global response of the part. The
combination of the physical time scale and the extremely large number of
degrees of freedom (DOF) created by discretising the domain create a significant
computational burden. Therefore, modelling efforts by researchers have segregated
towards scales appropriate for modelling the phenomena of interest at resolutions
feasible with different modelling techniques. Modelling scales are generally
classified under three scales: micro, meso and macro, which account for the
different physics occurring at different length and time scales.
These are classified as the following:
1. Micro-scale consists of modelling the interactions between the laser and
particles at the ‘powder scale’. The sintering behaviour and the dynamic
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formation of the melt pool can be tracked. The models must to some
degree account for the thermo-fluid physics involved and provide information
on the formation and stability of the melt pool along a track or layers.
Simulations at the micro-scale are inherently expensive owing to the high
resolution required.
2. Meso-scale consists of modelling sub-regions of the process, typically a
number of scan vectors over a series of layers. Given the coarser resolution
and large time-frame required, the thermo-mechanical behaviour is usually
captured, and can predict the residual stress distribution within the zone.
The thermal response provides an input to determine the micro-structural
evolution of the metallurgy for a built material.
3. Macro-scale consists of modelling information (e.g. stress distribution,
distortion) for large regions or parts. Model abstractions are used to
reduce the complexity of the underlying physics captured downwards at
the micro and meso scales.
3.1 Micro-scale modelling
At this scale, models account for the individual geometry of the powder particles,
and broadly encompass the region surrounding the interactions of the laser, the
powder bed and melt pool. The hydrodynamics within the melt pool must be
captured at high resolution in time in order to capture the high velocity flows
present. Micro-scale analyses require element sizes of the order of microns, and
may consist of millions of elements during discretisation. A stochastic element
must be accounted for when generating the model because of the random distribution
and morphology of powder particles. This leads to irregular absorption, heat
dissipation and contact leading to the process instability arising as previously
discussed in Sections 2.3.4 to 2.3.8.
The governing equations are modelled through a combination the Navier-Stokes,
mass conservation, and energy conservation equations together with extensions
to account for multi-phases, body forces and surface tension effects, resulting
in a highly non-linear system [20, 69]. In these equations, the molten metal is
assumed incompressible. Many hydrodynamic effects are dependent on tracking
the free surface. This can be obtained through Volume of fluid (VOF) or level
set methods. The VOF method tracks the volume of each liquid phase within
each element (metal or gaseous phase). This can account for evaporative losses
in the system, since each phase is separable. The level set method instead
tracks the distance to the surface from each element centroid. A disadvantage
of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is the use of explicit time
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a) b)
Figure 3.1: CFD simulation of selective laser melting using the finite volume method
taken from a study performed by Gu¨rtler et al. [119]
integration. Numerical stability or convergence can only be guaranteed when
the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition is satisfied, such that
u∆t
∆x
< 1, (3.1)
where u is the fluid velocity, ∆t is the time step, and ∆x is the finite length
scale. Essentially, the timestep must be less than the transit time of a sound
wave across the smallest element size [67]. This limits the timestep permitted
in these simulations, due to the high fluid velocities present.
Various numerical implementations have been developed by different researchers.
Gu¨rtler et al. [119] developed a 3D model for the SLM of steel, as shown
in Figure 3.1, using OpenFOAM - a c++ framework for solving continuum,
mechanical and dynamic problems using the finite volume (FV) method. Multiple
phases and tracking of the free-surface was modelled using the VOF method,
and the model could account for latent heat and the effect of vaporisation. Their
model used a volumetric Gaussian heat source, with the absorption coefficient
given by the Fresnel equation, and the attenuation of the laser beam driven by
the Beer-Lambert law (Section 2.3.2). A powder packing factor of 60% was
used to represent the sphere packing. The author acknowledges that to improve
performance, artificial sintering necks were made between particles to increase
thermal conductivity, and reduce the melting time. Qiu et al. [63] also used the
openFOAM framework and expanded this further to comprehensively model the
fluid forces, and also compared the results with experimental work.
Khairallah et al. [73] developed a hybrid finite element and finite volume
for the inclusion of multi-physics in the problem based on an in-house arbitrary
Lagrange-Euler (ALE) framework. Their implementation used a uniform Cartesian
grid as the background mesh to discretise the domain which was mapped between
each physics analysis step. Their method used ‘operator splitting’ to model the
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Figure 3.2: Micro-scale simulation of the melt pool formation by Khairallah et al.
[67], showing the creation of the defects such as denudation zones and laser spatter
hydrodynamics and thermal dissipation independently. A Lagrangian motion
phase translated material adiabatically in response to forces using single point
Gauss quadrature for mapping strain and nodal forces. A thermal analysis
was performed without material movement by integrating nodal temperatures,
and the results were advected back onto the original background mesh. To
reduce the simulation time, the material densities were artificially increased to
bypass the CFL condition (equation 3.1) resulting in a 3-10x speed-up whilst
ensuring numerical convergence was stable. Nevertheless, the simulations exceed
105 CPU hours, requiring High performance computing (HPC) facilities. Their
model had the ability to predict a variety of effects including Marangoni flow,
the generation of keyholes and the associated formation of keyhole pores and
laser spatter, as shown in Figure 3.2 [67].
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been used to simulate power-bed
fusion in two dimensions by Ko¨rner and Attar [120]. Their approach is especially
beneficial for problems with complex interfaces, such as flows in porous media,
and the presence of multiple phases [121]. Their study could account for the
surface roughness because it could track the wetting behaviour, and therefore
the melt pool formation and fragmentation under different laser parameters.
Later they extended their model to account for the successive build-up of layers,
as shown in Figure 3.3. Their model had a stochastic element by distributing
particles randomly using a ‘rain-drop’ model and this had a significant effect on
the build-up of the scan tracks. The author acknowledged that Marangoni flow,
and vaporisation effects were not included in their model, and that the results
could not be directly compared with a 3D solution.
All the previous micro-scale models focus on capturing the fluid flow, and
tracking the surface boundaries of the melt pool to understand the formation
of the scan tracks and generation of porous defects. They neglect any strong
mechanical interaction such as the creation of residual stress in consolidated
material and the substrate. Jamshidinia et al. developed a coupled CFD/FE
model for the EBM of Ti-6Al-4V, using ANSYS, a commercial multi-physics
simulation package [123]. A ‘weak’ physics coupling was used, in which the
resultant mesh geometry and the thermal state acquired from the CFD solution
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Figure 3.3: A multi-layer LBM simulation of EBM performed by Ko¨rner et al. [122]
showing the effect of layer thickness on the melt-track stability over multiple layers
was transferred to the thermo-mechanical FE analysis for each time step. Their
simulation was limited to 50 time steps at 0.06-0.6 ms per time step and
used a relatively small mesh size (11x103 elements), owing to the inefficiency
of transferring between analysis types. The CFD analysis could track the
formation and geometry of the melt pool and showed that a relationship existed
between the scan speed and the magnitude of residual stress. The hydrodynamic
coupling at these time-scales does not present any significant advantage except
to obtain more accurate geometry and temperature distribution of the melt pool
to apply boundary conditions in their FE model. This would allow the model
to incorporate the effects heat transfer within the melt pool due to Marangoni
flow and the mushy zone, as discussed in Section 2.3.5.
Micro-scale analyses requiring the use of CFD offer a wealth of information
on the interactions between laser and the powder bed at this scale. These
simulations provide an insight to the mechanism that result in the formation of
instabilities of the melt pool, and the formation of defects occurring with these
processes.
Ultimately, the resolution required for capturing the macro-scale response,
i.e. the thermo-mechanical behaviour of a component, does not require capture
of the high-fidelity physics. In order to better determine the factors influencing
the build-up of residual stress, continuum based thermo-mechanical models are
a more suitable modelling choice.
3.2 Meso and macro-scale modelling
Currently, macro-scale models aim to capture the thermal behaviour during
manufacture, and the development and fully resolved mechanical state post-build.
The modelling scales using continuum approaches varies, from capturing small
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regions (single or series of scan tracks) at the meso-scale towards simulating
industrial size components at the macro-scale. The resolution and accuracy
required dictates the modelling strategies chosen.
An approach to reduce the computational burden is to treat the powder bed
and substrate as a continuum, which coarsens the discretisation required, both
spatially and in time. Typically, the continuum consists of elements modelled
using a state variable, φ, to account for the transformation between the powder,
liquid and solid phases present. The nature of thermo-mechanical system, allows
a ‘weak coupling’ to be used for further model simplification. First, a transient
heat-transfer analysis is performed, and the resultant temperature field is used
as input during the mechanical modelling step, both sharing the same mesh.
Flexibility at these length and time scales does not necessarily require all
the physics to be explicitly modelled. Generally improving the performance is
favoured whilst still capturing the important relevant physics during the process.
Additionally, the stochastic nature at these scales is largely un-important compared
to models at the micro-scale, because the bulk properties in material phases are
homogenised. Nevertheless, the underlying problem remains a transient one,
and highly non-linear due to the large temperature range, and multiple phases
present.
3.2.1 Development of continuum models in powder-bed
fusion processes
Most modelling approaches, as summarised in Table 3.1, have used the finite
element method to solve the heat-transfer problem and mechanical analyses.
The earliest work, which was applied to laser sintering, by Nelson et al., who
used a 1D heat transfer model to predict the sintering behaviour (track depth)
of polymer powders [118]. Methods for the thermo-mechanical modelling of
powder-bed melting systems were developed by Dai and Shaw [124]. Unlike
previous work, their method fully accounted for the powder-solid phase transition
phase, using a state variable, with independent temperature dependent thermo-physical
material properties. The powder thermal conductivity used the model proposed
by Sih et al. [44] described in Section 2.3.2. A crude moving laser heat source
was used, where 3 x 3 elements were irradiated at an instance. Forced heat
convection and radiation terms were applied to the surface. A quasi-static mesh
was used with an ‘element-birth’ technique to activate a new layer of power
elements to mimic the process, without the requirement to change the mesh.
Kolossov et al. [29] developed a 3D thermal model of the laser sintering process
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and defined the state variable representing the powder phase as
φ(x, t) = 1− exp−
∫ t
0
ζ(T (x, s))ds (3.2)
where ζ(T ) represents the ‘sintering rate’ to account for the sintering kinetics.
The sintering rate ζ(T ) in their model was defined by that proposed by Frenkel
in equation 2.29, based on the surface tension γ and the viscosity µ of the liquid
phase.
Further development in techniques for modelling the laser melting process
were made by Roberts et al. who introduced a moving surface based Gaussian
laser heat source, with the ability for scanning a complex pattern over multiple
layers using the element ‘birth and death’ technique [127]. Gusarov et al. [32]
developed a 1st order explicit finite difference model of the process. Their model
incorporated a proposed radiation transfer equation (Section 2.3.1) for modelling
the irradiance of of the laser onto the powder bed, along with a set of equations
that modelled the effective thermal conductivity of the powder (Section 2.3.2).
Evolution of the solidification interface of the melt pool was tracked by the
transport equation applied to the state variable φ,
∂φ
∂t
− v ∂φ
∂x
= 0, (3.3)
where v is the interface velocity. Despite the restrictions of the numerical scheme
used, a small timestep of ∆t = 7×10−6, the final geometry of the melt pool was
in good agreement. Similarly, Hodge et al. considered tracking the phase change
at the interfaces based on the Stefan-Neumann equations [34]. However, the
author acknowledged that this required reducing the time step significantly in
order to satisfy convergence with the non-linearity imposed by the solidification
equations.
3.2.2 Accounting for shrinkage
A general difficulty in continuum models is accounting for material shrinkage
during transformation from powder to its final state and material ablation due
to vaporisation. This has been considered a by Chen and Zhang in a study
of SLS [126]. Their model incorporated a dimensionless shrinking velocity as a
coefficient for their energy equation with respect to the Z direction. An iterative
algorithm was proposed by Verhaeghe et al. [33] to account for shrinkage in the
Z direction with three distinct states, powder, solid and voids (the effect of
material removal by vaporisation).
The shrinkage is calculated in a column of ‘cells’ in the Z direction, as shown
in Figure 3.4. Through heat transfer, there is an effective mixing of enthalpies
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SLS (FE)
Bisphenol-A
Polycarbonate
Sintering
Dimensions
N/A N/A 15 551 0.5 [118]
SLS (FE)
Fe-Cu &
WC-Co
Sintering
Dimensions
N/K N/K 28.9,8.18 0.01 0.8 [36] [125]
SLM (FE)
Ni &
Porcelain
-
0.67 x 0.67
x 0.5
20 x 20 x 1 2.0 0.01 2 [124]
SLS (FE) Ti
Thermal
imaging
0.1(C)
0.01(F)
5 x 5 x 2 2.0 1.0 0.25 [29]
SLS(CFD)
Nickel(40%)
Steel(60%)
Sintering
dimensions
N/A N/A 150 N/A N/A [126]
SLM(FE) Ti6Al4V N/A 0.025
1 x 1 x
0.15
120 220 0.1 [127]
SLM(FE) Steel Alloy
Neutron
diffraction,
deformation
displacement
0.025
1 x 1 x
0.15
200 500 N/A [128]
SLM(FVM) Ti6Al4V
Meltpool
dimensions
0.002
0.36 x 0.24
x 0.36
20-80 200 0.026 [33]
SLM(FE) W-Ni-Fe - 0.05 2 x 3 x 1.5 100 20-140 0.03 [129]
SLM(FE)
Steel 316L,
Cu
- N/K N/K 30-120 100-200 N/K [24]
SLM(FE) Steel 316L
Melt pool
dimensions
0.056 6 x 9 x 1 100 400 0.2 [130]
EBM(LBM) Ti6Al4V
Melt pool
dimensions
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/K [46]
SLM (FE) Steel 316L
Melt pool
dimensions
0.025 N/K 50 150-300 0.03 [19]
SLM (FE) Ti6Al4V
Thermal
Imaging
0.04 (C) 1 x 1 1.5 180 1250 0.1 [30]
SLM
(CFD)
Ti6Al4V - N/A
0.6 x 0.32
x 0.2
200 1000 0.05 [119]
EBM
(CFD,FE)
Ti6Al4V - 0.04
3.6 x 0.8 x
0.4
840 100-1000 0.4 [123]
EBM
(FE)
Ti6Al4V - N/A 4 x 3 x3 40,60 1000 0.2 [131]
SLM
(FE/CFD)
Steel 316L
High speed
video,
Thermal
Imaging
0.003 1 x 2 x 0.1 100-400 700-7500 0.05 [73]
SLM (FE) Steel 316L Comparison
0.002 (F)
0.6 x 0.6 x
0.2
167,33 1600 180 0.06 [34]
SLM (FE) Inconel 718 - N/K
70 x 10 x
4.5
- - - [134]
SLM (FE) Steel 316L
Distortion,
Melt Pool
N/K 5 x 5 200 800 0.06 x 0.05 [132]
SLM
(FV)
Ti6Al4V - N/K
0.25 x 0.25
x 0.5
400 3500 - [63]
SLM (FE) Steel 316L Distortion
0.05 x 0.05
x 0.0375
N/K 300 50 0.6 [133]
Table 3.1: Overview of transient numerical simulations on powder-bed fusion
processes arranged chronologically
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Melt
Powder
Computational
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the iterative scheme for shrinking and re-melting algorithm
applied per element by Verhaeghe et al. [33]
between these states which allows the powder above and below the melt-pool
to melt. Another method was proposed by Hodge et al. [34] by incorporating
a virtual shrinkage strain εφ, to account for shrinkage associated with phase
transformation from powder to solid, and thermal shrinkage εth, as exhibited
during casting processes
ε = εe + εth + εφ (3.4)
and
εφ = φ1β1 + φ1β2, (3.5)
where β1 is the phase transformation shrinkage coefficient and β2 is the contraction
resulting from the total loss of porosity from the powder to solid. The element
shrinkage factor was discovered to be important during the application of new
layers, causing some layers to not fully melt, as shown in Figure 3.5, because
the final layer thickness varied throughout the part. This effectively models the
inconsistent build-up of layers; however, the relative importance of this effect
in the process does not seem significant for the calculation of residual stresses
within a component.
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Figure 3.5: Multi-layer thermo-mechanical simulation showing the inter-layer
porosity as a result of accounting for shrinkage between layers. Taken from Hodge
et al. [34]
3.3 Analytical modelling methods for prediction
of residual stress
The non-linearity present in the manufacturing process provides significant
issues for modelling the process analytically. Nevertheless, there has been
development of analytical models for SLM that have modelled the build-up
of residual stresses. The first analytical model intended for the prediction of
residual stress in SLM was proposed by Shimoi et al. [96]. In their model,
experiments were performed to obtain the longitudinal and parallel strain components
in the XY plane on the build plate during the build process using a strain-gauge,
as shown in Figure 3.6. It was seen that strain accumulates linearly with the
addition of each layer.
In their model, it was assumed that the accumulation of strain δε throughout
the part and the base plate increased linearly with build height such that
δε = a1 + δε1, (3.6)
where a1 is some constant to be determined by the measurement of δε1 in their
experiment. Their model was based on simple bending theory of two beam
elements (model and base plate), with Young’s moduli Eb, for the base plate
and Em for the part, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. By using equilibrium of forces
and moments in the X direction, the residual stress distribution σR, can be
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Figure 3.6: Longitudinal and transverse strains at the bottom of the base plate
obtained from a strain-gauge during the build from an experiment by Shimoi et al.
[96]
obtained for the first layer
wb
∫ hb
0
Eb(a1z + δε1)dz +wm
∫ H−b+h)m−LT
hb
Em(a1z + δε1)dz −wmLTσR = 0,
(3.7)
and with subsequent removal of the base plate,
wb
∫ hb
0
Eb(a1z + δε1)dz + wm
∫ H−b+h)m−LT
hb
Em(a1z + δε1)dz − ...
wmLTσR
(
hb + hm − LT
2
)
= 0.
(3.8)
Base plate
Model
Scan track
h
b
h
m
w
b
w
m
Figure 3.7: Illustration of bending beam model proposed by Shiomi et al. [96]
The residual stress distribution during the build can be determined in a
similar fashion, but their assumption was that the residual stress created in
each new layer never exceeded the yield stress σy, and that the increment of
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Graphs of residual stress profiles in built samples, taken from analytical
models developed by a) Shiomi et al. [96], and b) Mercelis and Kruth [77]
stress increases linearly with layer addition as
δσR = cz + d, (3.9)
with constants c and d to be determined. Through equilibrium of forces and
moments, they showed the residual stress profile in the Z direction could be
modelled as
σR(z) = −6δh
h2b
σyz + 2
δh
hb
σy, (3.10)
where δh is the thickness of the formed layer. This results in the calculated stress
profile shown in Figure 3.8(a). Similar work was carried out by Mercelis and
Kruth [77], who used a similar approach. They made the same assumption that
the incremental residual added per layer δσR = σy, and found the stress profile
shown in Figure 3.8(b), to be similar to that of Shiomi et al. Both analytical
models predict high compressive stresses near the interface between the model
and the base plate. With the gradual addition of layers, tensile stresses build
up linearly.
These analytical mechanical models follow simple assumptions, and remove
non-linearity from the process. Additionally, they require knowing the incremental
residual stress added per layer δσR which must be obtained through experiments.
Therefore, they are not suitable as a predictive tool. Nevertheless, they provide
an insight into predicting the residual stress within a structure as the part is
built up gradually.
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3.4 Methods for improving simulation throughput
The actual build process for powder bed systems is considerably long, with some
industrial parts requiring upwards of several days to manufacture. Attempting
to accurately account for the movement of the laser across each scan vector
building an entire industrial component is not currently feasible. Realistically,
achieving this in a feasible time requires developing suitable model strategies
and abstractions to gain substantial improvements in capturing model details,
in particular the residual stresses and part distortion.
3.4.1 Alternate heat flux models
Za¨h et al. [128] identified that significant model simplifications were required
to improve simulation throughput. In their approach, they applied a uniform
heat flux instantaneously to the entire cross-sectional surface of the part on
an active layer, as shown in Figure 3.9. This approach attempts to replicate
the equivalent energy deposited by raster scanning across the surface. Adiabatic
conditions were imposed on the remaining part surface, through the assumption
that conduction through the powder is negligible. In order to reduce the number
of DOF used, a further simplification was aggregating layers such that 1 model
layer (1 mm) was equivalent to 20 physical layers (50 µm). The layer heat flux
approach significantly reduces the time dependency when modelling using this
approach, becoming only a function of the part volume.
Experimental measurements to measure both the residual stresses and distortion
on a T-shape cantilever, using neutron diffraction, and cantilever testing method
showed a deviation of 10% with their FE model, although some regions such
as the upper surface the residual stress values varied significantly. This error
was attributed to the measurement resolution using neutron diffraction. This
modelling strategy was adopted subsequently by Neugebauer et al. on industrial
problems [134], however, the method is limited by its inability to resolve the
effect of laser scan strategy on residual stress.
To overcome the previous limitation, a layer based model was proposed by
Keller et al., which used a characteristic strain determined using a meso-scale
thermo-mechanical model [135]. The anisotropic characteristic strain tensor
was calculated using the average strain ε¯ in a hatched area obtained using the
meso-scale model, as shown in Figure 3.10(a). Various test cases were developed
with different characteristic strains to account for different laser scan strategies.
The characteristic strain was then used as the initial stresses in a mechanical
analysis, with each model layer activated gradually, as illustrated in Figure
3.10(b). The difficulty with this method is that it cannot resolve geometrical
effects of the laser scan strategy because the inherent strain is constant across
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Part
Layer
Uniform heat flux
applied across part layer
Fixed displacement
Figure 3.9: Illustration of the uniform instantaneous heat flux layer approach used
for building a component
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Illustration of multi-scale methodology proposed by Keller et al. [135]
showing a) their thermo-mechanical simulation of a hatched region to obtain an
inherent strain used in b) their macro-scale model to simulate the part deformation
the entire part volume. Further approaches have been developed by Seidel et al.
[136] and Li et al. [137] by applying a non-uniform heat flux across a sub-region
within a layer, as shown in Figure 3.11. This could account to some degree the
influence of laser scan strategy employed, since localised thermal gradients were
created across the layer geometry.
Francois et al. developed a thermal model using an equivalent line based
Gaussian heat flux across each scan vector, with an equivalent line energy
density of a moving laser source [138]. This method is restricted to thermal
analysis only, because the thermal gradients parallel to each scan vector cannot
correctly develop the residual stresses. However, it is an alternative approach to
improve the throughput in order to understand the thermal dissipation within
a large structure.
Wang et al. demonstrated a ‘sub-area’ method for improving performance
when simulating the direct energy deposition (DED) process [139]. Essentially,
their method was a form of domain decomposition method (DDM), but regions
were isolated based on physical separation within the process. Unlike conventional
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Figure 3.11: Equivalent heat source model proposed by Li et al. [137] showing a)
the equivalent energy deposited using a series of hatches into b) the aerial equivalent
using a volumetric heat flux
DDM methods, these are solved completely independently and in parallel. In
their model, thermal state and residual stress distributions from each sub-analysis
were superimposed together because each region was assumed to have negligible
influence on each other. The overall benefits are increasing concurrency by
segmenting regions to multiple computers and reducing the maximum memory
required. This form of DDM is not trivial to apply to every process, but
applying the principles of DDM can significantly improve the scalability of
process simulations.
3.4.2 Adaptive meshing techniques (HP-FEM) and XFEM
Adaptive refinement of elements within the domain is a suitable approach for
improving the convergence of non-linear problems, by specifically reducing the
discretisation errors near the melt pool and regions featuring high temperature
gradients. Adaptive refinement of mesh elements can be achieved either by
• h - element subdivision
• p - polynomial degree within an element.
Solvers can provide automatic refinement based on a local error function,
such as temperature gradient, plastic deformation etc., however, usually only the
h-refinement is available in commercial FE packages. For the simulation of AM
processes, element subdivision has been applied based on a temperature gradient
criterion by Riedlbauer et al. [131], and an octree coarsening routine performed
was used layer-wise by Denlinger et al. [140]. The performance benefits were not
quantified by the authors. Zeng et al. focused on applying a dynamic adaptive
mesh localised to the melt pool. Their model used a moving mesh strategy to
reduce discretisation errors created by the high thermal gradients within the
melt pool [30]. In their method, a fine resolution irregular mesh of a fixed size,
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of dynamic adaptive mesh localised to position of the laser
position proposed by Zeng et al. [30]
as shown in Figure 3.12, was translated by one coarse element to reduce the
complexity of mapping between dual meshes.
The non-linear thermal behaviour was isolated into the fine detailed sub-region.
The benefit of fixed moving meshes (with fixed nodal positions) is the potential
improvement in performance. Time is gained by removing the need for complete
re-assembly of the entire global stiffness matrix by substituting those only
changed in the detailed sub-region. It was found that their own custom FE
code using Matlab was approximately 66x faster than the same model created in
ANSYS FE Package (11 hours to complete) for scanning one layer. This method
poses the problem that it assumes complex thermo-mechanical behaviour is
isolated inside a small region, and if this region is not sufficiently large enough
it will fail to account for the elongated melt pool and heat tail occurring during
the process. The performance of this method for coupled thermo-mechanical
analysis was not reported.
Spectral finite element frameworks such as Nektar++ [141], which include hp
adaptivity are far less common. These enable variable and arbitrary polynomial
order for elements within a domain, and can capture efficiently the high thermal
gradients associated with this process. High order polynomials offer significant
improvement in convergence for the equivalent number of DOF when using
solely h-adaptivity [142]. A high-order polynomial finite element framework has
been developed by Kollmannsberger et al. with multi-level hierarchical h and p
adaptivity for modelling the laser melting process [143]. The application of hp
finite element models are less mature compared to established commercial FE
packages which at most provide 2nd order element formulations.
The extended finite element method (X-FEM) is used to provide local enrichment
without requiring modifications to the original mesh. It has been extensively
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used for modelling crack propagation in materials by allowing the crack interface
to be modelled without re-meshing techniques. X-FEM potentially has the
advantage that regions consisting of singularities can be accounted for using
special enrichment functions. X-FEM has not been widely used in the context
of SLM modelling, however, because of its limited availability in commercial FE
packages.
3.4.3 Global-local analysis
The global-local (GL) method first solves the local solution either using a higher
resolution model, or using an enrichment technique such as HP-FEM or X-FEM.
The solution of the local boundary conditions is applied to the global domain
and solved.
1. A set of local domains ΩL within the global domain ΩG are specified
2. The coarse global domain is solved
3. Boundary conditions applied to local domain ΩL from global domain ΩG
4. Enrichment using HP-FEM and/or XFEM is used and then solved
5. Local domain boundary conditions applied to global domain and solved
Two computational studies have looked at the advantage of such refinements
using a global-local method [144, 145]. Their motivation for using the global-local
approach was to improve convergence and accuracy for highly-localised non-linear
behaviour in both plasticity and thermal problems. Their results showed GL
technique improved accuracy and reduced the number of DOF compared to
using a global HP-FEM method alone. The other benefit is the local domain
size should remain independent of the global domain.
The application of the GL technique is not necessarily restricted to incorporating
element based refinement techniques into the local model. This technique could
be used to isolate behaviour within models, to improve performance. For
instance, the global domain may be treated as a linear, steady-state analysis,
whereas the local model may be treated as a transient non-linear analysis; the
former requiring less computational time [146]. Thus, the performance can
be tuned appropriately as seen in the simulation of welding large assembled
structures [147].
3.4.4 Spectral methods
A dual-scale thermal analysis method of selective laser melting was developed by
Patil et al. who mapped a micro-scale model onto the mesh of their macro-scale
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model [148, 149].The fine-scale model used a conventional non-linear FE analysis
to obtain an accurate prediction of the thermal history in the melt pool and
surrounding HAZ. Their macro-scale model relied on slow temperature evolution
throughout the powder bed, and therefore assumed steady-state thermal behaviour
as part of their dimensional reduction scheme for each layer. To obtain the
solution to the system, the eigenvalues and modes were calculated to reduce the
computation complexity of the problem. The overall performance and potential
limitations of this method have not been reported in the literature.
Another approach for potentially reducing the computational cost of the
thermal system, is the use of discrete fast fourier transform (FFT) to solve
the set of Partial differential equation (PDE)s. The system of equations is
transformed into the time domain, and the inverse transform is used to find the
solution to the system. FFT are extremely fast for solving systems compared to
FE formulations. This maths has been applied in microstructural simulations for
the prediction of grain growth , and the prediction of bulk mechanical properties
from the grain structure, obtained from crystallography measurements [150].
A major difficulty with this method, however, is re-formulation of boundary
conditions so they are periodic.
3.4.5 Multi-scale modelling
Even after considering the model simplifications and techniques described in
the previous section, thermo-mechanical models of SLM are too expensive to be
feasibly used for the prediction of residual stress in industrial parts. Simulations
which account for each scan vector during the build process are too expensive
to be used in iterative based topology optimisation techniques during the design
stage. The use of multi-scale methodology is a far more efficient solution for
simulating the entire build envelope in SLM, and naturally the process of SLM
lends can be decomposed into three distinct scales (micro, meso and macro).
Li et al. used three analyses steps at the micro, meso, and macro scale
to develop their multi-scale model [140]. A transient thermal simulation was
performed for the interaction of the laser and the powder bed, which was
subsequently used to find a representative temperature history. Afterwards a
thermo-mechanical analysis consolidated the previous thermal history by sequentially
activating each region in the macro-scale part. However, their method cannot
accurately capture the creation of residual stresses in the hatched area because
a distributed volumetric heat flux was applied. Additionally, it required an
expensive transient thermo-mechanical analysis to be performed.
The use of an applied plastic inherent strain was proposed by Ueda et al.
[151], and subsequently used in the process modelling of welding [152]. A
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significant reduction in computation time was achieved for mechanical analyses
because the time dependency of the process was removed by not having to
explicitly model the movement of the laser across each weld bead. The method
is summarised as follows [152]:
1. High-resolution transient thermo-mechanical analysis is performed
2. Plastic strain tensor is calculated across whole domain after cooling to
ambient temperature TA
3. Plastic strain tensor is mapped to macro-scale model
4. Mechanical analysis is performed with the macro-model to estimate the
final distortions.
This method was incorporated as an anisotropic strain component to define
a homogeneous stress property for solid material in SLM simulations by Keller
et al. [135], and also by Denlinger et al. [153]. Li et al. developed a multi-scale
model using three analysis scales [153]. In their micro-scale model the temperature
profile for a single scan vector was obtained. The temperature profiles were
used as boundary conditions in an intermediate thermo-mechanical (meso-scale)
analysis to obtain the stress field for a hatch zone. The residual stress fields for
these hatch zones were later mapped onto a mechanical (macro-scale) analysis.
Their method was only performed for a single layer, assuming an orthogonal
0-90◦ rotation of scan vectors. However, the assumption that both thermal and
mechanical response behave independently between hatch island regions was not
validated.
Incorporating the stress field obtained in the macro-scale analysis onto a
larger domain is a potential methodology for reducing the computational resources
required for simulating this process. The literature has indicated that decomposing
regions into small areas could make this method feasible, because island regions
appear to behave independently and inherent stresses are not dependent on
the overall part geometry. This is complemented that the overall distortion
and resolved stress field within a part is mainly dependent on the geometrical
combination of planar stresses inherent in the material generated by the scan
vectors within a layer [77].
3.5 Summary of literature and identified gaps in
the literature
In order to understand the factors affecting residual stress and its prediction
requires the creation of a thermo-mechanical model. Coupled thermo-mechanical
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analyses of SLM have been reported by several researchers, as discussed in
Section 3.2, yet the underlying mechanisms for the generation of residual stress
remain less understood. Thermo-mechanical models of SLM in the literature
tend to be line based (either single tracks or thin walls), with the exception of
Hodge et al. [34] and Roberts [154], however, the resolution has been insufficient
to capture any significant understanding of the process. Crucially, the aerial
effect of scan strategy and the thermal history have not been thoroughly investigated.
Current models have not identified the geometrical relationship between the
choices of laser scan strategy with the generation of residual stress. Also, there
is a lack of knowledge relating the temperature field created with the residual
stress generated by the choice of laser scan strategy. Patil et al. concluded
that due to rapid cooling in sub-regions, the choice of laser scan strategy could
potentially control the temperature history and magnitude of the residuals
stresses generated [149]. Additionally, knowledge related to the effect of the
substrate remains largely unexplored. This information would help process
optimisation and the development of new scan strategies that could potentially
mitigate the extent of residual stresses.
Currently, the performance limitations of methods used in FE based meso-scale
simulations restrict their analysis to small regions, and severely limit their utility
for research. As discussed in Section 3.2, there is a need to improve current
modelling strategies to improve the simulation throughput in order to increase
the size of region captured beyond a 1 mm square with a satisfactory resolution.
This would enable better understanding of the effect of scan strategies and
develop more optimal solutions.
Multi-scale methods, discussed in Section 3.4.5, show great potential for
providing a modelling framework that can incorporate the hierarchy of physics at
different scales, in a computationally efficient manner. This modelling approach
has been considered, but has yet to be thoroughly investigated or developed, in
order to provide feasible and reasonably accurate prediction of residual stress
and distortion for use in design tools.
Following the literature review into numerical approaches of modelling SLM,
the identified gaps in research are outlined below:
1. The micro-scale behaviour is experimentally very difficult to capture due
to the random nature of powder, and the complex thermo-physical phenomena
at this scale. Therefore, highly detailed micro-models, require very high
spatial and time resolution, which is computationally very expensive. As
a result, this area of modelling remains challenging.
2. Understanding of the build-up of residual stress at the meso-scale is limited
by the performance and resolution of thermo-mechanical models. Suitable
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strategies have been suggested, but have not reported any meaningful
results with respect to residual stress.
3. There is interest towards developing multi-scale methods to couple the
analysis scales together from different simulation types, especially for part
scale prediction of residual stress and distortion. These strategies remain
undeveloped and their underlying assumptions require further investigation.
4. Design tools available for supporting research on experiments and models
are currently restrictive for commercial SLM platforms. Without these, it
becomes significantly difficult to fully explore the effects of scan strategy
experimentally.
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Chapter 4
Material properties used for
simulation work
Thermo-mechanical numerical simulation requires an extensive list of temperature
dependent thermo-physical properties for a given material. This work accounts
for the manufacturing of components using Ti-6Al-4V favoured for its use in the
aerospace industry [2, 155]. This chapter documents the powder morphology of
Ti-6Al-4V in Section 4.2, with the temperature dependent properties obtained
using the laser flash analysis method in Section 4.2.1 and compiled sources
obtained from literature which are presented in Section 4.2.2. The thermal
conductivity measurements of the powder obtained using the laser flash method
are then compared with powder thermal-conductivity models in Section 4.2.3.
Finally, the temperature dependent mechanical properties obtained through the
literature are presented in Section 4.3.
4.1 Powder properties
The Ti-6Al-4V powder used in the selective laser melting process was supplied
by LPW Technology UK, produced through the plasma atomisation process.
Nominal compositions of the pre-alloyed metal powder are listed in Table 4.1.
The particle size distribution was measured using a Malvern Mastersizer
Ti Al V Fe C N H
% 89.7 6.10 4.10 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01
Table 4.1: Nominal composition of pre-alloyed Ti-6Al-4V powder produced in the
plasma atomisation process
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Figure 4.1: Measured particle size distribution for Ti-6Al-4V virgin powder stock
particle analyser with virgin powder stock material. The powder distribution
is shown in Figure 4.1, and was found to have a mean diameter size Dp = 30.5
µm.
4.2 Temperature dependent thermal properties
Temperature dependent properties are required for the thermo-mechanical model
in Chapter 6. A set of measurements for the temperature dependent thermal
conductivity values of SLM powders were undertaken by Alderson et al. [156].
However, the values reported did not appear to agree with analytical models
of powder thermal conductivity presented in literature [32, 44]. Therefore,
measurements were made using the laser flash analysis technique to obtain the
temperature dependent thermal conductivity values.
4.2.1 Measurement of thermal conductivity using laser
flash analysis
The laser flash analysis (LFA) technique measures the thermal diffusivity of
a sample with uniform thickness inside a controlled heated chamber under a
protective atmosphere, as shown in Figure 4.2(a). The machine emits a laser
pulse onto the bottom surface, and the temperature difference ∆T on the upper
surface is measured by a detector. The half-time signal shown in Figure 4.3 is
captured showing the temperature difference against time.
The thermal diffusivity of a material is obtained by locating the half-time
signal, t1/2, where the temperature rise is half of the maximum observed temperature
∆T∞ . The thermal diffusivity is then estimated using the following relation
[157],
α =
1.38
pi2
L2
t1/2
, (4.1)
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a) b)
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the laser flash apparatus for measuring the thermal
diffusivity of a sample and b) the Netzsch LFA 427 laser flash analysis machine used
for the measurement
t1/2
ΔT∞
1/2ΔTmax
ΔT
t
 
Figure 4.3: Diagram showing the half-time signal measured by the detector after the
laser pulse has been emitted and conducted through the sample
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Figure 4.4: Graph of compiled thermal conductivity values for the powder, solid and
liquid states of Ti-6Al-4V.
where L is the characteristic uniform thickness of the sample. The temperature
dependent thermal conductivity k(T ) for the specimen can then be calculated
from the thermal diffusivity α, using the relationship
K(T ) = α(T )ρ(T )cp(T ). (4.2)
Independent measurements of thermal diffusivity were made for Ti-6Al-4V
powder and solid SLM built samples. Both samples were tested using a Netzsch
LFA 427 laser flash analysis machine (Figure 4.2(b)) under a vacuum atmosphere
purged with an argon backflow, from room temperature up to 1400 ◦C. A
cylindrical specimen with a diameter of 12.7 mm and 2 mm depth was prepared
using a Realizer SLM 50 to measure the thermal diffusivity of the solid specimen.
The powder sample was placed inside an 85 µL sapphire crucible and spray
coated with graphite on the top and bottom surfaces to increase absorptivity
and emissivity of the sample.
4.2.2 Measured thermal properties
The thermal conductivity values for the liquid state were taken from experiments
performed by Bovineau et al. [158]. The thermal conductivity values for all
states are presented in Figure 4.4, and the supporting properties required for its
calculation are listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.2. The values of emissivity εem
for Ti-6Al-4V shown in Table 4.4 were compiled using two sources [158, 159].
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Temperature [◦C]
Specific
heat
capacity
cp [J/KgK]
Density
ρ [g/cm3]
Thermal
diffusivity
α [×10−6 m2s]
Thermal
conductivity
k [W/mK]
20 520 2.65 0.11 0.145
100 516 2.65 0.09 0.125
200 505 2.64 0.08 0.104
300 492 2.63 0.07 0.092
400 480 2.62 0.07 0.083
500 473 2.61 0.06 0.078
600 472 2.6 0.14 0.167
700 483 2.59 0.17 0.216
800 507 2.58 0.21 0.279
900 548 2.57 0.31 0.43
1000 610 2.56 0.52 0.813
1100 696 2.55 0.53 0.934
1200 808 2.54 0.53 1.09
1300 951 2.53 0.53 1.27
Table 4.2: Temperature dependent material properties used for the powder form of
Ti-6Al-4V. Specific heat capacity and density taken from [156]
Temperature [◦C]
Specific
heat
capacity
cp [J/KgK]
Density
ρ [g/cm3]
Thermal
diffusivity
α [×10−6 m2s]
Thermal
conductivity
k [W/mK]
20 543 4.42 2.95 7.07
200 566 4.39 3.74 9.28
400 599 4.36 4.51 11.8
600 636 4.33 5.25 14.5
800 675 4.30 5.98 17.4
1000 713 4.27 7.22 22.0
1200 745 4.24 7.91 25.0
1400 770 4.21 8.02 26.0
Table 4.3: Temperature dependent material properties used for solid Ti-6Al-4V.
Specific heat capacity and density taken from [156].
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Temperature [◦C] Emissivity εem
25 0.121
100 0.155
200 0.178
300 0.205
400 0.228
500 0.331
600 0.561
700 0.591
900 0.600
1500 0.600
1650 0.405
1900 0.402
2100 0.400
2300 0.398
2600 0.395
Table 4.4: Temperature dependent emissivity values used for both powder and solid
compiled from two sources ([158, 159])
4.2.3 Comparison of experimental measurements with analytical
models
The experimental measurements for Ti-6Al-4V powder were compared with two
different powder thermal-conductivity models proposed by Zehner-Schlu¨nder
and Gusarov-Kovalev in Section 2.3.2. The emissivity of the solid particles
εem were taken from Table 4.4. The gaseous phase was assumed to be argon
at atmospheric pressure (patm = 1.01×105 Pa), with the temperature dependent
thermal conductivity kg listed in Table 4.5. Intermediate values of these properties
were linearly interpolated over the temperature range as necessary. Both models
were calculated using a powder packing factor fp = 0.6 [19], with a mean powder
particle diameter Dp = 30.1 µm.
Temperature [◦C] 300 400 500 600 800 1000
Thermal conductivity kg [W/mK] 0.0177 0.0223 0.0264 0.0302 0.0368 0.0427
Table 4.5: Temperature dependent thermal conductivity values of argon gas taken
from Roger and Mayhew [160]
When using the proposed Zehner-Schlu¨nder model in equation 2.17, the
following non-dimensional parameters were used as suggested by Dai and Shaw
[124]: the deformation parameter for the particle B = 1, the view factor F = 13 ,
and flattened surface faction of particle in contact φfs = 0.
In the model proposed by Gusarov-Kovalev in equation 2.23, the following
parameters were used: the adiabatic exponent of argon gas, γg =
5
3 , the
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molecular mass of argon Mg = 39.95×10−3 kg/Mol, and the mean coordination
number N = 7.
A comparison of the measured thermal conductivity presented in Section
4.2.2 with that predicted with the two models can be seen in Figure 4.5. The
measured thermal conductivity measurements decreases from 0.15 W/mK to
0.78 W/mK at ∼500 ◦C, whilst the proposed models show a continuous increase
in thermal conductivity. The Zehner-Schlu¨nder model does not show agreement
with experimental measurements, throughout the entire temperature range.
The Gusarov-Kovalev prediction shows a good agreement with the thermal
conductivity at room temperature, but again does not follow the decreasing
trend.
This decrease in thermal-diffusivity of the powder with temperature has not
been reported previously, although previously reported values by Alderson et
al. [156], also do not show agreement between experimental measurements and
the models. The significant increase in thermal conductivity beyond 500 ◦C
is associated with initial exothermic sintering behaviour at this point. The
effect of sintering is identified from a small peak in the specific heat capacity
at 525 ◦C, as shown in Figure 4.6. The temperature dependent specific heat
capacity cp(T ), was obtained using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The
process of sintering increases the network of path connections between adjacent
particles, and therefore improves thermal conduction throughout the medium.
Both proposed models consider thermal conduction between touching particles.
The Gusarov-Kovalev model accounts for thermal convection of the gaseous
phase between pores, whereas the Zehner-Schlu¨nder model includes the Damko¨ler
radiation term kr (equation 2.19). However, it was acknowledged by Gusarov
et al. to provide a negligible contribution at low temperatures ranges.
Fundamentally these models are limited because they cannot account for the
sintering mechanisms observed when processing these powders. However, the
relative inaccuracy using the model should not be significantly important in the
finite element model, since the time-scales involved in melting the powder are
very small. The sintering behaviour would only become important specifically
for laser scan strategies involving a pre-sintering phase.
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Figure 4.5: Graph showing effective thermal conductivity of Ti-6Al-4V powder kp,
obtained from the laser flash measurements compared with predictions obtained from
the Zehner-Schlu¨nder and Gusarov-Kovalev models.
Figure 4.6: Measurements of the temperature dependent specific heat capacity cp(T )
obtained using DSC.
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4.3 Temperature dependent mechanical properties
The temperature dependent mechanical properties for Ti-6Al-4V were obtained
from sources available in the literature. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion,
αCTE , is listed in Table 4.6 for Ti-6Al-4V. The Poisson’s ratio is assumed to
be ν = 0.342.Temperature dependent properties for the yield stress σy and the
plastic tangent modulus Hp are listed in Table 4.6.
Temperature [◦C]
Linear CTE
αCTE [×10−6 1/K]
Young’s
modulus
E [GPa]
Yield
stress
σy[MPa]
Plastic
tangent
modulus
Hp [GPa]
24 8.78 125 1000 0.7
94 9.83 110 630 2.2
205 10.0 100 630 2.2
317 10.7 100 525 2.2
428 11.1 80 500 1.9
539 11.2 74 446 1.9
650 11.7 55 300 1.9
761 12.2 27 45 2
872 12.3 20 25 2
1094 12.4 5 5 2
1650* 12.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
Table 4.6: Temperature dependent mechanical properties for bulk Ti-6Al-4V [154,
161]. * linearly extrapolated values
4.4 Summary
The temperature dependent thermal conductivity of Ti-6Al-4V powder used in
SLM and the solid parts obtained using processing were obtained experimentally
using the laser flash method. The experimental thermal conductivity measurements
were then compared with two analytical models proposed by Zehner-Schu¨nder
and Gusarov-Kovalev. It was found in both models that the order of magnitude
of the prediction was correct at room temperature. However, the thermal
conductivity steadily decreased until 500 ◦C in the experimental measurements.
Above this temperature, sintering behaviour in the powder was observed in DSC
measurements causing the thermal conductivity to increase. Both analytical
models exclude the effect of sintering, therefore these models are only suitable
for the prediction of thermal conductivity at low temperatures. Finally, the
temperature dependent thermo-mechanical properties used for both the thermo-mechanical
analysis (Chapter 6) and the multi-scale method (Chapter 11) were presented.
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Chapter 5
Method for generating and
processing laser scan
geometry
It was identified in the review of the literature that a strong coupling between
the triad of design, pre-processing, and simulation are required in order to fully
exploit the manufacturing process. The ability to perform specific experiments
to understand the effect of scan strategy, laser parameters, and directly manufacture
components is not feasible with current commercial programs. Established
commercial tools were designed solely for manufacturing 3D parts and offered
no opportunity to experiment with novel scan strategies and design methods.
Additionally, there was no scope to make a direct comparison within simulation
studies, since the generated laser scan geometry couldn’t be extracted.
To fully investigate the effectiveness of scan strategies through numerical and
physical experiments, requires the ability to generate the scan vector geometry
and export these directly to the SLM systems. In particular, using the multi-scale
method in Chapter 11, the simulation model uses scan islands generated when
using the checkerboard scan strategy and requires information of the individual
laser scan vectors hatched for each clipped island.
A method for slicing and hatching volumetric representation of the geometry
into machine build file is presented in Section 5.1 to support the experiments and
simulations, because this is not available in commercial pre-processing software.
After generating the laser scan vectors for a part, these can be exported directly
into compatible machine build files or processed directly by the simulation using
a custom developed library called, libSLM, which is presented in Section 5.2.
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a) b)
Figure 5.1: a) Volumetric model of a ring and b) a cross-section taken through the
model showing the aliasing effects to discretise the model
5.1 Volume hatching method
The generation of scan vector geometry for a slice-layer is achieved by a series
of geometric operations infilling and offsetting sliced boundaries. All current,
commercial pre-existing pre-processing methods use triangular mesh representations
for the surface geometry of a part. In this work, a volumetric (voxel) representation
was chosen because this enables an efficient, direct mapping with the computational
models, which use a structured grid. Potentially, volumetric quantities can also
be stored and referenced with the geometry. The method was implemented using
Matlab [162] to ease prototyping custom scan strategies, and take advantage of
existing image processing algorithms.
5.1.1 Slicing the voxel representation
This method assumes a uniform binary segmented voxel grid is provided as
input with (void = 0, solid = 1) representing the structure. The resolution of
the voxel model determines the level of pre-processing required, as shown in
Figure 5.1.
Aliasing or ‘terracing’ of surfaces are often encountered along regions of high
curvature in low resolution voxel grids. Convolution filters can, to an extent,
smooth-out these effects [163]. A simple pre-processing routine was used to
smooth the voxel model. Firstly, the voxel model was upscaled by a factor
fscale using Matlab’s imresize function to allow for diffusion when applying a
3D Gaussian blur convolution filter G(σ) to this grid. Then the binary grid
was reproduced using a threshold operator of factor flimit = 0.5, to rebuild the
boundary. The effect of this smoothing process in a 1D image is illustrated in
Figure 5.2.
The slicing mechanism is trivial to implement in a voxel environment compared
to stereo lithography (STL) files, where slice edges require sorting to guarantee
correct shape orientation. Given the layer thickness desired, the slice’s Z position
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Figure 5.2: Illustration showing the smoothing effect applied in 1D. Upscaling
reduces the effect of aliasing whilst increasing the value of σ broadens the Gaussian
distribution, increasing smoothing
is calculated to scale correctly with the voxel unit scale size and image upscaling
factor, as shown in Figure 5.2. The SLM machine has a fixed layer thickness,
and therefore adaptive layer slicing algorithms cannot be used.
layer (n)
layer (n+1)layer 
thickness Lt
{
Image
upscaling
Figure 5.3: Diagram showing cross-sections for each slice are taken based on the
layer’s z-position after upscaling the image and based on the voxel unit scale used for
the model
Having obtained a slice of a voxel model (2D image), an image segmentation
algorithm was then performed to identify the boundaries of each cross-section
using the built-in Matlab function bwboundaries, which is based upon a modified
Moore-Neighborhood tracing algorithm with Jacob’s stopping criteria [164].
This algorithm traces edges of binary images in clockwise order, as shown in
Figure 5.4, and guarantees closed polygons are detected with the correct fill
order.
The results of this algorithm are edges with a length of the voxel unit, and
this will create aliasing when using a combination of low resolution input voxel
models with large voxel unit size. To reduce the number of line segments, line
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Figure 5.4: Identification of closed boundaries obtaining using Moore-Neighbourhood
tracing algorithm
simplification was performed using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [165] with
the added effect of smoothing the contour, as shown in Figure 5.5.
The resultant edges are transformed into closed polygons which can contain
holes. The edge sorting was done using the libClipper library [166], which
provides geometrical operations such as polygon clipping, offsetting and the
calculation of complex hulls. In Matlab, MEX can be used to interface between
a c++ library and perform commands natively within the Matlab environment.
A MEX interface was created to perform the functions available in the libClipper
library natively from within Matlab.
5.1.2 The hatching process
The hatching process generates both the contour and hatch laser scan geometries
used for manufacturing a component from the boundaries created in the previous
section. Upon obtaining a set of closed contours for each layer, these are
separated and processed independently. Geometric properties such as the region’s
centroid and area are trivial to obtain, which could assist the development of
custom geometry specific laser scan strategies.
Firstly, boundaries are offset to form the contours for each cross-section.
Interior regions require infilling using a chosen scan strategy, such as the meander,
checkerboard and spiral scan strategies shown in Figure 5.6. Regardless of
choice, a series of vectors covering the region are intersected with the boundary.
When generating the checkerboard islands, hatched square tiles are replicated
in X,Y, and are then intersected with the boundary. Geometrical information
(centroid, rotation, clipped coordinates) for each island was stored, which was
used for generating the input for the multi-scale model presented in Chapter 11.
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Figure 5.5: Different levels of line simplification applied to ring model boundaries
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Figure 5.6: The hatching procedures applied on the ring model using the typical a)
alternating meander scan strategy and b) checkerboard scan strategy, and using an
unconventional custom c) a spiral infill.
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Voxel unit [mm/voxel] 0.1
Upscaling Factor fscale 2
Gaussian blur sigma σ 5
Greyscale threshold factor fthresh 0.5
Line simplification tolerance 0.2
Table 5.1: Pre-processing parameters used for preparing the model for slicing
Figure 5.7: Photograph of a ring geometry manufactured in Ti-6Al-4V using SLM
with the volumetric hatching method
After completion of the hatching process, the laser scan geometry is stored
in a generic data structure that can be exported using libSLM into a suitable
format depending on its intended use, as discussed in Section 5.2. The volumetric
hatching method is demonstrated using the ring geometry shown in Figure 5
1(a), which was sliced and hatched using a 3 mm checkerboard island strategy
with parameters in Table 5.1 and with additional support structures generated
through Magics [167]. The ring was produced in Ti-6Al-4V using a Realizer
SLM 50 and is shown in Figure 5.7.
5.2 Functionality for interpreting machine build
files - libSLM
A library, libSLM, was created in order to simulate the manufacturing process
more efficiently and closely integrate laser scan geometry into a design methodology.
The library was built using c++, and the Qt library [168] to provide a method
for reading and processing the machine build files in commercial SLM systems.
The role of this library is to provide facilities to read and parse generated
build file formats generated for commercial SLM machines, which ultimately
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could be used in both design and simulation, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. Additionally,
it can write directly to these formats using a universal schema for defining the
laser parameters and geometry, either within a c++ or Matlab environment.
Currently, no research tools exist offering this ability to explicitly control the
laser parameters and geometry. The library provides routines that integrate
with a simulation for providing the current position and parameters of the laser
at time t, along with additional statistics such as the build time prediction.
Matlab
Laser Scan
Generation
Autofab
libSLM
.mtt 
Translator
Experiment
Interface
MSC Marc
Simulation
Realizer
SLM 50
Renishaw
AM 250
.rea
Translator
Translation
Figure 5.8: Illustration showing an overview of the transformation between generated
scan vectors from Matlab translated into compatible build files, which are either used
directly by the SLM platform, or interpreted by libSLM for use in simulation or design.
5.2.1 Machine build file formats used in SLM and SLS
Currently, before a component can be built, a pre-processing step is required
to ‘slice’ and ‘hatch’ a set of 3D components into a representation that the
SLM and SLS machine systems can interpret. This generates a series of laser
scan vectors, with given laser parameters that represent the raster motion of
the laser across the powder bed surface and are stored in machine build files.
The size of the build file is determined by the part volume, its complexity,
and the density of scan geometry used. The increased popularity for using
functional-representation, and complex geometrical structures such as lattices
[5], further complicates the issues of generation and portability. Currently,
no reported real-time method exists in commercial systems to generate the
laser scan geometry ‘on-the-fly’ from a volumetric or surface representation.
Interest is currently focused on providing a closed feedback loop for responding
to changing environmental conditions or the stability of the melt pool [169].
Currently, machine build files remain the preferred approach for controlling
these AM systems. These files offer a compact higher-level representation
compared to G-Code, which instead provide explicit commands to operate a
physical component within the machine. Binary encoding provides a more
compact storage format, which is essential for representing large complex volumes.
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Figure 5.9: Diagram showing the typical structure of a machine build file used on
SLM systems
No standardised universal format exists, and these proprietary file formats are
specific to each manufacturing system. The general structure observed in these
machine build files is illustrated in Figure 5.9. At the beginning, a header section
defines the machine operating configuration, a set of laser parameters for each
part within a build, and in some cases an address table for looking up layer
slice sections. The remainder of the file consists of a series of individual layer
definitions.
Each individual layer definition consists of a series of laser geometry groups
that define a series of scan vectors representing a primitive type
• Contour - a connected series of scan lines
• Hatches - a series of disconnected scan lines
• Points - individual point exposures.
The groups are often assigned a set of laser parameters governing the exposure
time, point distance (effective laser speed), and the laser power. However, some
systems (e.g. Realizer SLM) permit setting laser parameters individually per
scan vector within a laser geometry group. The 2D scan vector coordinates
are usually stored as a consecutive list of IEEE754 floating point numbers.
Some formats (e.g. Renishaw .MTT), define their own representation for storing
primitive integer numbers.
The specification for the MTT file format used by SLM systems produced
by Renishaw was available internally, however, the build volume of the AM 250
system, shown in Figure 5.10(a), is unsuitable for performing small experiments.
The Realizer SLM 50 system shown in Figure 5.10(b) was, hence, the preferred
platform for experiments, however their proprietary format was unavailable.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: Photographs of commercial SLM systems: a) Renishaw AM 250 System
and b) Realizer SLM 50
5.2.2 Disassembling the Realizer .rea format
The previous procedure for generating the realizer .rea format involved generated
slices (part contour geometry) into the Focker&Schwarze .F&S format using the
Magics pre-processing software [167]. The realizer control software imports the
boundary slices, and implements its own hatching routines to generate the scan
vectors into the Realizer .rea machine file format used by the machine. The
.rea file format was disassembled, and the specification of the file format was
discovered by interpreting integer and floating point binary values stored in the
file and cross-referencing these to known positions and laser parameters within
the geometry. Having this specification, enables complete direct control over
scan geometry used and provided greater capability to perform experiments.
5.2.3 Structure of the libSLM library
The library consists of machine manufacture specific importers and exporters
that translate between a generic storage schema and the machine build file.
Additionally, functionality is built around processing the generic representation
of machine build files.
A generic schema, independent from any SLM system, was used to define
the laser scan geometry and laser parameters used to represent a machine build
file. The representation, as illustrated in Figure 5.9, consists of a header, model
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Figure 5.11: Illustration showing a) the model definition and the build styles used
per model, and b) the structure of layer geometry defined in a machine build file
section, and a list of layers, and can be translated to specific machine build
formats used by different vendors.
In the schema, a header provides a structure for attaching vendor specific
build parameters and global values, such as layer thickness, which can be interpreted
by each translator. Each part within a build contains a model that contains a
set of build- styles, as shown in Figure 5.11(a), which define the set of laser
parameters used for the part. As shown in Figure 5.11(b), the layer consists of
a series of geometry groups, which are assigned a build-style from a model, with
a section containing coordinates representing geometry of a specific type.
The thermo-mechanical simulation in Chapter 6 required a method for iterating
over the scan vector geometry in the machine build file. This provides the
simulation with the current scan vector, and, specifically, the state and position
of the laser at the current time t, and at an increment ahead t + ∆t. This
functionality was added to provide better control over adaptive mesh refinement
in the thermo-mechanical simulation (Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.3), and for obtaining
the previous laser scan position to enable a restart option during analyses.
The position of the laser in absolute time is found by the accumulation of
time scanning previous scan vectors. In between adding layers during the build,
a constant time was added to account for time taken adding a new layer during
the powder re-coat operation. In order to calculate the exact position of the
laser, interpolation was carried out over the current vector path, based on the
effective laser speed to calculate the position and the state at time t.
Taking advantage of the static nature of scan geometry, caching mechanisms
were used to reduce the performance penalty of accessing the scan vector geometry
randomly. This was done by decomposing the geometry structure into a wide-spanning
tree structure, as illustrated in Figure 5.12 , and caching the total time taken to
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Figure 5.12: Diagram showing the decomposition of the build file into layers and the
layer geometry to provide a caching mechanism
scan each layer geometry, and subsequently for each layer. The calculations
of these times were computed in parallel. Iterator functions allow directly
traversing linearly across the build tree, between layer geometries, and individual
scan vectors, which was used in the thermo-mechanical simulation. The overall
build time and the mean scan vector length can be calculated to inform decisions
when designing scan strategies, or potentially locating the suitable orientation
of a part within a build.
5.3 Summary
The volumetric hatching method shown in Section 5.1 provides a valuable tool
for prototyping custom laser scan strategies for direct use in both numerical
simulation and in physical experiments using commercial SLM systems. Having
the laser scan geometry directly available enables the generation of the specific
inputs required in the multi-scale model, which cannot solely be achieved through
importing the part geometry itself. Therefore, it is essential that both the design
and simulation tools associated with producing parts through SLM have a tight
integration with the pre-processing stage which generate the laser scan geometry.
Aiding the pre-processing stage, the libSLM library provides a valuable
utility for interfacing and processing machine build files used by SLM and
potentially SLS systems. It reduces the number of utilities required to translate
scan vector geometry into a machine ready format, and provides essential capability
to help perform a direct comparison between experimental and simulation studies.
In addition, the library provides a facility to predict the overall build time,
which could potentially provide feedback when designing, or pre-processing a
component for a chosen laser scan strategy. Both are crucial within the toolchain
in order to fully integrate the triad of design, manufacturing and simulation.
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Chapter 6
Thermo-mechanical finite
element modelling of
selective laser melting
In this chapter, the finite element method and the general techniques used for
solving sets of non-linear equations are presented as reference in Section 6.1.
The implementation of the coupled thermo-mechanical finite element model is
established in Section 6.2 with the definitions of the governing equations used
for the thermal and mechanical analysis. This model is then used to determine
the implications of the temperature history created by the choice of laser scan
strategy and scan area size on the development of residual stress during selective
laser melting. Extensions to the model to improve the performance using an
adaptive meshing technique are presented in Section 6.3.
Background on the finite element method and the established numerical
techniques used in order to obtain solutions to a non-linear problem are presented
for convenience to the reader.
6.1 Finite element formulation
The FE method is a numerical technique for the approximate solution to a
set of continuous PDEs encountered when modelling physical phenomena. The
method involves discretising a domain Ω, into a mesh of connected elements,
with a set of boundary conditions on the surface Γ, as shown in Figure 6.1.
Each element corresponds to a finite region, with nodes that are shared
between elements. Often a family of element formulations are available in 2D
and 3D to build a mesh. The Galerkin method is used to convert a continuous
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Ω
Γ
Node
Figure 6.1: Illustration showing discretisation of the domain Ω into finite element
mesh using triangle elements
φk−1 φk
xk−1 xk
Figure 6.2: Illustration of 1D piecewise linear trial functions
problem into a discrete problem that can be solved numerically. The method
uses the weighted sum of a finite number of basis or trial functions φi across a
small sub-domain (element) to approximate the PDE. Typically, linear piece-wise
trial functions are used, which interpolate quantities from each element node i
anywhere inside the element, as shown in Figure 6.2.
This Galerkin method requires a variational statement of the problem by
transforming the strong-form of the PDE into its the weak-form [170]. This has
the effect of relaxing the problem over a small sub-domain, by satisfying the
strong-form on average across the domain. By assembling the trial functions for
each element across the whole domain, a system of linear equations is formed
Ku = F. (6.1)
6.1.1 Solution to non-linear systems
The presence of non-linearity due to changes in material properties result in
the element stiffness matrix Ke being a function of the nodal displacement u,
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resulting in the form
k(u)u = F, (6.2)
with the external nodal-load force vector, F . The non-linear equation can be
solved by adding a residual term, the nodal-load force vector R, to obtain the
state of equilibrium such that
R(u)− F = 0. (6.3)
and substituting equation 6.2 into equation 6.3 results in
K(u)u = F −R(u) = 0. (6.4)
The internal nodal-load force vector is calculated from the internal stresses
across all elements using
R =
∑
el
∫
V
BTσdΩ, (6.5)
with the non-linear strain-displacement differential operator B defined as,
[B] = [∂][N ], (6.6)
where N is the matrix of shape functions. The strain-displacement differential
operator maps nodal displacements to strains across the element. The procedure
attempts to minimise the residual between external and interior forces within the
structure until effectively the body is at an equilibrium state. The Newton-Raphson
iterative method can be used to solve the set of non-linear equilibrium equations
with the iterative scheme in the form
ui = u(i−1) −K−1T
(
u(i−1)
(
F −R(u(i−1)
))
, (6.7)
where KT is the tangent-stiffness matrix, and i denotes the iteration. A more
convenient representation of this equation which can be solved as system of
linear equations is
KT (u
(i−1))δu(i) = F −R
(
u(i−1)
)
, (6.8)
with the incremental correction to the displacement vector δu(i) = u(i)−u(i−1).
The solution of the displacement at the next time increment, t+ 1, is obtained
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Figure 6.3: Illustration showing the convergence towards the solution across a single
time-step, using the Newton-Raphson method
as follows
δu(i) = u(i−1) + δu(i)
u
(i)
(t+1) = ut + ∆u
(i)
(6.9)
with the superscript, i, for the iteration number and the subscript, t, for the
time increment. The whole Newton-Raphson procedure is illustrated in Figure
6.3, which shows the iterative solution converging towards the solution based
on the required tolerance.
The convergence of the iterative solution for a non-linear mechanical solution
can be determined by checking the maximum force residuals and the incremental
change in displacement within the system. The force residual is based on the
absolute maximum residual, Fresidual, and the reaction forces Freaction across
all elements under the criterion∥∥∥∥FresidualFreaction
∥∥∥∥ < TOL1, (6.10)
where TOL1 is the relative force convergence tolerance chosen by the user. The
relative incremental displacement convergence is determined at each iteration
based on the maximum absolute value of the current displacement increment
vector ∆u, and the correction to the increment displacement vector δu, with
the criterion ∥∥∥∥ δu∆u
∥∥∥∥ < TOL2, (6.11)
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Figure 6.4: Illustration showing the iterative convergence tolerance using the
maximum relative displacement
where TOL2 is the relative displacement convergence tolerance chosen by the
user. The relative displacement convergence criteria checks that the maximum
change in incremental displacement does converges across all elements, as illustrated
in Figure 6.4.
The maximum error in temperate estimate prediction is used as a heuristic
method for determining convergence during a thermal analysis. During each
iteration, the predicted element temperature Tp is based on the previous temperature
iteration, T(i−1) , such that
TP = Ti−1 +
(
dT
dt
)
i−1
, (6.12)
with the rate of change in temperature (dT/dt) based on the current material
properties evaluated. Convergence is obtained when the maximum absolute
difference across all elements is achieved within a tolerance TOL3, such that
‖TP − Ti‖ < TOL3. (6.13)
The Newton-Raphson method tends to provide good convergence at the
computational expense of requiring re-assembly of the tangent stiffness matrix,
KT , for each iteration. The modified Newton-Raphson method only requires a
single calculation of the tangent stiffness matrix at the beginning of the timestep.
This reduces the expensive assembly of the tangent stiffness matrix, at the
expense of a greater number of iterations. However, in practice these methods
are only suitable for mildly non-linear problems. As with all gradient based
solutions, these do not provide a guarantee for global convergence, and can
converge towards local solutions, which in some cases can be fixed by reducing
the timestep.
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6.1.2 Solutions to systems of linear equations
The finite element formulation of the non-linear system presented in equation
6.8 is assembled from element-wise contributions to the global stiffness matrix
KG. This is solved as a general set of linear equations presented in the standard
form of
Ax = B, (6.14)
where A is a N x N sparse matrix corresponding to N degrees of freedom within
the system. The nature of the system solved in thermo-mechanical problems
should result in a symmetric positive-definite matrix, with a bandwidth as shown
in Figure 6.5, which is well suited for solving efficiently with direct and iterative
matrix solvers. Efficient storage schemes can take advantage of the sparse nature
of these matrices. ( (x x xx x    x xx    x    xx    x    xx    xx x    x x xx x x. . . .. ....... ..... . . .. . . . . .
Figure 6.5: Illustration of the bandwidth in a sparse matrix
Direct solution methods, such as those offered by MUMPS [171], PARADISO
[172] offer a reliable solution for well-conditioned systems of equations, at a
predictable cost. Direct methods are based on numerical Choleskey factorisation,
by decomposition of a positive-definite matrix A, such that
A = LLT (6.15)
where L is the lower triangle with positive diagonal elements. The solution is
obtained through forward and backward substitution:
Lz = b,
LTx = z.
(6.16)
The level of sparsity within matrix A determines the number of operations
required during forward and backward substitution. This can be improved
through permutation of rows and columns, which effectively reduces the matrix
bandwidth, such that
A = PLLTPT ,
b˜ = Pb,
(6.17)
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with permutation matrix P . Careful choice of P can reduce the number of
operations required during forward and backward substitution. Depending on
the level of sparseness, the computation complexity required for factorisation
is O( 13N
3) , and the substitution phase, O(2N2). The scaling of the problem
is predictable, and therefore the number of DOF (elements) within the finite
element model determines the cost of the solution. Additional problems associated
with direct methods are excess memory consumption required to keep the matrices
entirely in memory (in-core) for large systems, and difficulty efficiently in splitting
and distributing the computation.
Iterative methods find a solution that has a significant reduction in computation
cost compared to direct methods, with a computational complexity of O(N) for
well-conditioned systems. Iterative schemes are formed based on minimising
equation 6.8 into the form
ψ(δu) =
1
2
δuTKT (u)δu− δuT (F −R(u)) , (6.18)
and in a general form,
ψ(u) =
1
2
uTAu− ub. (6.19)
This is solved by an iterative scheme in the general form
uk+1 − uk + αkrk, (6.20)
which can be solved through established techniques such as Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel
and the successive over-relaxation (SOR) technique. Modern methods such
as (bi)conjugate stabilised gradient method use pre-conditioning for improving
the rate of convergence. For convergence, the theoretical maximum number
of operations required is N - the size of the system. However, depending on
the conditioning of the matrix and choice of iterative scheme, this can be
significantly reduced with better performance than direct methods, requiring
significant less memory.
Fundamentally, the overall computational cost for the simulation of a finite
element problem is determined by two factors: the number of DOF within the
system, and the convergence of the set of non-linear equations. Unlike linear
problems, non-linearity requires the re-calculation of the tangent stiffness matrix
which is expensive computationally, and in some situations can be slower than
solving the system of equations. Therefore, reducing the number of elements
required for discretisation where not required, provides the most efficient means
for solving these problems. For improvement of the simulation throughput, the
use of adaptive mesh refinement in Section 6.3 was developed in this work as
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an extension to the original implementation of the thermo-mechanical model in
Section 6.2.
6.2 Details of the thermo-mechanical implementation
A commercial FE solution was deemed sufficient to provide a robust solution
whilst reducing development time required in the work. MSC Marc [173] was
chosen because of its competency in modelling non-linear multi-physics manufacturing
processes and the ability to extend models and functionality with user defined
Fortran subroutines.
The overall modelling strategy attempts to replicate the SLM process by
directly simulating the machine build files to enable a direct comparison with
experiments. The workflow is shown in Figure 6.6 where two main inputs are
required: an extensive list of material properties and the machine build file.
Machine Build File SLM 
Simulation 
Interface (c++)Configuration File
Material Properties
MSC Marc
Fortran User 
Subroutines 
MSC Marc
Finite Element Mesh
Boundary Conditions
Inputs
Processes
Figure 6.6: An overview of inputs required by the simulation and the
inter-dependency of the processes
The simulation process interacts between Fortran user subroutines and an
external c++ interface to control the simulation behaviour whilst running (Figure
6.7). The c++ interface has several responsibilities. Firstly, it parses the
machine build file using the developed libSLM library discussed in Section 5.2.
Using the previously developed library, the laser position, laser power and state
are made available at a given simulation time. Finally, it provides an interface for
managing the state variable of each element. For each simulation, an additional
configuration file is created to define additional material properties, activate
various models, and parameters associated with the simulation.
This functionality is integrated separately with a general purpose multi-physics
FE solver to enable future additions of more complex modelling.
In the following sections, the classical thermal and mechanical definitions
which govern the relevant physics in the process at this scale are presented as
reference to the reader.
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Element (size, position, state)
Time
Laser heat input (FLUX)
Layer/element activation (UACTIVE)
Local adaptive meshing (UADAP, UADAP2)
Heat convection coefficient (UFILM)
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Time
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Figure 6.7: The interaction between c++ interface, Fortran user subroutines and
MSC Marc
6.2.1 Thermal definition
The thermal problem is governed by the enthalpy within a system, defined as
H =
∫ T
Tref
ρcpdT (6.21)
with the heat transfer defined by the heat equation in a volume, Ω, as given in
equation 6.22.
∂H
∂t
= ∇(k(T )∇T ) + qv + qs, in Ω (6.22)
The volumetric heat input term, qv, is the heat input from the laser source
defined in equation 2.7. The surface heat source term, qs, is the sum of the
convective and radiation terms defined in equation 6.23, which was applied to
the exposed powder bed surface, Γ, having a surface normal n such that
k(T ) =
∂T
∂n
= hc (T − TA) + εemσb
(
T 4 − T 4A
)
on dΓ. (6.23)
The values of emissivity εem used in equation 6.23 are listed in Table 4.4 (Section
4.2.2) and a heat convection coefficient, hc = 14.73 W/m
2K [19] was used.
Three material phases were considered in the simulation: powder, solid and
liquid. Both the liquid and solid state represent the ‘consolidated’ form. A
unidirectional transformation occurs during consolidation from powder to liquid
and there is a bidirectional transformation between solid and liquid during
(re)melt. Each state requires a set of temperature dependent material properties,
with the powder state having an assumed packing factor fp = 0.6 [154].
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In order to assign appropriate material properties, a state variable was used
to track the state of each element, using a discrete variable, φ, with the three
exclusive conditions
φ =

−1 Powder state
0 Liquid state
1 Solid state
. (6.24)
During the transition to the liquid phase, stresses and any previously accumulated
strains were reset by becoming temporarily deactivated using the UACTIVE
subroutine during the simulation to emulate annealing and prevent unrealistic
accumulation of plastic strains.
6.2.2 Laser heat input
The laser heat input was modelled using the volumetric Gaussian heat source
proposed by Goldak [28] in equation 2.7 using a laser spot radius rd = 32 µm.
Caution is expressed when choosing η because these values vary widely between
experimental studies for both powder and solid medium [154]. For powder, this
is assumed to be the same as pure titanium powder η = 0.77 [48] and for the
solid substrate is assumed to be η = 0.3 [174]. Normally, to account for latent
heat, the specific heat is modified in a finite interval between the solidus TS and
liquidus TL temperatures. This was excluded in this work because accounting
for latent heat requires a small enough timestep to ensure the temperature
change does not overshoot this interval and is relatively insignificant compared
with loss of heat through radiation.
The transmission efficiency of the laser source in SLM has not been accurately
measured, both in general and specifically for the Realizer SLM 50. It is
expected that many factors during the build will affect this, such as the release
of a metal condensate into the path of the laser [16] or the lens focal position.
Hence, the inclusion of an empirical laser absorption efficiency term in this work.
A constant point overlap factor fpo was used to control the relative position
of the laser point between each simulation time step, as shown in equation 6.25.
This ensures that irrespective of the laser speed, v, and the fixed laser spot size,
rd, the heat flux traverses across the whole scan path without any intermittent
gaps, as illustrated in Figure 6.8.
∆t =
fpord
v
(6.25)
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Figure 6.8: Illustration showing the point overlap factor, fpo, which ensures the
timestep remains constant wit the scan speed.
6.2.3 Mechanical definition
The mechanical analysis assumes a small strain and small deformation formulation
using an elasto-plastic constitutive model. The total strain tensor, ε, within a
material is the superposition of three strains terms
ε = εe + εp + εth, (6.26)
which are the elastic strain, εe, the plastic strain, εp, and the thermal strain,
εth. Upon yielding, plastic deformation occurs and the plastic strain εp must
be accounted for. In this model, the incremental J2 plasticity small strain
formulation was used. The yield behaviour was determined using the Mises
yield criterion, shown in equation 6.27, which is applicable for metals.
σy =
√
3J2 =
[
3
2
(
(σ11 − σ22)2 + (σ22 − σ33)2 + (σ33 − σ11)2 + 6
(
σ212 + σ
2
23 + σ
2
31
))]1/2
.
(6.27)
The computational procedure requires determining the prior deformation history,
and incrementally calculating small changes in the plastic strain dp. This can
be calculated using the flow rule,
dεp = dλ
∂f
∂σ
, (6.28)
where dλ is a positive proportional scale factor and ∂f is the loading function
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representing the yield surface. The associative flow rule can be determined
based on the elasto-plastic constitutive relation used in the model (i.e. perfect
plasticity, isotropic and kinematic work hardening). The effective plastic strain
εp is found based on the accumulated plastic loading history,
εp =
∫ √
dεp dεp . (6.29)
Finally, the thermal strain εth is defined as
εth(T ) =
∫ T
Tref
αCTE(T )dT. (6.30)
By obtaining the total strain tensor, the Cauchy stress tensor, σ, can be resolved
using
{σ} = [D]{ε}, (6.31)
where D is the element stiffness matrix.
The linear coefficient of thermal expansion, αCTE , is listed in Table 4.6. The
Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be ν = 0.342. For modelling time-independent
plasticity, a kinematic plasticity model with a von Mises yield criterion was
chosen because this captures the cyclic non-linear work hardening (Baushinger)
effect [175]. Temperature dependent properties for the yield stress σy and the
plastic tangent modulus Hp are listed in Table 4.6.
If re-melting of previously consolidated elements does occur, previously accumulated
strains for the element are reset to zero and are removed subsequently from the
structural analysis pass. De-activating elements prevent any extrapolation of
material properties exhibited in the melt pool undergoing extreme temperatures.
6.2.4 Finite element mesh
The single layer simulations were scanned directly over a solid substrate to
enable comparison with previous work. The domain was discretised with a
static mesh, consisting of powder bed composed of uniform 0.02 mm 8 noded
hexahedral elements and a substrate region with an overall thickness of 1.56 mm.
On the bottom surface, a fixed displacement boundary condition is applied.
On this surface, a fixed temperature of 200 ◦C was used to represent the
pre-heated platform which remains fixed at this temperature throughout the
process. The side walls of the model were assumed isothermal due to the
insulative properties of the powder and the large volume of solid material in
the substrate acting as an effective heat sink. The top surface has an aerial
heat flux applied to permit heat convection into the environment and surface
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radiation loses. The mesh and the applied boundary conditions are illustrated
in Figure 6.9.
Layer Thickness = 0.04 mm
0.02 mm
1.56
m
mXY
Z
O
Substrate φ = 1
Powder φ = −1
Fixed Temperature
T = 200OC
Isothermal
Fixed Displacement
Aerial heat flux
Figure 6.9: Illustration showing the fixed mesh implementation and the applied
boundary conditions used in the thermo-mecahnical model
The ‘assumed strain’ option within MSC Marc was used to improve the
bending performance of these elements by internally modifying the interpolation
functions with further enrichment. The ‘constant dilation’ option was also used
to improve the performance of hexahedral elements undergoing compression
within the elasto-plastic analyses [173].
6.2.5 Simulation options
The relative displacement tolerance and force residual convergence criteria in
equations 6.10 and 6.11 were used to satisfy convergence during the mechanical
analysis. These were both set to a value of 0.1, and are based on the maximum
value obtained across every element within the domain. If convergence during
a timestep was not satisfied, the time-step was repeatedly ‘cutback’ by a factor
of a half and the current iteration was performed again.
6.2.6 Post-processing the results
Post-processing of the results was accomplished using a set of Python scripts
using the PyMentat and PyPost functions available within MSC Marc. The
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average quantities of the scalar values were obtained from consolidated elements
with a state variable φ > 0.95. These results were then exported to Matlab using
SciPy [176] for further processing and analysis.
The results obtained from the thermo-mechanical analyses were found to
be fairly complex both spatially and in time. Probability density distributions
offers a method for characterising the magnitude of a quantity (e.g. stress
component or temperature) across a region by decomposing into a 1D form. This
greatly simplifies comparing and analysing the results under different conditions
and test cases. The probability density distributions were created by building a
histogram of the chosen quantity across the scanned region, and then producing
a curve tracing its profile.
6.3 Extension of the thermo-mechanical model
Extreme non-linearity is present in the SLM process zone, caused by the high
localised temperature gradients created by exposure from a moving laser, which
result in phase changes in the temperature dependent material. Therefore, a
sufficiently high discretisation resolution spatially and temporally must be used
to capture the thermal-mechanical response over time for this region.
This presents a great challenge to model the problem efficiently in order to
understand the effect of scan strategies on the development of residuals stresses
as a function of the local and global response within the domain.
The previous implementation of the thermo-mechanical finite element model
in Section 6.2 used a static mesh with a fixed resolution throughout the entire
domain during the analysis. It was soon discovered that the scalability of the
solution was highly dependent on the volumetric area required to be simulated.
This was determined by the number of elements within the domain, and the
physical time required for the laser to scan across the region.
6.3.1 Adaptive meshing technique for improving simulation
performance
Octree mesh refinement was used by Riedelbauer et al. [177] for modelling the
selective laser melting of PA12, however, the performance of their method was
not discussed. The review of the literature identified that the use of moving
adaptive meshes [30, 178] could gain significant improvements in performance
whilst conserving discretisation accuracy in the melt pool. In the method
proposed by Zeng et al. [30], they used a quasi global-local approach to model
the high non-linearity exhibited near the melt pool. The domain is decomposed
into a sub-problem, with a fixed size dynamic mesh that overlaps directly
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on the global domain, which follows the current point of the laser. Their
method performs the analysis at both scales transferring the material state
and properties, along with the temperature boundary conditions through their
own interpolation scheme to transfer between meshes. The advantage of this
approach over traditional mesh refinement is that no renumbering of nodes is
required during the assembly stage of the global stiffness matrix because no
elements are changed. This can be taken advantage of during the Cholesky
factorisation when solving the solution of the global stiffness matrix [179].
From the results of performing the thermo-mechanical simulations in relatively
small regions in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, the HAZ was not necessarily isolated
to a small region around the location of the melt pool, as shown in Figure 3
12 . The thermo-mechanical response extended into previously scanned tracks,
which was shown to affect the generation of transverse stresses, and the creation
of plastic strain in previously consolidated regions. Also, the high aspect-ratio
of the melt pool, and the spatial length of the thermal gradients across the
currently scanned track increases the refinement area required to be captured.
Restricting the adaptivity of the mesh solely within the melt pool region as
proposed by Zeng et al. seems insufficient when also considering the mechanical
response.
An octree-based decomposition was chosen as the implementation for improving
the performance of the thermo-mechanical model. A bi-directional refinement
scheme was developed to both refine regions exhibiting a very non-linear localised
behaviour and coarsen regions exhibiting a more steady-state global response.
6.3.2 Octree mesh refinement
The use of a structure grid consisting of hexahedral ’Hex8’ elements in the
previous implementation, lends itself to the use octree-based refinement which
is natively supported within MSC Marc [173]. The in-built refinement procedure
in MSC Marc subdivides an element by one level (1:2 refinement), guaranteeing
that a balanced tree is form. This is illustrated in principle for a quad tree
implementation in Figure 6.10, which requires the two newly created elements
sharing one edge of the neighbouring element. During the refinement phase,
when a selected element is refined, new nodes N are created along the shared
edge with the neighbouring element . An additional nodal constraint is used on
node N to be the average of solutions shared between the two vertices shared
along the same edge.
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N
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N
refined elements
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along shared edges
Figure 6.10: Illustration showing balanced refinement scheme with at most two
elements sharing one edge
6.3.3 Implementation of adaptive meshing scheme
Originally, the state and transformation between phases was tracked using a
discrete state variable φ. However, in-order to be compatible with the adaptive
scheme, the values of the states were changed to
φ =

−1 Liquid state
0 Powder state
1 Solid state
, (6.32)
with properties that can linearly vary between the powder and solid phases
(0 ≤ φ ≤ 1). During the element un-refinement phase, the mean value of
quantities is taken as the average from the previous sub-divided elements, and
are used in the un-refined element as shown in Figure 6.11. This also affected
the state variable φ, and as of consequence may result in intermediate values
between the powder and solid phases. These are only likely to occur along
boundaries regions formed between consolidated regions and powder.
Local Adaptive Meshing Un-refinement stage (1)
Starting
element
size
Un-refinement stage(2)
φ = 1
φ = 0
φ = 0.25 φ = 0.06
Figure 6.11: Illustration of the un-refinement phase, showing the mean quantities
are obtained from the previously refined elements
Material properties were linearly interpolated between those defined at the
powder and solid phase. It was assumed that there was negligible mechanical
interaction of the powder phase, therefore the mechanical material properties
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Property Scale Factor
Young’s Modulus E 0.1
Linear coefficient of thermal expansion αCTE 0.1
Yield stress σy 0.1
Table 6.1: Scale factors used for relating the mechanical properties of powder phase
with the solid phase
were scaled for the powder phase using the factors in Table 6.1.
The implementation of octree refinement occurs spatially in all three dimensions,
and using a balanced (2:1) tree, required changing the starting mesh and strategically
placing the mesh along the Z direction. Having the active layer placed arbitrarily
within the mesh volume creates several issues. During un-refinement, these
elements can be larger than the active layer thickness, as shown in Figure
6.12(a). This prevents assigning the surface thermal boundary conditions, since
these can only be applied when initialising the simulation at start-up. Instead,
the domain was shifted, as illustrated in Figure 6.12(b), which requires the top
surface of the starting mesh to be aligned at the same height of the first layer.
After continuously refining the mesh, elements will all be aligned to the bottom
of the active layer positioned at z = 0.
The benefit of this refinement approach is that the surface boundary conditions
remain static on the top surface irrespective of refinement level. As a result, a
coarse starting mesh can be used, which significantly reduces the time taken to
apply the surface boundary conditions and initial conditions to the model within
the pre-processor. The caveat of this scheme is that the mesh is dependent on
the layer thickness, requiring the starting mesh element size to be a multiple
of the layer thickness. This is needed because during the refinement procedure,
the top scanned layer need to be set to a powder-phase. An additional problem
is that multiple-layers cannot be simulated within one analysis. This would
require performing a subsequent analysis for the next layer and applying the
state (stresses, phase) of the previous layer as part of the substrate.
For the simulation to operate from a coarse starting mesh, without advancing
the simulation in time, an algorithm was developed to control both refinement
and the time-stepping procedure. This is necessary since the adaptive meshing
routine in MSC Marc is called at a fixed number of timesteps set by the user.
The refinement criteria were implemented inside the UADAP and UTIMESTEP
Fortan subroutines, and are outlined in Figure 6.13.
First, the position of the laser at time t+∆t is determined using the libSLM
library. If the position of the laser lies within the volume of the element
with an edge length than minimum length, hmin, the element requires further
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Figure 6.12: Illustration showing the placement of the starting mesh when aligning
with a) an arbitrary starting position, and b) aligning the bottom of the actively
refined layer at z = 0
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Figure 6.13: Flow diagram of the adaptive meshing algorithm to refine elements
across multiple timesteps
refinement.
The centroid, element size and the nodal coordinates to calculate these
are not conveniently available within the user subroutines. The element sizes
were approximately calculated by taking the distance between the positions of
two Gaussian integration points situated at opposing corners of an element, as
shown in Figure 6.14, and taking the inverse between two-point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature points distributed at intervals
xi = ±
√
1
3
, (6.33)
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such that the length of the elements can be found
δlz =
√
3δz. (6.34)
These lengths are only used for differentiating the position and element size for
use during refinement, so the accuracy of this calculation is not crucial.
δx
δz
δy
Figure 6.14: Illustration of Gaussian quadrature in a Hex8 element for obtaining the
approximate size and centroid of the element
If refinement occurs, the timestep is set to an extremely small value, ∆t =
1×10−8 s, to effectively prevent any advancement of the simulation. Refinement
continues until the laser position lies within the specific smallest refined element
size, and the timestep returns to the value determined by the spot overlap factor
calculated in equation 6.25. During this process of refinement, if the maximum
point of an element lies below the layer (z = 0), the state of the material is
changed to that of the substrate (φ0 = 1), or an arbitrary pseudo-phase of
choice, as illustrated in Figure 6.15.
Refinement was performed based on a radial distance from the laser spot,
to capture the high thermal gradients within the melt pool. An additional
refinement was made on solid elements (φ = 1), determined by the maximum
absolute component of the temperature gradient such that
max
∥∥∥∥ ∂T∂xi
∥∥∥∥ > fgrad, (6.35)
with the refinement parameter fgrad = 500. This parameter was arbitrarily
chosen and found to satisfactory refine elements exhibiting high temperature
gradients near the SLM process zone. When the criterion was not met, an
un-refinement procedure coarsened previously refined elements to an intermediate
size with an element length of 0.08 mm, to improve the performance of the
simulation. The final size was determined by performing the same simulations
for a (3 x 3) mm island with different final refinement element sizes found in
Section 6.3.5.
For the simulation of Ti-6Al-4V, 7 levels of refinement were used: the original
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mesh has a uniform element size of 1.28 mm with the minimum element length
hmin = 0.02 mm, set to half the layer thickness, as illustrated in Figure 6.15.
1.
28
m
m
Powder (φ = 0)
Solid (φ = 1)
Layer Thickness = 0.04 mm
1.28mm
Figure 6.15: Illustration of the adaptive-mesh for the thermo-mechanical analysis
6.3.4 Extension of adaptive meshing scheme for custom
geometry
The use of adaptive meshing provides significant opportunity to broaden the
aerial region scanned by the laser to fully understand the implications of scan
strategy and geometrical effect on the build-up of residual stresses. In order
to fully capture the behaviour of the process in the multi-scale methodology
presented in Chapter 11, there is a requirement to understand the many potential
scenarios that could arise through the process. The previous adaptive scheme
assumes a homogeneous distribution of phase φ0, below the active layer, which
can be used for modelling either a solid substrate or an overhang region with
a powder phase. The region below the active layer in practice can encounter a
variety of geometries, such as support structures, or more complex structures
such as lattices. The spatially varying structures will have a localised effect on
heat dissipation, and therefore affect the generation of residual stress on the
scanned layer. It is currently infeasible to simulate scanning multiple layers
in the thermo-mechanical model. However, a representative geometry can be
analysed to understand the behaviour on both this structure and the scanned
layer above.
The use of a structured fixed, resolution mesh is prohibitively expensive
when used in conjunction with a transient thermo-mechanical analysis. It was
found that there was no straightforward method to generate and integrate a
compatible octree mesh which could account for a heterogeneous domain (solid
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structure and powder) using commercial meshing tools. Additionally, a mesh
with large number of elements becomes cumbersome to use in the pre-processor.
An alternative method was developed using the in-built adaptive mesh refinement
in Marc. Fortran subroutines provide a technique for generating an octree mesh
representation of the geometry below the layer dynamically whilst running the
simulation. Firstly, a voxel representation of the geometry is generated within
Matlab. For representation of solid manifold using STL files, this is readily done
using the VOXELISE function [180]. For geometry represented by shells e.g.
supports structures generated through Magics software, this was transformed
into a voxel model at a given voxel density using the Polygon2Voxel function
[181]. The voxel representation was then transferred into the openVDB format
[182], and was then used directly when the simulation was run. The starting
mesh shown in Figure 6.16 is extended into the negative Z direction by zoffset to
incorporate the geometry and a solid substrate. A fixed displacement boundary
condition was applied on the bottom surface.
Layer Thickness = 0.04 mm
1.28 mm
z
o
ff
se
t
XY
Z
O
Powder φ = 0
Support Geometry φ0 = 1
Base Plate φ = 1
Figure 6.16: Illustration of the starting mesh used in the adaptive analysis when
incorporating geometry underneath the active layer during the analysis
The overall procedure for generating the adaptive mesh is illustrated in
Figure 6.17. At the beginning of the analysis, during each increment, the
element’s centroid and lengths were determined. These were used as bounds for
sampling across the corresponding volume of geometry grid to obtain the mean
value (φgeom) across the element, as illustrated in Figure 6.18. When the average
value was above zero, geometry exists within the coarse element, indicating
element refinement is required. This element was flagged for refinement in a
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Figure 6.17: Flow diagram of the adaptive meshing routine used for incorporating
an additional geometry underneath the active layer during the analysis.
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Figure 6.18: Illustration showing the procedure for refining an element by sampling
a) the bounding box of the finite element across b) the voxel geometry grid in order
to calculate the value φgeom used to toggle the element refinement
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second state variable φgeom, and the timestep is set to a small value
(∆t = 1× 10−8 s) to prevent the simulation from advancing.
Elements with φgeom 6= 0 are refined within the UADAP subroutine, and the
iterative procedure continues until the level of refinement matches the corresponding
resolution of the geometry grid. When this is achieved, the element’s first state
variable is set to solid (φ = 1). This process continues until stopped after a
number of increments set by the user.
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6.3.5 Benchmarking of the adaptive meshing scheme
The benchmark of the adaptive meshing scheme was carried out on the (3 x 3) mm
island region and compared with the same result obtained using the fixed grid
approach. In this study, the chosen final un-refinement levels varied between
0.04 – 0.32 mm to benchmark sensitivity of this parameter on performance and
accuracy. The highest level of refinement using the adaptive meshing scheme
was chosen to be the same as the same as the fixed mesh, with the smallest
element length, l = 0.02 mm.
Figure 6.19: Profile view of temperature showing the levels of adaptive mesh
refinement in the thermo-mechanical model
The element adaptivity after scanning several scan tracks is shown in Figure
6.19, which used two levels of un-refinement to achieve a final un-refined element
size of 0.08 mm. Elements are refined adjacent to the heat-tail in the previously
scanned region due to the high thermal gradients occurring in this region. This
shows that the thermal behaviour does extend into the previous scanned region.
This indicates that in-order to use a moving adaptive grid, as proposed by
Zeng et al. [30], a sufficiently large moving mesh is required to fully capture
the high thermal gradients in the previously consolidated regions. Element
un-refinement occurs along the current scan vector and additionally in previous
consolidated regions, where thermal gradients are lower. A time-lapse of the
adaptivity scheme at the start of the analysis is shown in Figure 6.20, showing
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Figure 6.20: Time lapse showing the initial mesh refinement at the beginning of the
analysis
the development from the initial coarse mesh to the locally refined zone.
The overall run-time to perform the simulations and the final element count
are listed in Table 6.2. Profile views of the final state of the residual stresses
are presented in Figure 6.21, when the temperature of the regions had cooled
uniformly to ∼200 ◦C.
Number of un-refinement levels
0 1 2 3
Final element size [mm] 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.16
Run time [s] 183 757 (-) 68 975 (37.5%) 35 980 (19.6%) 29 850 (16.3%)
Final element count 114 753 (-) 34 568 (30%) 13 057 (11.4%) 7 338 (6.4%)
Peak memory consumption [Mb] 5 336 (-) 3 374 (63.2%) 2964 (55.5%) 2 839 (53.2%)
Table 6.2: Performance metrics (run time and final element count) for the
un-refinement levels used in the analyses with adaptive mesh and the fixed mesh
The final probability distributions for both the longitudinal and transverse
stresses are compared between all the un-refinement levels in Figure 6.22. For
all the un-refinement levels chosen up to a final un-refinement element length
of 0.16 mm, the longitudinal stress distribution does not vary significantly, as
shown in 6.22(b). However, it can be seen in Figure 6.22(a) that the σxx
stress distribution does begin to change when using more than one level of
un-refinement. This was expected to be caused by the element un-refinement
capturing stresses that are developed into the substrate aswell as the scanner
layer. Overall, this has an effect of reducing the effective magnitude of the σxx
sample across the region from the finest to the coarsest resolution by 77 MPa,
when comparing the median values as listed in Table 6.3.
no un-refinement
1 level of
un-refinement
2 levels of
un-refinement
3 levels of
un-refinement
Median σxx[MPa] 275 252 215 198
Table 6.3: Median values of the stress component σxx using different levels of
un-refinement
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Figure 6.21: Profile views showing the von Mises stress distribution of (3 x 3) mm
islands scanned using various un-refinement levels with a final un-refinement element
sizes: a) 0.02 mm, b) 0.04 mm, c) 0.08 mm and d) 0.16 mm
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no-unrefinement
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Figure 6.22: probability density function (PDF)s of a) p(σxx), b) p(σyy) and c)
p(σzz) for different levels of un-refinement chosen in the analysis of the adaptive mesh
scheme
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Figure 6.23: Cross-section view along the ZX plane showing the σxx stress
distribution, with the depths corresponding with the levels of un-refinement chosen.
This does not necessarily mean a reduction in accuracy when using higher
level of un-refinement. This an additional side effect of sampling greater variance
in the composition of stress across a larger depth. This change in the σxx stress
distribution with depth can be seen in Figure 6.23, with the depths captured
using different un-refinement-levels.
The final element count does not provide a good indicator of the performance
of the adaptive meshing during the analysis, therefore a plot of the total number
of elements with analysis time for all un-refinement is shown in 6.24. During the
analysis, the total number of elements increases linearly at a rate dependent on
the level of element un-refinement chosen. The use of adaptive mesh provides a
predictable linear behaviour for the total number of elements used, depending
on the un-refinement level chosen, which can provide an estimate of overall run
time required. Crucially, the use of the un-refinement procedure provides a
significant increase to the computational throughput.
The implementation of the thermo-mechanical model using the adaptive
meshing scheme provides a significant boost to the simulation throughput,
as shown in the overall timings and resource consumption in Table 6.2. A
single level of un-refinement can reduce the overall run time by 62.5%, and
is further improved by using a higher level of un-refinement. The number
of elements within the model increases linearly with scan time, as shown in
Figure 6.24, the rate dependent on the un-refinement level. This shows that
to effectively increase the scan area available, a higher level of un-refinement
becomes necessary using the technique.
When the un-refinement level was increased such that the final size of the
un-refined elements was greater than the layer thickness, this did reduce the
median stress sampled, because of the change in residual stresses generated
below the layer, as shown in Figure 6.23. This fact should be considered when
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Figure 6.24: Graph showing the total number of elements against time when scanning
the (3 x 3) mm island using the adaptive un-refinement
measuring the absolute value of residual stress present within the scanned layer.
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6.3.6 Improving scalability through high performance computing
facilities
Attempting to perform the adaptive meshing scheme still requires significant
computing resources. The memory consumption of a single layer adaptive
mesh model is significantly reduced compared to the fixed mesh in Section
6.2. Nevertheless, the simulation run time remains a significant issue, and the
capability to simulate large regions greater than (> 3 mm), becomes infeasible,
especially when exploring different scenarios, and simulating these in parallel.
HPC facilities were available to provide a resource that could be exploited to
improve simulation throughput.
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Figure 6.25: Illustration showing the infrastructure provided of the HPC facilities
available at the University of Nottingham
The HPC facility provides simultaneous access to approximately 170 high
performance compute nodes, each consisting of 16 compute cores, with a minimum
memory capacity of 32Gb, as illustrated in Figure 6.25. All the compute nodes
are connected using a low-latency high bandwidth network interconnect to
enable an efficient multi-processor ‘distributed memory’ computing environment,
supported through OpenMPI. A proprietary distributed PANFS file system
provides concurrent shared storage between each compute node, in addition
to providing ’local’ storage on each compute node. The system uses a headless
Linux environment, requiring the use of a BASH scripting terminal. Native
versions of software must be available or be compatible to use on this operating
system when performing simulations.
The HPC system uses a prioritised queuing system which requires users to
submit a job request, before they are executed by the scheduler, as illustrated in
Figure 6.26. A significant advantage of this approach is that it enables running
concurrently multiple job analyses. Each job is allocated with specified required
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Figure 6.26: Illustration showing the job scheduling system used by the HPC system
resources stated by the user, which determines the job start time, depending on
the current available capacity. The job resources required to be stated are:
1. Estimated job execution time
2. Number of compute nodes
3. Number of CPU cores and memory required
4. Specific high performance (enhanced storage, large memory, GPGPU facilities).
Jobs with low resource requirement can jump the queue. Another method
for reducing the waiting time is distributing the job over many compute nodes
with few CPU cores, and memory. This effectively allows the scheduler to
allocate the job onto compute nodes that are not used at their full capacity.
However, this is at the expense of reduced efficiency performing the computing
task using a distributed memory environment compared to the shared memory
architecture when using a single node. MSC Marc provides the capability to
perform parallel computation on both shared memory and distributed memory
systems.
6.3.7 Shared memory parallel computation of finite element
systems
For shared memory processing (SMP), Marc can concurrently utilise each CPU
core within the system for all stages of solving the finite element analysis.
The element loop phase is performed completely in parallel, which includes the
Fortran subroutines, assembly of the element stiffness matrices, and the stress
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recovery phase. Depending on the choice of the matrix solver – PARDISO
direct solver, or the CASI iterative solver, these can obtain the solution of
the system matrix, utilising all CPU cores. With the efficiency of modern
matrix solvers, the assembly of the stiffness matrix can typically be the most
computationally expensive phase of the analysis, however, usually with modern
computing methods near linear scaling can be achieved. There is no effort
required on the user to take advantage of these in-built parallel facilities. SMP
systems provide the most efficient environment for solving the computational
problem because of data locality.
6.3.8 Distributed memory parallel computation of finite
element systems
Distributed memory systems requiring use of the DDM, for splitting the finite
element mesh into sub-domains that are distributed to each system. The analysis
is controlled by a master node, which distributes and coordinates child nodes
which hold the subdomain during the analysis. Elements remain independent
from other sub-domains, however, nodes that are co-located along the boundaries
between sub-domains are duplicated, and are known as inter-domain nodes.
Communication between each domain on the system uses the message passage
interface (MPI) to transfer data and synchronise between nodes. Inter-domain
data transfer is a serial process and significantly reduces the throughput. The
METIS algorithm in theDDM method splits the domain to reduce the number of
inter-domain nodes, reducing data transfer between each sub-domains. Within
each sub-domain, the same procedure is performed for assembling the element
stiffness matrix. The strategy for obtaining the solution to the global system
depends on the choice of solver. When using the PARDISO solver the global
stiffness matrix is assembled from each sub-domain, and is then transferred and
solved on the master node. The results are then re-distributed back to each
child node. Some direct solvers solve the global system using two phases. In
the first phase, fixed displacements are applied on the inter-domain nodes, and
the solution is obtained for the sub-domain. In the second phase, the fixed
displacements are removed, and an iterative conjugate gradient solver is used
across the inter-domain nodes to determine the final global solution. Another
method uses the iterative conjugate gradient solver across all domains, which
attempts to minimise the residual across the inter-domain nodes.
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6.3.9 Implementation of the thermo-mechanical model on
the HPC system
A native version of MSC Marc was installed on the HPC System. All the c++
code was developed using the Qt library [168] and the CMake build system [183],
which together provide a platform agnostic method for building software. This
removed difficulty migrating the simulation between environments, and it also
ensures consistent behaviour of the simulation across platforms, regardless of
the system it was developed on. Additionally, the Fortran subroutines did not
require any modification, except changing the name of the log file to prevent
conflict when using simulations performed over several compute nodes using
DDM. The input deck, configuration file, and machine build file used for simulation
do not explicitly require change, unless the DDM method was used to solve over
a distributed system.
Marc Input Deck
Simulation 
configuration file
Volumetric geometry 
grid (optional)
Machine Build File
(Laser Scan Vectors)
Input
Simulation Run Script
(QSUB)
Marc Simulation
Generated Host File
Restart t.08 file
(optional)
Figure 6.27: Illustration showing the procedure for submitting a simulation job on
the HPC system
The overall procedure for submitting a job onto the HPC is illustrated in
Figure 6.27. A job submission script was used to submit the job to the HPC
scheduler. When using the DDM method across several compute nodes, a host
file was generated using Python to correctly configure the MPI settings within
Marc. An example job submission command is
qsub {N JOBNAME -P PROJECTNAME -l walltime=1:00:00 -l select=1
:ncpus=8:mem=9000mb -v SIM_NAME="simname",NUM_CPU_SOLVER=8,
NUM_EL_THREADS=8,NUM_DOMAIN=1 ~/bin/runSLMSim
The ability to restart a previous simulation was important. The maximum
simulation time permitted on the HPC system (192 hours) presents a challenge
when simulating larger problems, especially since the overall simulation time for
a given study is often unknown. During the analysis, at pre-defined intervals,
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Marc saves the current element state of the analysis to a .t08 restart file. When
restarting a simulation, Marc restarts using the previous state of the domain.
Additionally, a subroutine obtains the current analysis time within the restart
file, which is used by the libSLM library to ‘seek’ through the machine build
file to locate the state and position of the laser.
Chapter 7
Investigations using
transient
thermo-mechanical model
The thermo-mechanical model developed using the fixed mesh is first used in
Chapter 6 was used to understand the physical mechanisms that generate the
residual stress during the process. In addition, the effect of scan area and the
choice of scan strategy are investigated.
The extensions to the thermo-mechanical model, in particular the combination
of the adaptive meshing technique with the computational performance offered
through the HPC facilities provide greater opportunities to study the meso-scale
behaviour of the process.
7.1 Methodology
In order to investigate the importance of the chosen laser scan strategy on
the residual stresses in the built component, two scan strategies were chosen:
unidirectional and alternating (meander). Both laser paths were generated
with the Matlab script described in Section 5.1, using compatible laser machine
parameters, listed in Table 7.1, and scan parameters in Table 7.2.
The hatched region is scanned first followed by the scan of a single outer
contour for each case, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. A direct comparison of the two
scanning strategies can be made since the total scanning times are equivalent.
The entire domain had an initial temperature set to 200 ◦C with a cooling
time of 5 seconds. Six simulation cases were chosen: two scan strategies with
three different cross-sectional widths each (1-3 mm). To validate the thermal
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Laser style
configuration
Laser
power
[W]
Point
exposure
time[µs]
Point
distance
[µm]
Contour (Border) 40.0 40 10
Hatching 82.5 40 20
Table 7.1: Laser style parameters used by a Realizer SLM 50 for Ti-6Al-4V used to
generate the machine build files
Hatch distance hd [mm] 0.09
Border offset [mm] 0.07
Spot compensation [mm] 0.14
Layer Thickness Lt [mm] 0.04
Table 7.2: Parameters used by a Realizer SLM 50 for Ti-6Al-4V to generate the laser
geometry in the machine build files
simulation, a study was conducted to compare the melted track widths observed
experimentally with those found in the simulation results. A (3 x 3) mm
square region was processed on a Realizer SLM 50 for a single layer using the
same parameters as the simulation. An evenly distributed layer was created
by manually spreading the powder on the surface of the base plate. Optical
measurements were then taken for the melted track widths to be compared
with the results obtained from the simulation.
1
2
a) b)
Outer contour scan
Hatch scan
2
1
Figure 7.1: Laser scan strategies chosen: a) unidirectional and b) alternating
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7.2 Results obtained from the thermo-mechanical
model
The results obtained from the thermo-mechanical are presented in this section.
Firstly, the validation between the model and the experiment are presented
in Section 7.2.2. Followed by a more thorough analysis of the effect of scan
strategy and scan area, which are shown in Sections 7.2.2 to 7.2.4. Finally, the
results obtained from benchmarking the adaptive meshing scheme are presented
in Section 6.3.5.
7.2.1 Validation of thermal analysis with experiment
The surface temperature for a single scan vector in Figure 7.2(a) shows an
approximate melt pool width of 0.14 mm. The peak temperature is an isolated
singularity inside the melt pool region above the vaporisation temperature of
Ti-6Al-4V. A micrograph was taken for the single layer experiment, as shown in
Figure 7.3. It can be seen from comparing Figure 7.3(a) and Figure 7.3(b) that
the track width in simulation and experiment varies by approximately 14%,
taking into account adjacent track re-melting due to overlap. This provides
confidence in the modelling approach and material parameters used in the
simulations.
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Figure 7.2: Temperature distribution whilst scanning, showing a) the temperature
in the hatched region, b) temperature inside the melt pool and c) the element state
variable.
7.2.2 Thermal analysis of single layer sections
Due to the inclusion of multiple material phases, non-symmetric thermal behaviour
is seen, as illustrated in Figure 7.2(a). An asymmetric melt pool is formed
during the laser scan in the hatched area due to the position of powder and
solid regions on each side of the scan vector, as shown in Figure 7.2(c). The
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Figure 7.3: a) Single layer laser scan on a base plate using Ti-6Al-4V of adjacent
tracks and b) diagram illustrating the calculated overlap of adjacent scan tracks for
the simulation.
melt pool becomes asymmetric through preferential heat conduction into the
previously scanned consolidated region which has a higher conductivity than
the neighbouring powder region.
The transient thermal histories of the simulations are shown in Figure 7.4
by taking the average temperature for solidified elements in the first layer. For
all scanned areas, the average temperature decreases with scanning time. The
discontinuities in temperature, shown in Figure 7.4, indicate the change from
hatch to contour scan and the end of scanning. Overall, the average element
temperature is the highest in the smallest scan area but is held for a short
duration, compared with the larger region sustaining a lower temperature over
a greater period of time. This is caused by higher thermal losses associated
with the higher temperature the smallest region is held at, and the increased
storage of thermal energy into the substrate, thereby reduction conductive loses
from the consolidated layer. Oscillations in the temperature correspond to the
scanning of adjacent tracks and are shown for a single node in (3 x 3) mm cases
in Figure 7.5. The oscillations resemble a damped ‘saw tooth’ wave with the
peaks corresponding to the position of the laser at the end of each scan vector.
The temperature oscillations are damped and tend towards a steady state of
400 ◦C, because of the energy balance of the heat input and losses in the system,
as defined in equation 6.22.
In Figure 7.6, the total area held above 825 ◦C, the point at which Ti-6Al-4V
begins to acquire super-plastic behaviour [184], increases with time. This indicates
the accumulation of heat in the part since the power is kept constant throughout
scanning the hatched region.
The probability density distribution P (T, t) in Figure 7.8 shows the current
temperature state throughout the scanning history of the hatched regions. A
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Figure 7.4: Average solidified element temperature over time for different scan area
sizes cases (CS – Start of the Contour Scan and ES – End of Scanning) for a) alternating
and b) unidirectional scan strategy
Figure 7.5: Temperature profile for a single node taken at top left corner of the hatch
region for the unidirectional and alternating scan strategies
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Figure 7.6: Total number of elements held above 825 ◦C the three different scan
cases when using the alternating strategy.
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Figure 7.7: Profile views of temperature for (3 x 3) mm test case using the alternating
scan strategy. The time intervals were taken for a) 1
4
hatch scan time, b) 1
2
hatch scan
hatch time, c) 3
4
hatch scan time, d) end of scanning hatch, and e) the end of contour
scan
skewed distribution is present, with the presence of oscillations (ridges) throughout
the scanning history in all cases. When scanning the smallest region, as shown
in Figure 7.8(a,d), a large proportion of elements are held above 825◦C. Towards
the end of scanning, the distribution in the larger regions become narrower, with
the peak centred at approximately 500◦C. During the early phase of scanning
using the alternate strategy, as shown in Figure 7.8(a,b,c), the troughs in the
temperature are lower compared to the unidirectional strategy.
The temperature history for the (3 x 3) mm test case with the alternating
scan strategy, as illustrated in Figure 7.7, shows a localised heat tail in the
direction of the scan vector situated near recently scanned tracks. Over time
heat becomes uniformly dissipated into previously consolidated regions.
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7.2.3 Stress analysis of single layer regions
The state of a single scan vector track at an instance is shown in Figure 7.9.
It can be seen that longitudinal stress, σyy, as shown in Figure 7.9(d), is
generated as consolidated material behind the melt pool cools and contracts.
The transverse stress, σxx, shown in Figure 7.9(e) is lower due to the lack of
solid material inhibiting thermal expansion and a lower temperature gradient
perpendicular than parallel to the scan vector, respectively shown in Figure
7.9(b) and Figure 7.9(c).
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Figure 7.9: Profile views during the first scan vector of a) temperature, b)
temperature gradient in solid elements in X direction c) temperature gradient in solid
elements in Y direction, d) σyy stress component, and e) σxx stress component
Upon the accumulation of several tracks, there is a progressive build-up of
transverse stress, as shown in Figure 7.10(c), due to material inhibiting thermal
expansion in the previously scanned track. The thermal expansion in the region
surrounding the melt pool creates a compressive stress in the neighbouring
region. Due to the high temperature in the HAZ, yielding occurs, which creates
regions of plastic strain between each adjacent scan track in the hatch region,
as shown in Figure 7.10(d).
A non-uniform, anisotropic stress distribution in the component is generated,
as shown in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12. The stress distributions in the XY
plane are mostly dominated by the σyy component which decreased in magnitude
from the start to the end of the hatched region, as shown in Figure 7.12(a). The
largest σyy stresses were situated centrally along the hatch region and decrease
towards the end of the scan vectors in the hatched region. A ‘ripple’ effect was
observed in both the transverse and longitudinal stress components, when using
the alternating scan strategy (Figure 7.12(a)).
To identify the cause for the longitudinal stress varying in the X direction
for both scan strategies, a series of comparisons were made near the beginning
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Figure 7.10: Profile views of a) temperature [◦C] b) temperature gradient [◦C/mm],
c) σxx [MPa] and d) εp whilst scanning the (3 x 3) mm unidirectional test case at
t = 0.092 s. Dashed line indicates position of the melt pool region.
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Figure 7.11: Profiles views of von Mises stress distribution for (3 x 3) mm test case
when using a) unidirectional, and b) alternating scan strategies.
Figure 7.12: Profile view of surface normal stresses a) σyy and b) σxx when using
unidirectional (left) and alternating (right) scan strategies
and the end of scanning the hatch region, as shown in Figure 7.13. Towards the
end of scanning the hatched zone, the surrounding region was held at a higher
temperature, as shown in Figure 7.13(a) and exhibited a smaller temperature
gradient behind the melt pool region, illustrated in Figure 7.13(b). During the
initial development of the longitudinal stress behind the melt pool, as shown in
Figure 7.13(c), the magnitude of these stresses was found to be lower towards
the end of scanning for the hatched region.
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Figure 7.13: Mirrored profile views of a) the temperature, b) the temperature
gradient in the Y direction, and c) σyy taken at t = 0.0320 s (left half) and at
t = 0.156 s (right half)
Scan
Area
Scan
Strategy
Total Strain
Component ×10−3
Stress
Components [MPa] Von Mises
Stress [MPa]εxx εyy εzz σxx σyy σzz
(1 x 1) mm
Alternate -13.5 -9.0 -22.9 151.8 189.3 0.0 236.0
Unidirectional -13.8 -9.1 -22.5 145.1 183.6 0.0 221.0
(2 x 2) mm
Alternate -13.5 -6.2 -23.7 161.8 270.1 0.0 289.0
Unidirectional -13.5 -6.1 -23.4 166.8 273.5 0.0 289.3
(3 x 3) mm
Alternate -13.9 -4.5 -23.6 140.2 302.0 0.0 307.0
Unidirectional -13.8 -4.4 -23.5 143.9 305.2 0.0 307.0
Table 7.3: Average values for von Mises stress and normal strain and stress
components calculated from solid elements located in the first layer for multiple
simulation cases
7.2.4 Comparison between laser scan strategies
To enable comparison of the different scan areas sizes and scan strategies on
the mechanical response, the mean values were calculated for the normal strain
and stress components and the von Mises stress, which are listed in Table 7.3.
The average values of these measurements were sampled from all consolidated
elements on the final time step of the simulation.
The greatest strain component was εzz followed by εxx and εyy .The von
Mises stress increases with the scan area size. Throughout each test case, the
largest magnitude of stress exists in the σyy component, followed by σxx with a
small value for the σzz component. Measuring the average for stress and strain,
reveals no substantial difference between the two scan strategies, but, there is
clearly a difference in the distribution of stress components, as shown in Figure
7.11 and Figure 7.12.
A comparison of the temperature at the start and the end of scan vectors
between scan strategies is shown in Figure 7.14 to Figure 7.16 to better understand
the difference in the distribution of stress components during the process. When
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Figure 7.14: Profile view of temperature distribution at the approach and exit of the
laser scan vector when using a) alternating scan strategy and b) unidirectional scan
strategy
the alternating scan strategy was used, the next scan vector began in a higher
temperature region compared to the unidirectional scan due to the prior scan
vector finishing nearby. The elevated temperature in the alternate scan reduces
the magnitude of the temperature gradient for the alternating scan, as shown
in Figure 7.15(b), which is less at the start of the scan vector compared to
the unidirectional scan shown in 7.16(b). After the duration of 2 ms, the
distributions of the temperature gradients become independent of their position
along the scan vector for both scan strategies. The transverse stress at the
start of the scan vectors differed between strategies. At the beginning of the
scan vector, a larger region is subjected to a compressive transverse stress when
using the alternating strategy, as shown in Figure 7.15(a), compared to the
unidirectional strategy shown in Figure 7.16(a).
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Figure 7.15: Profile views of a) σxx stress and b) temperature gradient for solid
elements at the beginning of the scan vector using the alternating strategy
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Figure 7.16: Profile views of a) σxx stress and b) temperature gradient for solid
elements at the beginning of the scan vector using the unidirectional strategy
The previously described temperature effect also caused a difference in the
distribution of plastic strain between scan strategies. When using the unidirectional
scan strategy, a uniform distribution of plastic strain is present throughout the
hatch region, as shown in Figure 7.17(b), whereas the alternating scan strategy
features decreased levels of plastic strain towards the end of the scan vectors,
as shown in 7.17(a).
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Figure 7.17: Profile view of total equivalent plastic strain fields εp for a) alternating
strategy and b) unidirectional strategy
7.3 Discussion
The single layer experiment showed that the melted track width in the simulation
varied with the experiment by 14%. However, potential error does exist in the
experiment, such as accurately levelling the base plate, exact lens focal position,
and inconsistency in the thickness of the powder layer created manually. Nevertheless,
the peak temperature is in good agreement with another work that used a similar
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spot size of 50 µm [185]. This work excluded the effect of vaporization although
it is acknowledged this effect will influence the melt pool depth and geometry,
and limit the maximum surface temperature to some degree. However, this
is not expected to cause a significant change in the thermal and stress values
generated by the simulation because the effect will be isolated to the temperature
singularity inside the melt pool, as shown in Figure 7.2.
The temperature history shown in Figure 7.4 and 7.5 reveals the importance
of the sizing effect in the physical problem. It was found that the temperature
distribution achieved and length of time temperature is sustained is dependent
on the size of scan area, as shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.8. The smallest
scan area sustains a high temperature for a short period but due to its size
cools rapidly after scanning has completed, whereas the largest region holds a
lower temperature for longer with a lower cooling rate. This is caused by the
accumulation of thermal energy into the consolidated regions and substrate over
the duration of the scan.
A large proportion of material in the (1 x 1) mm test cases, as shown in
Figure 7.8, is held above the super-plastic temperature. In Table 7.3, this test
case has the greatest longitudinal strain (εyy), and has the smallest transverse
stress which indicates that plastic deformation has occurred. In super-plastic
forming of Ti-6Al-4V, parts can be manufactured without suffering from residual
stress or spring back, at low shear rates [184] and likewise shows that the
formation of residuals stresses can be controlled by temperature. Depending
on the substrate (powder or solid), varying the scan area size will enable control
over the sustained temperature achieved in a scanned region. Potentially, this
will enable control over the build-up residual stress and generation of the microstructure
by elevating the temperature and reducing the rate of cooling [99].
Oscillations in the temperature exist, as shown between Figure 7.4 and
Figure 7.8, and have different frequencies for the laser scan strategies due to
the interval of time between adjacent scanning. The period of the oscillations
is, therefore, affected directly by the scan vector length. The unidirectional
strategy has a more stable minimum temperature, due to a smaller period
between adjacent scans, as shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.8, but this also
affected by the lack of thermal mass available early in the scanning history. Also,
it is evident in Figure 7.5 that the heating effect from the laser in previously
consolidated areas diminishes between three to four adjacent scan tracks, and
this is also visible in Figure 7.7. Potentially, a performance improvement for
simulating SLM could be gained by modelling regions far from the melt pool
using a steady-state analysis, but retaining the transient behaviour in region
near the melt pool.
The analysis of stress in Section 7.2.3 showed that the main contributor
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of stress is created parallel to the scan vector. Observing the behaviour in
a single scan track, the longitudinal stress was considerably higher than the
transverse stress, due the higher temperature gradient component parallel to
the scan vector, as shown in Figure 7.9(c). Table 7.3 shows that increasing
the scan area size effectively increases the overall stress in the region. This is
caused by the dominating longitudinal stress which increases with scan vector
length, as reported previously in the literature [155]. Therefore, when designing
laser scan strategies, it is important to minimise the scan vector lengths for all
orientations.
For all test cases, a non-uniform anisotropic stress distribution was generated,
as illustrated in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12. The calculated averages for the
normal stress components match observations in experimental studies using
experimental X-ray diffraction measurements conducted by Simonelli et al. [186]
and numerically by Roberts [154]. Overall, the laser scan strategy chosen for a
component should factor in the anisotropic build-up of stress created during this
process. A further study is required to determine the viability of orientating
the scan vectors in an optimal way to equalise the overall stress field whilst
considering other processing constraints such as porosity.
Longitudinal stress tended to decrease in the X direction, which was caused
by a combination of a higher elevated temperature, and a lower temperature
gradient, as shown in Figure 7.13. This corresponds with the temperature
history, as shown in Figure 7.6 with the region of higher temperature (>825 ◦C)
increasing in area towards a plateau throughout the scanning history.
After successive scanning of tracks, as shown in Figure 7.10, the mechanism
for the generation of transverse stress was found to be caused by the temperature
gradient mechanism shown in Figure 7.10(b). The thermal expansion of solid
material surrounding the melt pool area creates a region of compressive transverse
stress (Figure 7.10(c)). Additionally, regions of plastic strain were created by
re-melting between adjacent scan tracks at high temperature (Figure 7.10(d)).
The distributions of the total strain components correspond to the large values in
the X and Z direction for the total strains, as shown in Table 7.3, which includes
contributions from the plastic strains. This indicates that in a full sized part,
distortion will occur normal to the XY plane, where the total strain component
in the Z direction is greatest. This results in the ‘curling’ effect typically
observed in failed builds. These findings raise concerns about mechanical testing
on the as-built specimens produced in SLM because they will contain geometrically
dependent residual stress and plastic deformation, which will affect the bulk
material strength and ductility in the final component.
The average stresses calculated in Table 7.3 indicate that scanning small
regions with the same laser parameters for these two scan strategies do not
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strongly affect the magnitude of residual stress. This was suspected to be caused
by the small scale of the analysis. Nevertheless, a difference was shown between
the two scan strategies for the distribution of planar normal stresses, and the
plastic strain towards the end of the scan vectors, as shown in Figure 7.12
and Figure 7.17. The ‘rippled’ stress distribution present in the alternating
strategy is attributed to reversing the scan vector direction. Both effects are
caused by the high temperature and smaller temperature gradients found in
this region, as shown in Figure 7.15, when using the alternating scan strategy.
Inevitably, increasing the substrate temperature prior to scanning will reduce
the magnitude of residual stress and plastic deformation in a part, as reported
by other researchers [77, 80]. This, however, is currently not practical to perform
with current commercial SLM technologies.
The use of adaptive meshing showed that refinement was required to capture
the thermal gradients which extended outwards into previously consolidated
material, as shown in Figure 6.19. This raises questions if the use of moving
meshes, with a coarse fixed background mesh compared to the melt pool, such
as that proposed by Zeng et al. [178] will capture the residual stresses. Their
proposed technique has not been analysed for thermo-mechanical analyses or is
not available in reported literature.
7.4 Conclusions and summary
A coupled thermo-mechanical simulation has been established that is capable of
predicting the effect of scan strategy on residual stress and has been demonstrated
for two different scan strategies with single layer cross-sections of 1-3 mm. This
work demonstrates that even at a macro scale, complex transient behaviour is
inherent to the process of selective laser melting.
The simulation based investigation has identified the interactions between
temperature history, the mechanical response and the effects of laser scan strategy.
Specific conclusions draw from the results that have been confirmed with observations
and findings present in current literature are:
• The temperature oscillates with a frequency dependent on the scan vector
length.
• The larger scanned regions had a lower average temperature but temperature
was sustained for a longer duration due to the accumulation of heat.
• Longitudinal stress (parallel to the scan vector) increases with scan vector
length and is the main contribution to stress due to the presence of the
larger thermal gradient parallel to the scan vector.
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The investigation also revealed new findings that have advanced knowledge
in understanding the role of thermal history created by choice of scan strategy
and the build-up of residual stress. The specific conclusions found are:
• The process generates a non-uniform anisotropic stress fields, which have
regions of lower transverse and longitudinal stresses situated towards the
end of the scan vectors.
• No substantial difference in the magnitude of stress was observed between
the two scan strategies investigated. However, the distribution of stress
and plastic strain did vary between laser scan strategies and was shown
to be caused by the thermal history.
• Reduced levels of stress and plastic strain are exhibited at the end of
scan vectors when using the alternate scan strategy due to the reduced
temperature gradients at the end of each vector.
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Chapter 8
Investigation of the effect of
laser parameters
8.1 Introduction
The effect of laser process parameters on the generation of residual stress,
as discussed in Section 2.4.4, is little understood. Experimental work was
done by Vrancken [87] to study of the effect of ‘buildable’ laser parameters on
residual stresses measured using XRD measurements and through the method of
cantilever distortion. Preliminary conclusions from their results were summarised
as follows:
• Increase in layer thickness increases the generation of residual stresses
• Increase in scan speed increases both residual stress and anisotropy of
stresses
• Laser power has the smallest effect on residual stress
Due to variability between some of their experimental results, further confidence
in their results is required. Their overall recommendation was that thermo-mechanical
models could support understanding of the effect of laser parameters.
8.2 Methodology
Considering the large parameter space for exploration, and the model design,
the following laser parameters were considered for investigation in this work:
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Laser
power
[W]
Laser
scan speed [mm/s]
Hatch
distance [µm]
Layer
thickness [µm]
Laser
spot size
[µm]
Energy
density
[W/mm3]
Normalised
enthalphy Reference
170 1250 100 30 100 45 8.6 [187]
200 600 150 50 70 44 25.0 Renishaw AM250
157 225 100 50 70 140 32.1 [186]
82.5 500 90 40 60 46 14.2 [188]
42 200 75 30 52 93 14.2
[71]
42 200 50 30 52 140 14.2
42 200 100 30 52 70 14.2
42 200 75 30 52 93 14.2
42 100 75 30 52 187 20.1
42 50 75 30 52 373 28.4
42 225 74 30 80 84 7.0 [90]
170 1250 100 30 100 45 8.6 [189]
Table 8.1: Selection of known laser parameters and machine parameters used for
building Ti-6Al-4V available in literature
Thermal diffusivity α [×10−6 m 2/s] 8.02
Enthalphy at melt Hm [×106 J] 1.49
Density at melt ρm [kg/m
3] 4000
Table 8.2: Properties used for calculating the normalised enthalpy for Ti-6Al-4V.
Enthalpy at melt taken from Rai et al. [38]
• laser power
• laser scan speed
• hatch distance.
In order to reduce the number of studies required, infeasible combinations of
laser power and speeds that would likely create low density parts were excluded
to reduce the parameter space. These were determined by calculating the
normalised enthalpy definition in equation 2.4 , based on known laser parameters
available throughout literature for different commercial systems listed in Table
8.1, and material properties in Table 8.2.
The use of the normalised enthalpy provides a non-dimensional parameter
for comparing laser parameters by ignoring hatch distance and layer thickness,
which are simplistic measures of energy deposition. Based on the normalised
enthalpies calculated in equation 2.4, a combination of laser power and scan
speeds with normalised enthalpies between 12 – 25 was arbitrarily chosen as a
sufficient process window.
Based on the normalised enthalpy range, the combination of laser speeds
and powers within this process window applicable for the Realizer SLM 50 were
calculated at intervals of 100 mm/s for the laser speed, and 10 W for the laser
power using a laser spot size rd = 30 µm. The process window for this is shown
in Figure 8.1, revealing a window widening with increase in both laser power
and speed.
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Figure 8.1: Plot of the normalised enthalpies calculated for laser power and speeds
suitable for the Realizer SLM 50. Dashed area shows an arbitrary chosen processing
window with a normalised enthalpy between 12.5 and 25
The first parametric studies aimed to investigate the effect of laser parameters
on the shape and dimensions of melt pool. It was only necessary for these to be
performed with a thermal analysis – achieved by disabling the mechanical pass
in the thermo-mechanical model.
The analysis was performed over the combination of laser scan speed and
powers within the process window, using a fixed hatch distance hd = 0.09 mm,
layer thickness LT = 0.04 mm. Each parametric study was performed over two
adjacent scan vectors of 5 mm length, as shown in Figure 8.2. The length was
chosen to find the quasi-steady behaviour of the melt pool after it stabilises.
Three scan vectors were chosen, since previous studies in the literature were
only concerned with the behaviour for single scan tracks. It is expected that
scanning along the second track would change the melt pool shape, and the
thermal dissipation behind the melt pool.
In order to increase the resolution and accuracy for capturing the melt pool,
the analyses used an additional level of refinement (smallest element length =
0.01 mm), and the use of a shorter point overlap factor fpo = 0.3 to improve
stability across the large range of laser scan speeds chosen. The simulations
were performed using the HPC system described in Section 6.3.6.
The dimensions of the melt pool were extracted from the results using a
Python post-processing script to obtain the state variable, which were then
exported to and processed in Matlab. The overall dimensions of the melt pool
were automatically extracted for each timestep of the results using Matlab’s
connected component algorithm bwconncomp and region properties tool regionprops.
The average melt pool dimensions were obtained across each scan vector.
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the scan vectors used for thermal analysis in the parametric
study
Following the thermal analysis, a full thermo-mechanical analysis using the
same parameter study was performed on the same laser parameter set. In this
analysis, the laser parameter set was instead scanned across a (5 x 5) mm square,
using the same hatch distance hd = 0.09 mm. The large region was chosen to
understand the implications of the laser parameters when scanning across large
components. It is expected that the parameter set will behave differently for
smaller regions.
In order to increase simulation throughput, the thermo-mechanical simulation
returned to the normal refinement level (smallest element length = 0.02 mm),
however, retained the same point overlap factor as the thermal analysis study.
A final study was performed by varying the hatch distance across a single laser
power and speed combination.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Parametric study for the thermal analysis
The parametric study using only the thermal analysis was completed successfully
except for a few combinations of parameters which resulted in simulation crashes.
A parameter map (laser speed and laser power) of the extracted profiles of the
melt pools for the first scan vector is shown in Figure 8.3. It can be seen that
an increase in laser speed, and to a lesser extent laser power, elongates the melt
pool, and increases the aspect ratio
The stable melt pool shape was extracted for the first and second scan vectors
and their geometries are shown in Figure 8.4, and respectively their aspect ratios
in Figure 8.5. It can be seen the melt pool length is both dependent on both
the laser power and speed whilst the melt pool width is mostly dependent on
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Figure 8.3: Process map showing the effect on melt pool geometry based on the
combination of laser powers and scan speeds
the scan speed. In the parameter window explored, the aspect ratio varied from
1.5 to 5.5 for both the first and second scan vector, and it was found to be more
dependent on the scan speed than laser power. When comparing the melt pool
dimensions when scanning the first and second track, as shown in Figure 8.4,
there is a decrease in melt pool width and length. This can be attributed to
the previous scan vector providing an additional heat sink for the dissipation of
heat away from the melt pool.
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Figure 8.5: Parameter map showing the melt pool aspect ratio for a) the first scan
vector and b) the second scan vector
8.3.2 Parametric study for the thermo-mechanical analysis
A parametric study was performed using the full thermo-mechanical model to
investigate the effect on the residual stress generated across a (5 x 5) mm island
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Figure 8.4: Parameter map showing interpolated average melt pool widths along
a) the first scan vector and b) the second scan vector, and the average melt pool
length along c) the first scan vector, and d) the second scan vector. Crosses indicate
parameter combinations that were successfully analysed
region, across a range of laser power and speed combinations. The profiles
of the transverse, longitudinal residual stresses and the total equivalent plastic
strain εp shown in Figure 8.6 were extracted from the results by taking a section
through the centre of the scanned square region perpendicular to the scan vector.
Across the parameter combinations investigated, the observed transverse
stresses (Figure 8.6(a)) varied by∼150 MPa, whilst for the majority of parameters
the longitudinal stresses (Figure 8.6(b)) varied less than 75 MPa, when excluding
the cases (P = 50 W, v = 100 mm/s) and (P = 60 W, v = 100 mm/s). The
equivalent plastic strain (Figure 8.6(c)) varied from 0.02 to 0.036 across the
parameters combinations indicating a various degree of yielding occur based on
the parameters.
To establish a relationship between residual stresses and total equivalent
plastic strain between the parameter combinations, a single measure was used.
Instead of using an average value, a linear fit was taken across the profiles shown
in Figure 8.6,and the interpolated value at the mid-point was used. From these
sampled values, the process maps in Figure 8.7 were generated.
It can be seen in Figure 8.7(b) that the longitudinal stress is only highly
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Figure 8.6: Profiles taken through the centre of the (5 x 5) mm square showing a)
the transverse stresses, b) the longitudinal stresses and c) the total equivalent plastic
strain
dependent on the laser scan speed chosen. The longitudinal stresses increased
with the laser scan speed plateauing towards an effective limit of ∼660 MPa –
also observed in Figure 8.6(b). Conversely, by increasing the scan speed, this
reduced the transverse stresses, as shown in Figure 8.7(a).
From this parametric study, it appears that varying laser power laser has
negligible effect on the overall magnitude of residual stresses generated. However,
increasing the laser power used, increased the level of yielding in the scanned
layer, as shown in Figure 8.7(c). This may correspond with the normalised
enthalpy (Figure 8.1), for each laser parameter combination, but there are not
enough samples to conclude this. The increase in levels of plastic deformation
does not necessarily correlate directly with the magnitude of the transverse and
longitudinal stresses generated. This yielding behaviour explains the limit on
the maximum residual stresses observed in the scanned layer.
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Figure 8.7: Process maps of the laser power and speed showing their effect on a)
the transverse stresses, b) the longitudinal stresses and c) the total equivalent plastic
strain εp, generated in the (5 x 5) mm island regions
The final part of this parametric investigation looked at varying the hatch
distance with a laser parameter combination of P = 80 W, v = 500 mm/s,
which is similar to that used with the Realizer SLM 50. The hatch distance
hd was chosen to vary from 0.07 to 0.15 mm in equal intervals. The plots of
the longitudinal and transverse stresses, along with the total equivalent plastic
strain are shown in Figure 8.8. It was found that hatch distances of 0.13 mm
and 0.15 mm were too large, and were therefore excluded in the results. It
can be seen in both Figure 8.8(a) and Figure 8.8(b) that there is negligible
difference between longitudinal and transverse stresses generated at different
hatch distances. However, there is a significant difference in the total equivalent
plastic strain generated, as shown in Figure 8.8(c). A decrease in the hatch
distance increased the level of equivalent plastic strain observed, indicating a
greater level of yielding occurred.
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Figure 8.8: Graphs of a) the longitudinal stresses, b) the transverse stresses, and c)
the total equivalent plastic strain across the centre section of the (5 x 5) mm square,
when varying the hatch distance
8.4 Discussion
A parametric study was performed to discover the effect of laser parameters on
the generation of residual stresses. The first study was a thermal analysis along
two scan vectors for a variety of power combinations to observe the melt pool
behaviour. The geometry of the melt pool corresponding with observations long
observed in welding literature [190] and the following was found
• An increase in scan speed increased the melt pool aspect ratio
• An increase in laser power increased the melt pool width.
There was a consistent decrease in the melt pool dimensions across all
parameters when scanning between the first and second scan vectors. This
was expected due to the additional material available in the previously scanned
track for heat to dissipate away from the melt pool whilst scanning the second
scan vector. This result highlights whether previous simulations of single tracks
are valid, since the thermal behaviour will largely depend on the inclusion of
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the surrounding melt-track.
The parametric study consisting of a full transient thermo-mechanical analysis
of a 5 mm square island (typical dimensions used in checkerboard island strategy),
revealed more on the effect of laser parameters on residual stress, which has been
unavailable in literature. The compiled process maps shown in Figure 8.7(a)
and 8.7(b) revealed that the laser speed was the most dominate parameter that
influenced the magnitude of both longitudinal and transverse residual stresses.
Increasing the laser scan speed increased the longitudinal stress generated towards
a limit of∼660 MPa, whilst decreasing the transverse stresses generated. Similar
behaviour was noted from experiments performed by Vrancken, who concluded
that increasing the laser speed increased the level of anisotropy of the residual
stresses generated [87]. Additionally it was shown in both Figure 8.7(a), and
Figure 8.7(b) that varying the laser power had a small effect on the generation of
both transverse and longitudinal residual stresses, which was also concluded in
work by Vrancken [87]. However, increasing the laser power had a considerable
effect of increasing the level of yielding occurring in the scanned layer, as shown
in Figure 8.7(c).
It is acknowledged that a potential limitation with the thermo-mechanical
model is that a single layer analysis cannot account for the gradual accumulation
of heat across multiple layers which is inherent with samples manufactured
during an experiment. Ideally, the influence of laser power on long build durations
needs further investigation, but a compromise could be made by performing a
sensitivity analysis on the residual stress obtained at different substrate temperatures.
It is difficult to compare results by Wu et al. who used high scan speeds and
laser powers (P = 400 W, v = 1800 mm/s), on a small ‘L’ shaped geometry
[21]. They concluded that a decrease in residual stress could be obtained by
increasing the energy per unit length (EL). However, at such high speeds and
powers, temperature accumulation in previous scan vectors could have more of
a profound effect owing to the reduced time available for heat to dissipate away.
It is recommended that the parameter space should be expanded to look at any
potential effects that could arise at extremely high scan speeds (>1000 mm/s).
Varying the hatch distance across one parameter combination (P = 80 W,
v = 500 mm/s), as shown in Figure 8.8, revealed that the hatch distance has
negligible effect on the longitudinal and transverse stress, but influenced the
level of plastic strain generated. Decreasing the hatch distance increased the
level of yielding that occurred in the scanned layer. Although the distortion is
not measured, the increase in plastic deformation coincides with experimental
observations from Pohl et al. who showed increasing hatch distance reduced
the overall distortion at the edges [86]. The equivalent plastic strain provides
an additional indication of in-built distortion during the manufactured process.
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The increase in yielding when decreasing the hatch distance is anticipated to be
caused by the increased frequency of scanning across the equivalent area. This
has the effect of accumulating temperature, reducing the yield stress σy, and
therefore increasing the plastic deformation.
Ideally, these relationships should be validated experimentally both for a
single layer and for cubic samples produced. This parametric study only considers
laser parameter combinations that are likely to produce fully dense parts, and
this itself creates a narrow process window that may reduce the observed influence
of these parameters on the generation of residual stress. Despite some parameter
combinations being infeasible, these should be explored too.
The overall study considers the exploration of the parameter space across a
fixed geometry size. (scan vector length of 5 mm). It is expected that change
in geometry, in particular reducing the scan vector length, will potentially
change the temperature history and the residual stresses generated. Further
investigation of the geometrical interplay with process parameters, may provide
an opportunity for optimising the laser scan strategy and parameters more
specifically for different geometry types.
8.5 Conclusions and summary
The parametric study to investigate the effect of laser parameters revealed
conclusions consistent with the published literature. The effect of the laser
parameters on the dimensions were found to be as follows:
• an increase in laser scan speed increased the melt pool aspect ratio
• an increase in laser power increased the melt pool width.
Another parametric study was performed using the thermo-mechanical model
to analyse the effect of laser parameters on the generation of residual stress found
in a 5 mm square across a single layer. The following conclusions were reached:
• Increasing the laser scan speed had the most significant influence on the
magnitude and anisotropy of the residual stresses generated.
• Increasing the laser scan speed increased the magnitude of longitudinal
stress whilst decreasing the transverse stresses generated.
• Increasing the laser power had a small effect on the residual stress, but
did increase the level of yielding that occurred.
• Varying the hatch distance had little effect on the maximum magnitude of
residual stresses generated, but decreasing the hatch distance significantly
increased the level of yielding that occurred
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The conclusions drawn from this investigation are in good agreement with
experimental observations available in literature. These trends observed for the
generation of residual stress varying with laser parameters corresponds with
those experimental measurements made by Vrancken [87]. Altogether this gives
greater confidence in the thermo-mechanical model for predicting the residual
stresses generated in selective laser melting.
Further work is needed to observe if these conclusions remain the same on
different sized geometries across both single and multiple-layers. This would
help identify if the accumulation of heat over time is the cause for the change
in the residual stress. Potentially, this would also provide a route for optimising
the laser scan strategy specific to geometry.
Chapter 9
Investigation of geometrical
effects on scan strategy
9.1 Introduction
The principle advantage for using AM is the ability to realise intricate and
complex part geometries at little cost penalty. The investigation of the elementary
scan strategies was undertaken on square island geometries, which always featured
a constant scan vector length parallel to its edge. This is an overly simplified
test case and such scan vectors are only encountered when scanning regions
with a large cross-sectional area. In order to develop the understanding how to
optimise the generation of scan vector geometry for a real part, and to help to
develop a multi-scale methodology, an investigation into the effect of geometry
on the generation of residual stresses was performed.
There has been no reported literature to date that has investigated the effect
Localised over-heating
near corners
Figure 9.1: Illustration showing the localised build-up of heat created when scanning
towards the corners of geometries
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of the geometrical scan vector geometry on residual stress. It is suspected that
under some situations, the choice of scan vector geometry can have a localised
heating effect within hatch regions, such as corners of geometry as illustrated in
Figure 9.1. This potentially can result in excess heat build-up within regions,
which could affect the instabilities of the process. Additionally, it is suspected
that the thermal history with varying scan geometry profiles would affect the
generation of residual stress.
The directionality and length of scan vectors was expected to dominate the
generation of residual stress. It is known in the literature that the magnitude of
the longitudinal residual stresses generated parallel to the scan vectors was found
to be highly dependent on the scan vector length [77, 86, 90]. The transient
thermal effects during the processing affected the distribution and magnitude
of the transverse stress component generated perpendicular to the scan vector.
9.2 Methodology
In order to understand the role of geometry dependency in relation to the scan
strategy, a series of geometrical primitives (triangles and squares) of different
aspect ratios was considered. The use of triangles creates scan vectors with
lengths that vary linearly across the geometry, at a rate dependent on the aspect
ratio chosen. In theory, this can characterise the influence of the thermal history
of a scanned region on the build-up of residual stresses caused by the previously
accumulated heat.
Both the triangles and squares had a maximum length l = 5 mm, and
their size varied, using ten different aspect ratios by changing the height h,
as illustrated in Figure 9.2. The triangles were hatched in two directions, to
fully explore the effect of scan strategy on different aspect ratio geometry. The
collections of hatched primitives are shown in Figure 9.3 using larger hatch
distance for illustration.
It was hypothesised that by reducing the overall mean and variance of the
scan vector length, it could effectively reduce the overall magnitude of residual
stresses within a region. Additionally, by reducing the variance, this reduces
the opportunity for creating localised zones with excess build-up of heat. In
order to determine the validity of the hypothesis, a simple geometrical test was
performed by varying the hatch angle, θh, when hatching different aspect ratio
triangles. This obtained the distribution of scan vector lengths, with varying
angles, as shown in Figure 9.4.
Performing the geometrical test for the triangles, it was observed that irrespective
of aspect ratio, the local minima for the mean and variance was found when
the hatch angle was perpendicular to the triangle’s hypotenuse. Based on
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Figure 9.2: Illustration showing the geometrical test cases with varying length h: a)
rectangle hatched at 90◦, and triangles hatched at b) 90◦, c) 0◦, and d) perpendicular
to hypotenuse
this knowledge, another set of test cases were developed with the hatch-angle
perpendicular to the hypotenuse, as shown in Figure 9.4(d).
For this investigation, over 40 primitive geometries were considered to investigate
the geometrical effect of scan strategy, and this required the use of the HPC
facilities to automate this process. A Matlab script was generated to automate
this process of generating the scan strategies, and additionally a job submission
script was used to automatically submit a batch of jobs on the HPC. In the
simulation, the same laser and hatch parameters were used as listed in Table
7.1 and Table 7.2.
In order to examine the transverse and longitudinal residual stress distributions
generated across the geometries, the σxx and σyy stress fields were extracted
from the results when the scanned region cooled to a uniform temperature of
200 ◦C. The stress fields were exported to Matlab using a Python script within
the active layer and the layer below the scanned region (−LT < z < LT ). This
was done to automate the stress profile distribution, and provide additional
stress fields in the multi-scale analysis described in Chapter 11.
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Figure 9.3: The hatched geometrical primitives generated for the geometrical study,
scanned from left to right. For illustration, the hatch spacing has been increased.
Figure 9.4: Graphs of the mean and variance of the scan vector lengths plotted
against the hatch angle θh for different aspect ratio triangles
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9.3 Results
The stress distribution plots for all the analyses are shown in Figure 9.5. It is
clear from the triangle geometries shown in Figure 9.5(a-c), that the orientation
of the scan vector used for hatching geometrical primitives has a significant effect
on the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses. The aspect ratio of the
scanned shape does determine the overall magnitude of the residual stresses
generated, since this primarily determines the scan vector length.
Figure 9.5: Profile views showing the von Mises stress distribution of scanned
triangle primitives with a) horizontal hatching, b) vertical hatching, c) angle optimised
scanning, and d) rectangles hatched vertically
As seen in the surface plots of the von Mises stress in Figure 9.5, it appears
that orientating the hatch angle to follow the hypotenuse of the triangle tends to
reduce the magnitude of the residual stresses generated throughout the scanned
geometry. The probability density function of the von Mises stresses for each
triangle test case with each hatch orientation is shown in Figure 9.6. The PDFs
show that the peak of optimised hatch angle remains narrow and stationary at
450 MPa irrespective of the aspect ratio, except for the high aspect ratio cases
(1.5 x 5.0, 2.0 x 5.0) mm. The narrow distribution observed for the optimised
hatch angle, corresponds to low variance in the scan vector length.
The residual stress distribution using the horizontal and vertical hatching are
more heavily influenced by the aspect ratio of the geometry. In the low aspect
ratio, triangular geometries (Figure 9.6(f)-(h), the distribution of the stresses for
both the vertical and horizontal hatching become bi-modal. Of the two peaks,
the higher magnitude peak is associated with regions of long scan vector lengths
whilst the smaller magnitude peak is associated with the shorter scan vectors
towards the end of scanning the geometry. Generally, horizontal hatching results
in higher magnitude of residual stress for the given area, especially for high
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
g) h)
5.0 x 5.04.5 x 5.0
3.5 x 5.03.0 x 5.0 4.0 x 5.0
2.0 x 5.01.5 x 5.0 2.5 x 5.0
Figure 9.6: Comparison of the von Mises PDFs p(σvm) for the different aspect ratio
triangles using the 0◦, 90◦and optimised hatching
aspect triangles, as shown in Figure 9.6(a)-(c). This is expected to be caused
by these scanned geometry cases always having a full scan vector length (5 mm)
along the bottom edge. When using the vertical hatching, the maximum length
of the scan vectors are based on the shortest length of the triangle. In the higher
aspect ratios, higher magnitudes of residual stresses are generated towards the
corner of the triangle (regions with shorter scan vectors). It would be expected
that these regions would also suffer from the effect of localised over-heating.
This can be observed when comparing the temperature distribution towards
the shortest scan vectors at the acute angle of the triangle for the (2.0 x 5.0)
mm triangles between horizontal and vertical hatching in Figure 9.7(a) and
Figure 9.7(b).
The aerial distribution of the stresses within the triangles scanned using the
horizontal and vertical hatching tend to be similar in shape, as demonstrated in
all the cases in Figure 9.6(a) and in Figure 9.6(b). The peaks of the longitudinal
and transverse stresses tended to be located through a line X-X extending
through the triangle’s centroid, as shown in Figure 9.8(a).
The transverse and longitudinal residual stresses generated in the geometries
of different aspect ratios are plotted against the distance along line X-X normalised
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Figure 9.7: Profile of the surface showing the temperature distribution towards the
end of scanning for a (2 x 5) mm triangle using a a) vertical hatching and b) horizontal
hatching
with the effective scan vector length in Figure 9.9 for the vertical hatching, and
Figure 9.10 for the horizontal hatching. It can be seen in both Figure 9.9(b)
and Figure 9.10(b) that the longitudinal stresses increased linearly with the
scan vector length, and begin to plateau when the scan vector length becomes
greater than 3 mm.
The transverse residual stresses generated perpendicular to the scan vectors
vary considerably, irrespective of the aspect ratio and hatch angle, as shown
in Figure 9.9(a) and Figure 9.10(b). Reducing the effective scan vector length
increases the magnitude of the transverse stresses which plateau towards a limit
depending on the aspect ratio of the triangle chosen. This shows the strong
influence of previous thermal history on the generation of the transverse stresses
within a structure which is specific to the geometry scanned.
The transverse and longitudinal residual stresses generated in the rectangular
geometries were sampled across the centre, and their distributions are shown in
Figure 9.11. The transverse stresses (Figure 9.11(a)) generally have a slightly
asymmetric, flat profile along the width of the rectangular geometry, which
decreases rapidly at the far edges. This rapid decrease in the transverse stress
can be attributed to the fact that transverse stresses aren’t generated towards
the end of scanning the region. The general curvature of the transverse stress
distribution along the central profile was associated with the resultant deformation
of the layer at this temperature (200 ◦C). Using the shortest scan vectors,
ranged between 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm, significantly increased the magnitude of
the transverse stresses generated. For the longer scan vectors, the magnitude
of transverse stresses varied by ∼30 MPa. This shows similarities with the
observations of the residual stresses generated in high aspect ratio triangles.
The longitudinal stresses shown in Figure 9.11(b) decayed exponentially from
the highest point at the start of scanning before tending towards a constant
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Figure 9.8: Profile of the surface showing a) the transverse and b) longitudinal
stresses using vertical hatching (left), and horizontal hatching (right) for the
(2 x 5) mm triangle geometry
stress value dependent on the scan vector length. This largest decrease at
the beginning of scanning was observed using the shortest scan vector lengths
between 1.5 and 2.5 mm. This expected to correspond to an overheating effect
due to the lack of material available at the beginning of a scan for the dissipation
of heat.
In order to examine the thermal history on the effect of the build-up of
the transverse residual stresses, the mean temperature of consolidated elements
(φ = 1) in the scanned layer was plotted against the scan time in Figure 9.13.
The temperature profile plot showed that irrespective of geometry, increasing the
area scanned or the effective scan length tended to reduce the mean temperature
across the entire duration of scanning. In the rectangular cases with scan
vector lengths less than 2.5 mm, these experienced the highest sustained average
temperatures.
Shorter scan vectors such as those in the rectangular case in Figure 9.13(c)
may initially have the highest average temperatures but experienced a higher
rate of temperature loss across the normalised scanning duration. For the
rectangles which have constant scan vector lengths, the average temperature
decreased linearly with time.
The deltas between the longitudinal and transverse stresses for all aspect
ratio triangles hatched vertically are shown in Figure 9.12. For all aspect ratio
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Figure 9.9: Graph showing a) the transverse and b) the longitudinal stresses plotted
against the effective scan vector length when scanning different aspect ratio triangles
with vertical hatching
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Figure 9.10: Graph showing a) the transverse and b) the longitudinal stresses plotted
against the effective scan vector length when scanning different aspect ratio triangles
with horizontal hatching
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Figure 9.11: Graph showing a) the transverse and b) the longitudinal stresses with
distance across the central X-axis when scanning different aspect ratio rectangles with
vertical hatching
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triangles, an absolute minimum between the stress components was observed at
a critical scan vector length between 1.7 and 2.3 mm. Below this critical scan
vector length, the greater contributions from the transverse stress dominate,
and above this length the longitudinal stresses steadily increase the difference
between stress components.
Effective scan vector length [mm]
1.5 mm
2.0 mm
2.5 mm
3.0 mm
3.5 mm
4.0 mm
4.5 mm
5.0 mm
Figure 9.12: Graph of the absolute difference between the transverse and longitudinal
stress components against the effective scan vector length, when scanning different
aspect ratio triangles
When comparing the mean temperature of the rectangles (Figure 9.13(c))
with the transverse residual stress generated (Figure 9.11(a)) for the shortest
scan vector lengths [1.5-2.5] mm, the transverse stress continued to increase
until the mean temperature was approximately 750 ◦C. The transverse residual
stress for greater scan vector lengths settles towards ∼300 MPa, and it can be
observed that the mean temperature for these sizes remain below ∼750 ◦C.
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Figure 9.13: Graph of the mean temperature of consolidated elements normalised
to the scan time for a) triangles hatched vertically b) triangles hatched horizontally,
and c) rectangles hatched vertically
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9.4 Discussion
Numerous simulations of geometric shapes were analysed by scanning different
aspect-ratio triangle and rectangular primitives in order to determine the effect
of geometry on the generation of residual stress, as shown in Figure 9.5. Previously
discussed in Section 7.3, it was confirmed that scan vector length plays a
significant role in the magnitude of stresses generated. A hypothesis formed
was that reducing the mean effective length of the scan vectors, could reduce
the residual stresses generated. This was achieved by rotating the hatch angle to
be perpendicular to the triangle’s hypotenuse. As a result of this optimisation,
the overall magnitude of stress remained constant at approximately 430 MPa
irrespective of the aspect ratio of triangle scanned.
For assessing any geometrical relationships with the residual stress generated,
the profiles of the stress distributions taken through the triangle’s centroid were
analysed with respect to the effective scan vector length for different aspect ratio
geometries. The transverse residual stresses generated perpendicular to the scan
vectors varied considerably especially at short scan vector lengths irrespective
of the aspect ratio, as shown in Figure 9.9(a) and Figure 9.10(a). There is a
strong indication that the thermal history significantly affects the distribution
transverse stress generated which doesn’t correspond necessarily with the scan
vector length.
It was seen in Figure 9.13, that the mean temperatures remained high
(> 750 ◦C) for short scan vectors [1.5-2.5] mm when scanning the rectangular
geometries and this resulted in higher transverse residual stresses. This over-heating
effect is not experienced in lower aspect ratio geometries, because there is
greater surface area for heat dissipation into the previously scanned region,
which prevents excess heat-build. It is expected that changing the order of
scanning by starting in the acute section of the triangle is expected to change
the distribution of the transverse stress . This effect has not been reported in the
literature and in practice short scan vectors are not often used for manufacturing
parts using SLM.
Irrespective of geometry, the longitudinal stresses, as shown in both Figure
9.9(b), Figure 9.10(b) increased linearly with scan vector length and then plateaued
at 650 MPa at a scan vector length of approximately 3 mm. Shorter scan vectors
between 1.5-2.5 mm are susceptible initially to overheating effects at the start
of scanning. Crucially, this is an important result, as this provides a predictable
behaviour for the longitudinal stresses generated in the process.
Overall, diligence is recommended to reduce the use of short adjacent scan
vectors since these exasperate the effects of previous thermal history within
the scanned region. It is expected that choosing scan vector lengths beyond 5
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mm will have negligible impact on the magnitude of the longitudinal stresses
generated. Therefore, using island sizes beyond 5 mm are unlikely to yield any
reduction in the magnitude of residual stresses generated, except changing the
overall directionality of the stress throughout the entire scanned layer.
The rectangular aspect ratios correspond to a ‘stripe’ scan strategy, as shown
in Figure 2.4(c). The results shown in Figure 9.11 indicate that the magnitude
for both transverse and longitudinal stresses will remain constant along the
length of the stripe, except for at the edges due to discontinuity of scanning.
For shorter scan vector lengths, the thermal history had more of an effect on
the stresses generated towards the start of scanning. Overall, the magnitudes
of the longitudinal and to a lesser extent the transverse residual stresses in the
stripes are determined by the scan vector length. Generally, both components
of residual stress remain constant along the length of the stripe when scanning
on a substrate.
The delta between the longitudinal and transverse stresses for all aspect
ratio triangles, as shown in Figure 9.12 indicates that there is a critical scan
vector length between 1.7-2.3 mm, which has the lowest level of anisotropy.
The importance of this is that the level of anisotropy for the residuals stresses
generated within the layer plane could potentially be controlled by varying
the directionality and the length of the scan vectors chosen within a region.
However, it is expected that observations for the generation of residual stresses
using scan vectors that are adjacent to each other will behave differently to more
complex scan strategies.
Ultimately, this study shows that the prediction of longitudinal stresses
generated along the scan vectors is consistent and is determinable, whilst the
generation of transverse stresses is more complex. In order to provide a predictive
model for the generation of residual stresses within a layer, further analysis is
needed to understand the effect of thermal history created by geometry and the
scan order on the generation of transverse stresses. This investigation would
need to find a relationship between the accumulation of heat in a scanned area
over time, and the rate of change in scan vector length. Having a predictive
model for the meso-scale generation of residual stress generation would enhance
the proposed multi-scale method in this work.
9.5 Conclusions and summary
The study on the geometrical effect on the build-up of residual stress provided
a chance to explore the relation between the static and dynamic changes in scan
vector length on the generation of residual stress generation. Specific conclusions
that can be drawn from the results are:
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• Longitudinal stresses linearly increased with scan vector length before
plateauing after a critical scan vector length of 3 mm, irrespective of
geometry chosen
• Longitudinal stresses were largely independent of thermal history except
at the start of scanning
• Transverse stresses were highly geometrically dependent owing to the
different thermal histories.
• Transverse stresses were found to be significantly higher for short scan
vectors (< 2.5 mm)
• Both the longitudinal and transverse stresses stabilise towards a constant
value using a fixed scan vector length in the rectangular geometries - i.e.
‘stripe’ scan strategy
• Regions that are susceptible to localised overheating increase the magnitude
of residual stresses generated
Laser scan strategy becomes less important for scan vector length beyond the
typical 5 mm island sizes, in terms of the magnitude of residual stress generated.
At the macro-scale, the distribution and orientation of scan vectors in relation
to geometry becomes a more important consideration.
Chapter 10
Investigation of effect of
support structures and
overhang regions
10.1 Introduction
The thermo-mechanical behaviour will be affected by the composition of material
underneath the scanned region, since this will affect the dissipation of heat.
Generally, different scenarios exist and can be classified as
• Bulk solid regions
• Geometrical thin-wall structures e.g. lattices structures
• Unsupported over-hang regions (powder)
• Regions connected to support structures.
The choice of structure underneath a scanned region has been observed to
influence the development of residual stress during SLM. A study by Hussein et
al. reported that the type and unit-cell size of a lattice support structure affected
the overall deflection of cantilever specimens, which provided an indicator for
the level of residual stress [187]. From their results, it was observed that an
increase in the unit cell size, and decrease in volume fraction tended to increase
the total deflection of the cantilever. Their reasoning was that the development
of residual stresses within the component can be controlled by preferential
dissipation of heat into the support structures. Increasing the lattice density, it
should effectively provide greater contact area for heat dissipation to occur, and
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in turn reduce the level of residual stresses present. The mechanism for why
this effect occurs is yet to be reported. It is also not known if this is a localised
transient effect whilst the laser scans above the support geometry, or is instead
the long-term dissipation of heat throughout the entire build-process.
A simulation study of the thermal conductivity of support structures was
previously reported by Zeng et al. [178]. The steady-state thermal behaviour
was determined by applying a fixed temperature difference to a support structure
with symmetric boundary conditions. The support structure was a grid with a
constant cross-section surrounded by powder. The effective thermal conductivity
keff was calculated by measuring the average heat flux q across the top surfaces
using the 1D heat transfer equation,
q = keff
dT
dz
. (10.1)
It was reported that the effective conductivity was a linear combination of the
temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the powder kpowder, and solid
phase ksolid,
keff = φksolid + (1− φ)kpowder. (10.2)
The non-linear effects of temperature dependent thermal conductivities were
considered by broadening the temperature range between the upper and lower
surface, but this resulted in a similar conclusion. However, their study only
considered constant cross-section supports, and complex support geometries,
such as lattices were not considered. Since the aim of their study was to create a
representative volumetric element (RVE) for a subsequent analysis, the localised
transient effects of the laser scanning above the support structure were ignored.
Additionally, the effect on the generation of residual stress was not studied.
10.2 Methodology
To better understand the behaviour of supporting material underneath a scan
region, a variety of test cases were performed in order to form a comparison
when scanning over a solid substrate. Each test case, uses the laser and hatch
parameters in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, with a (5 x 5) mm square region and
the alternating laser scan strategy. Test cases were undertaken for a single scan
layer supported by a
1. powder region (φ = 0)
2. pseudo-powder region (φ = 0.5)
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3. thin-wall support structure
4. double gyroid lattice structure
The thin-wall support structure, as shown in Figure 10.1(a), spans a volume
of (5 x 5 x 3) mm and was generated using Magics [167]. The shell structure
was voxelised with a wall thickness of 0.08 mm, as described in Section 6.3.4.
The double gyroid support structure, as shown in Figure 10.1(b), consists of
three unit cells with a solid-void fractional density of 0.4 and spans the same
volume of (5 x 5 x 3) mm.
(a) (b)
Figure 10.1: a) The voxelised thin-wall support structure generated using Magics,
and b) the voxelised double gyroid lattice structure, both spanning a volume of
(5 x 5 x 3) mm
A comparison between the transient and steady-state heat transfer of the
structures was conducted to determine the short and long term behaviour caused
by the choice of underlying geometry. A steady-state thermal analysis with
Figure 10.2: Scan pattern generated at the top of the lattice structure: hatch scan
(grey), contour scan (black)
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thin-walled support structure (Figure 10.1(a)) and the double gyroid structure
(10.1 (b)) was performed to determine the effective thermal conductivity of these
structures. The solid geometry was surrounded in a powder medium with the
same temperature dependent thermal properties used in the transient analyses.
For the analysis, a fixed mesh grid was used consisting of 8 noded hexahedral
elements with element lengths of 0.08 mm. A fixed temperature differential
was applied across the bottom and top surfaces in order to induce a heat flux
through the structure. The remaining surfaces were adiabatic. The effective
thermal conductivity keff was obtained using equation 10.2 by measuring the
average heat flux across a cross-section of elements.
A final study was performed to observe the behaviour whilst scanning the
cross-section of a double gyroid lattice. This test case should help to identify the
thermo-mechanical behaviour when attempting to manufacture a more complex
structure. The upper surface of the double gyroid structure was sliced and
hatched, as described in Section 5.1, to produce the laser scan geometry shown
in Figure 10.2. The scan consists of both a contour and hatch scan, which
were performed over the voxelised double gyroid structure. All the structures
were assumed to lack residual stresses, since the distribution is not known. The
purpose of these test cases is to understand the effect of underlying geometry on
the thermal dissipation and generation of residual stresses in the active layer.
10.3 Results
The effect of the support material underneath a scanned layer was investigated
to understand the thermal dissipation characteristics and its effect on the generation
of residual stress. The results are presented for each test-case followed by a
steady-state thermal analysis of the two support structures.
10.3.1 Powder
The first test case was scanning a single (5 x 5) mm layer above a powder
substrate to represent an overhang region.
Scanning upon a powder bed effectively insulated the scanned region and
resulted in higher sustained temperature throughout the previously scanned
regions, as shown in Figure 10.3(a). This is caused by the low thermal conductivity
of powder medium, with preferential dissipation into the previously consolidated
region, as shown in Figure 10.3(b). Typically, the solid substrate acts a thermal
sink effectively allowing heat to dissipate away. Consequently, this had an
immediate effect of changing the local behaviour of melt pool. The melt pool
becomes elongated, and has a greater depth of penetration into the powder
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Figure 10.3: Surface profile view of the temperature distribution whilst scanning the
(5 x 5) mm island directly upon the powder bed. b) A cross section taken through
XX showing the temperature distribution of the powder bed
medium compared to when scanning the substrate. The lack of thermal dissipation
in this case influenced the overall distribution of stresses, as shown in Figure
10.4. The transverse stresses shown in Figure 10.4(a) were significantly higher
than when scanning on the solid substrate.
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Figure 10.4: Profile views of the surface showing a) σxx , b) σyy , and c) the von
Mises stress distribution of a (5 x 5) mm region scanned upon the powder bed. The
stress values were taken when a uniform temperature of 200 ◦C was reached
The displacement profiles of the scanned region are shown in Figure 10.5, and
were taken vertically and horizontally through the centre of the square region at
a temperature of 200 ◦C. There is negligible mechanical restraint having powder
as support material, therefore the layer is free to deform during processing. The
total displacement towards the edges was, therefore, large relative to the layer
thickness, at approximately 12-14 µm, and occurred equally in both X and
Y directions, due to the similar magnitude of the longitudinal and transverse
stresses.
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Figure 10.5: Graph of the total displacement along the central horizontal and vertical
axes of the (5 x 5) mm island region when scanned directly upon the powder bed
10.3.2 Pseudo-powder
A fictitious pseudo-powder phase (φ = 0.5) was used to determine the intermediate
effect between scanning upon a powder bed and a substrate. It can be seen in
Figure 10.6(b) that the thermal dissipation occurs more evenly into the material
below the scanned layer, and the largest thermal gradients are situated close to
the melt pool. The greater opportunity to dissipate heat increases the rate of
cooling in the previously scanned areas, as shown in Figure 10.6(a).
The increased melt pool depth, and higher transverse stresses observed when
scanning on a powder base are not evident when using this pseudo-powder phase,
as shown in Figure 10.7. The increase in thermal dissipation also resulted in
an increase in the anisotropy between the transverse and longitudinal stress
components.
10.3.3 Thin-wall support structure
The thin-wall structure was calculated to have an average solid-powder volume
fraction of 11.5%. The temperature profile along the surface is shown in Figure
10.8. The distribution is similar to when scanning on the powder bed, as shown
previously in Figure 10.3(a).
The residual stresses in the layer produced above the support structure are
shown in Figure 10.9. The general distribution and magnitude of the residuals
stresses are similar to when scanning on powder, as shown in Figure 10.4. Small
isolated regions that are supported by the thin-walled ribs, reduce the magnitude
of the transverse stress generated along the scan vector, as illustrated in Figure
10.9(a). These regions have discontinuous geometry along the scan vector. The
temperature distribution along sections X-X is shown in Figure 10.10(b), and
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Figure 10.6: a) Surface profile view of the temperature distribution whilst scanning
the (5 x 5) mm island directly upon a pseudo-powder phase (φ = 0.5). b) Cross section
taken through X-X showing the temperature distribution within the pseudo-powder
bed
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Figure 10.7: Profile views of the surface showing a) σxx, b) σyy, and the von Mises
stress distribution of a (5 x 5) mm region scanned on the pseudo-powder bed. The
stress values were taken when a uniform temperature on the scanned region reached
200 ◦C
Y-Y in Figure 10.11(b). The support structure provides an additional route for
thermal dissipation, which preferentially cools more rapidly the intermediate
region along the elongated melt pool. This has a result of creating discontinuity
in the melt pool. The end of the melt-track sustains a longer molten period
because it is supported by powder which provides greater resistance to thermal
dissipation. The scan track along Y-Y showed similar behaviour to scanning on
the powder bed, and consequently yielded a similar stress distribution for the
transverse stress.
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Figure 10.8: Surface profile view of the temperature distribution towards the end
of scanning (t = 0.499 s) of the (5 x 5) mm single island above a thin-walled support
structure
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Figure 10.9: Profile views of the surface showing a) σxx, b) σyy and c) the von
Mises stress distribution of a (5 x 5) mm region scanned upon a thin-wall support
structure. The stress values were taken when a uniform temperature on the scanned
region reached 200 ◦C.
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Figure 10.10: Cross-section through XX of the thin-wall support structure showing
a) the extent of the support structure with close-ups of b) the temperature distribution
and c) the state variable φ, whilst the laser scans along this section
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Figure 10.11: Cross-section through YY of the thin-wall support structure a) the
temperature distribution and b) the state variable φ, whilst the laser scans along this
section
10.3.4 Double gyroid support structure
The distributions of the residual stresses of the (5 x 5) mm region are shown
in Figure 10.12 when scanning above a double gyroid structure. The transverse
(Figure 10.12(a)) and longitudinal (Figure 10.12(b)) stress components were
equal in magnitude and are approximately 600 MPa throughout the entire
scanned region. The presence of lower magnitude residual stresses for both
components were in regions where the upper surface of the double gyroid structure
was exposed to the scanned layer. In this case, regions scanned above powder
shared similar behaviour to the simulation when scanning upon only powder.
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Figure 10.12: Profile views surface showing a) σxx, b) σyy and the von Mises stress
distribution of a (5 x 5) mm region scanned on top a double gyroid structure. The
stress values were taken when a uniform temperature on the scanned region reached
200 ◦C
10.3.5 Scanning the geometry of a double gyroid lattice
The overall time required to scan a single layer of double gyroid was 0.170 s for
the hatched region, and an additional 0.206 s to scan the perimeter. During the
scan of the hatched region, the position of the laser jumps between members
within the lattice because a sort algorithm that minimises distance between
adjacent scan vectors has not been implemented during the hatching process.
The temperature distribution whilst scanning the hatched region midway (0.12 s)
is shown in both Figure 10.13 and Figure 10.14. It is evident that there is
preferential heat dissipation into previously consolidated regions and the lattice
structure, with significant resistance in the interstitial sites containing powder.
This suggests that the solid geometry of the double gyroid structure provides
immediate routes for the dissipation of heat. The powder only influences the
behaviour close to the melt pool and the HAZ, which experiences high temperatures.
Due to the small volume of material melted in the active layer, previously
scanned regions cool quickly through conduction into the gyroid structure.
The highest temperature gradients, as shown in Figure 10.15, were located
near the scanned region and underneath the layer within the lattice structure.
Within previously scanned regions, the temperature gradient is relatively small,
compared to near the scanned region.
The high magnitudes of residual stresses in the scanned layer, as shown
in Figure 10.16(a), are attributed to the hatching process creating short scan
vector lengths leading to a concentration of heat in these areas. The overall
response on the double gyroid structure due to the addition of residual stress
is shown in Figure 10.16(b). The mechanical restraint of the lattice structure
opposes the generated residual stresses within the top-layer, causing stresses to
be generated at greater depths into the structure.
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Figure 10.13: Surface profile view showing a) temperature and b) state variable φ,
taken midway (0.12 s) when scanning the double gyroid structure
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Figure 10.14: a) 3D view and b) close-up showing the temperature distribution
taken midway (0.12 s) when scanning the double gyroid structure. Powder material is
not shown.
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Figure 10.15: 3D view showing the temperature gradient taken midway (0.12 s)
when scanning the geometry of a double gyroid structure. Powder material is not
shown.
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Figure 10.16: a) Surface profile view and b) 3D view showing the final von Mises
stress for the scanned top layer of the double gyroid structure
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10.3.6 Steady-state thermal analysis of support structure
The steady-state thermal analysis was performed on the thin-wall and double
gyroid support structures. The heat fluxes within each support structure are
shown in Figure 10.17. The calculated average heat flux in the Z direction
and the effective thermal conductivity keff for the powder and the support
structures are listed in Table 10.1. The low thermal conductivity of the powder
provides a significant resistance to transferring heat, with preferential dissipation
through the solid support structure. The heat flux in the thin-wall structure
varied significantly throughout the cross-section, as shown in Figure 10.17(a),
compared to the double gyroid structure shown in Figure 10.17(b). In the
thin-wall support structure, the largest heat fluxes were in regions with the
smallest cross-sections such as the teeth located at the top surface and the thin
members vertically located along the centre. In the double gyroid structure, the
heat flux was evenly distributed throughout the solid structure, with a small
variation only occurring in curved regions of the structure.
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Figure 10.17: Profile views and cross-sections of the steady-state heat transfer
showing the heat flux in Z-direction through a) the thin-wall and b) the double gyroid
support structures
Taking into account the solid-void fraction of the thin-wall support (11.5%),
the effective thermal conductivity shown in Table 10.1 corresponds to the empirical
relationship proposed by Zeng et al. [178] in equation 10.2. However, the
effective thermal conductivity of the double gyroid structure does not correspond
with this relationship, and was approximately 12% off the expected prediction.
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Average heat flux
in Z direction
qz [W/mm
2]
Effective
thermal conductivity
keff [W/mK]
Powder (φ = 0.0) 0.012 0.093
Pseudo-powder (φ = 0.5) 0.779 5.9
Solid substrate (φ = 1.0) 1.558 11.8
Thin-wall support 0.169 1.28 (10.8%)
Double gyroid support 0.442 3.36 (28.4%)
Table 10.1: Calculated average heat flux and effective thermal conductivity values
through the support material. Percentages in brackets indicate the effective thermal
conductivity relative to the solid material
10.4 Discussion
The effect of underlying support material and support structures was investigated
to determine these boundary conditions on the generation of residual stress.
When scanning directly upon a powder layer, the insulative properties of the
powder provided a significant resistance for heat to dissipate away. This was
evident in Figure 10.3, where a uniformly high temperature was sustained across
the entire layer for the length of the scanning period. Whilst scanning above a
powder region, the depth of the melt pool increased compared to when scanning
upon a solid substrate.
Elongation and stability of the melt pool has been discussed by Gusarov [24]
and Yadroitsev et al. [103], affecting the overall shape of a single melt-track.
The previous parametric studies of single melt tracks by Gusarov and Yadroitsev
[103] confirmed the capillary instability phenomena occurring within SLM, being
dependent on the melt pool length Lm, the track diameter Dm, and the contact
angle φt with the substrate. Melt track stability can be determined based
on equation 2.30 (Section 2.3.4), which provides criterion for predicting the
behaviour. The corresponding value of piDm/Lm from equation 2.30 was calculated
using approximate sizes of the melt pool taken across the centre for each test
case, using the assumed value for the contact angle φt = 1. The melt pool
dimensions and the calculated stability condition are presented in Table 10.2.
Although the thermo-mechanical model cannot fully account for melt-track
stability because it neglects thermo-fluidic behaviour, it does provide an indication
of the track stability based on the length. The calculation from equation 2.30
would suggest that scanning on a powder bed should have difficulty achieving
stability due to the highly elongated melt pool. In practice, poor surface
finishing is often observed in overhang regions.
When scanning above the powder layer, the layer is not constrained by a
substrate or support material, and is therefore free to curl, as shown in the
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Powder
(φ = 0)
Pseudo-powder
(φ = 0.5)
Solid substrate
(φ = 1)
Lm [mm] 1.36 0.66 0.54
Dm [mm] 0.24 0.16 0.14
piDm
Lm
0.55 0.76 0.81
Table 10.2: Dimensions of the melt pool and the stability condition when scanning
above different medium
overall displacement plot in Figure 10.5. The level of distortion demonstrates
the significant reason why parts in SLM require support structures connected
to the base plate always. Unsupported regions scanned in over-hang regions
are prone to greater distortion or curling which increases the susceptibility of
colliding with the powder re-coating mechanism. In practical terms, support
structures should attempt to mitigate excess heat, or reduce the total heat
input into regions scanned above powder only.
The PDFs of stresses for the different mediums and support structures are
shown in Figure 10.18. It can be seen in Figure 10.18(b), that the longitudinal
stresses for each test case share similar asymmetric distribution, which peaked
at approximately 700 MPa for both the pseudo –powder and powder test cases,
and at 620 MPa when scanning on the solid substrate. This shows that the
choice of underlying material has a marginal effect on the longitudinal stresses
generated in the scanned layer above.
The transverse stresses, σxx, generated when using pseudo-powder phase, as
shown in Figure 10.18, experiences a narrow distribution centred at approximately
500 MPa. This suggests that an increase in thermal conductivity reduces the
magnitude of the transverse stresses generated. When scanning directly on the
powder bed, the transverse stresses have a very broad distribution. This is also
apparent when using either of the chosen support structures. This suggests that
support structures have similar behaviour to scanning directly on powder bed.
This could be explained by the non-uniform distribution of solid and powder
material when using support structures. When using the support structures,
the surface area exposed through the solid support is approximately 8.4%, and
for the double gyroid is 43.6% distributed as shown in Figure 10.19.
The pre-sintering technique is a laser scan strategy employed to improve the
processability of materials, as discussed in Section 2.6.2. The model assumed
that the thermal and mechanical material properties could be interpolated when
the state variable φ < 1, but the model didn’t account for any pre-sintering
behaviour. More direct experimental work is needed to understand the effect
of pre-sintering, and its effect on the thermal conductivity and laser absorption
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Figure 10.18: Graph of the PDFs for a) σxx, b) σyy and c) von Mises stress
observed when scanning a (5 x 5) mm region above different support mediums and
support structures. The stress were taken when the scanned area reached a uniform
temperature of 200 ◦C
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a) Thin-wall support structure b) Double gyroid support structure
Figure 10.19: Material exposed underneath the scanned layer for a) thin-wall and
b) double gyroid support structures
characteristics for metal powders. This relationship could be used as an input
to the thermo-mechanical model and to investigate more variable phases in
mediums effectively.
When scanning directly on the powder, the transverse stress was found
to have an additional small peak at approximately 650 MPa, as shown in
Figure 10.18(a). This coincides with the high stresses at the end of each scan
vector, as shown in Figure 10.4. This suggests that the combination of low
thermal dissipation in powder, has a pronounced effect in areas susceptible to
overheating, i.e. regions of short scan vectors, or areas where heat becomes
concentrated such as at the end of scan vectors. The double gyroid has a
relatively similar effective thermal conductivity as the pseudo-powder, however,
as shown in 10.18(a) the stress distribution for the pseudo-powder was much
narrower than the double gyroid. This suggests that using an artificial pseudo-phase
to represent the equivalent support structure underneath can only be considered
if there is an even distribution of support material underneath the scanned layer.
These studies of the effect of support structures highlight the need to increase
the thermal dissipation away from the layer in a controlled manner to prevent
undesirable overheating. The thin-wall support structures do not provide sufficient
thermal dissipation. Attempting to increase the distribution of smaller support
structures, or increasing strut thickness is not practical. Rather it is recommended
that the laser-power (or effective energy density) should be reduced in scanned
regions that are only supported by powder.
Scanning the double gyroid structure, as shown in Figure 10.13 and Figure
10.14, revealed the localised thermal effect of scanning the narrow walls. The
powder provides a strong resistance to heat dissipation, therefore heat is preferentially
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dissipated through the structure. However, due to the low volume of material
scanned, heat cannot accumulate, and previously scanned regions cool relatively
quickly. Despite the use of short scan vectors, the un-optimised short scan
vectors in combination with geometry result in the generation of high magnitude
of residual stresses. Overall this suggests there is some localised overheating
whilst scanning the thin walled features of the double gyroid lattice. Therefore,
it is recommended that the laser parameters require optimising for these geometries,
or the laser scan strategy be changed to avoid repeated and localised exposure
in order to reduce the effects of overheating.
The proposed relationship in equation 10.2 by Zeng et al. [178] was acknowledged
to be only suitable when assuming small temperature differentials between
upper and lower surfaces, limiting the effect of non-linearity of the thermal
conductivity properties used in the material. The maximum temperature difference
that was used in their study was 100 ◦C, compared to 400 ◦C in this study.
The thermal conductivity values of solid Ti-6Al-4V listed in Table 4.3, show a
difference of 5.2 W/mK across the chosen temperature difference and this will
contribute to the difference in the prediction of the effective thermal conductivity
chosen. Due to linear interpolation of material properties within the simulation,
the effective thermal conductivity of the pseudo-powder is approximately half
of the solid.
The regions with the highest heat flux across the surface of the double gyroid
(Figure 10.17(b)) correspond to the regions of lower magnitudes of transverse
residual stresses, as shown in Figure 10.12(a). This follows a similar trend
with the distribution of heat flux along the thin-wall support structure shown
in Figure 10.17(a) and the observed stress in Figure 10.12(a), with regions of
the scanned layer above the supporting geometry exhibiting lower transverse
stresses.
This study is limited to the immediate transient effects across only a single
layer rather than across multiple-layers. It is not known if extending the analysis
across multiple-layers will show similar behaviour. Additionally, further work
is needed to understand the long term accumulation of heat during a build.
This could be achieved using far simpler layer based approaches such as those
proposed in Section 3.4.1, and using the predicted temperature as initial conditions
in the thermo-mechanical model. This is where the steady-state effective thermal
conductivity used as an RVE would be an effective approach.
10.5 Conclusions and summary
The analysis of the effect of support structures and material underneath revealed
some interesting findings on the generation of stress. When scanning directly
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upon the powder-bed, the insulating properties of the powder provided a significant
thermal resistance for the dissipation of heat, and caused uniform overheating
across the scanned region. As a result, this increased the length and depth of the
melt pool and most likely would create process instability. The most significant
finding was that high transverse stresses of equal magnitude to the longitudinal
stresses were generated uniformly across the scanned layer. The analysis of the
pseudo-powder showed relatively high transverse stresses were generated and
indicates that the transverse stresses are sensitive to the underlying support
material.
The analysis for both the thin-wall and double gyroid support structures
showed localised behaviour, with preferential heat dissipation along the upper
surface of the geometry connected with the scanned layer. This had the effect
of reducing the transverse and longitudinal residual stresses generated in these
regions. This study indicates that although there is a localised effect of support
structures on the melt pool, the control of residual stresses is largely determined
by the ability to dissipate heat.
The steady-state analysis was proven to be a useful tool to predict the
effective thermal conductivity, and therefore the heat dissipation of a structure
without requiring a full transient analysis. However, despite similar effective
thermal conductivity values shared between the pseudo-powder phase and the
double gyroid support, there was a significant difference in the residual stresses
generated. Therefore, the effective thermal conductivity method cannot faithfully
provide a prediction of the residual stress in the immediate layer scanned.
Scanning the top layer of a double gyroid lattice structure showed that
localised overheating occurs using short scan vectors repeatedly exposed, as only
a small area of the gyroid structure is available to dissipate heat. This resulted
in high values of residual stress being generated. It is therefore recommended
that the laser parameters or the laser scan strategy be optimised for thin-walled
structures in order to reduce the residual stresses generated.
Ultimately, support structures featuring low aerial connectivity with the
scanned surface reduce the available area for heat to dissipate, and tend to
share similar behaviour to when scanning directly on powder. It is therefore
recommended that overhang regions have lower scan powers, or increase connectivity
with some sacrificial support to improve the dissipation of heat.
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Chapter 11
Multi-scale method for the
prediction of residual
stresses and distortion
Incorporating the stress field obtained in the meso-scale analysis into a larger
domain is a potential methodology for reducing the computational resources
required for simulating SLM at the scale required to gain insight into the effect
of scan parameters larger parts. In selective laser melting, thermal history
i.e. cooling-rates are highly localised towards meso-scale regions and are less
dependent on the global state [148]. It has been suspected that when using
the checkerboard island strategy, the islands have negligible influence on each
other except when there is connectivity between islands [77, 186]. This factor
is expected to contribute to the geometrical independence associated with this
scanning strategy. Therefore, decomposing a large domain into discrete independent
meso-scale regions as part of a multi-scale method is a feasible proposition.
The multi-scale modelling methodology proposed provides an effective means
for predicting the effect of scan strategy on residual stress in a larger SLM build
envelope. This is achieved through tessellating island regions extracted from a
detailed transient thermo-mechanical analysis performed at the meso-scale, such
as the geometry in Chapter 9. A study examines the inter-dependency of the
order of scanning islands and the formation of residual stresses in both a detailed
transient analysis and with the proposed multi-scale approach in order to both
verify the methodology proposed and to investigate the practical implications
of using an island scanning strategy in selective laser melting.
The multi-scale method proposed has some similarity to previous work carried
out by Li et al. [191]. However, in their method residual stresses were generated
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along a single scan vector through the superposition of a thermal temperature
profile surrounding the melt pool. An accurate representation of the thermo-mechanical
behaviour cannot be obtained with this approach because the transient behaviour
is ignored. The multi-scale method in this research uses the stress field captured
across meso-scale region and therefore more accurately captures the stress generated
in this process.
11.1 Details of the multi-scale methodology
In the proposed multi-scale methodology, two analysis scales are used to resolve
the residual stress and distortion of a component. The meso-scale model accounts
for the localised transient thermo-mechanical response within a hatched region
consisting of a series of scan vectors that form ‘island’ regions, as shown in
Figure 11.1(a). These are combined together and used in the macro-scale model
to resolve the global mechanical response, as shown in Figure 11.1(b).
Single island region
a) Transient thermo-mechanical
meso-scale analysis
b) Tessellated
multi-scale analysis
Tessellated and
orientated
island regions
Figure 11.1: The meso-scale analysis consists of a transient thermo-mechanical
analysis of a region scanned using a moving laser heat-source. b) The macro-scale
analysis combines island regions obtained from the meso-scale to model the global
mechanical response in a large region
The overall procedure for the multi-scale analysis is shown in Figure 11.2.
The models at both analysis scales represented the material phases using a
continuum, and were solved using the finite element method. For prediction of
the distortion and the residual stresses in the multi-scale model, the Cauchy
stress tensor σ was obtained from the transient thermo-mechanical analysis of
the scanned geometries described in Chapter 9.
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simulation
Extract
components from
analysis results
Threshold 
components 
Transform meso-scale 
regions onto
islands
Subsample 
grid components
Generate islands
regions from part
geometry
Export components to 
voxel grid
Mechanical
Analysis
Meso-scale 
Analysis
Pre-processing
Macro-scale 
Analysis
Figure 11.2: Diagram showing the breakdown of the steps in the methodology for
performing the multi-scale analysis.
The stress fields were obtained from the transient thermo-mechanical simulation,
which incorporates all the strain terms in equation 6.26 at temperature T .
Compatibility between analysis scales requires the initial temperature in the
macro-scale model to be the same as that in the meso-scale model when the
stress tensor was obtained. This ensures the correct temperature dependent
material properties are used at the macro-scale, and prevents any changes to
the thermal strain.
The fields obtained from the meso-scale are pre-processed using standard
image processing techniques to superimpose these regions onto a generated build
model in a layer-wise fashion. The generated scan model represents each region
of the checkerboard island scan strategy with full capability for manufacturing
a component using SLM. A volumetric model of stresses and plastic strain
components were generated and were directly mapped onto the macro-scale
model, where a single pass mechanical analysis is performed.
An outline of the different features of the two analysis scales used in the
multi-scale model described in this section are summarised in Table 11.1.
Accuracy of the multi-scale method requires comprehensively accounting
for each sub-region within the macro-scale model. It becomes apparent that
a combinatorial library of meso-scale simulations is required to represent the
different scenarios present in a build. For example, the boundary conditions and
the scan vectors used may change across the build. Different scan strategies,
laser parameters could be used for each different geometric region, which will
affect the thermo-mechanical response. The conditions affecting thermal dissipation
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Thermo-mechanical
analysis
Multi-scale
analysis
• Transient thermo-mechanical
analysis
• A moving Gaussian laser
heat source is applied across a
series of scan vectors
• Uses a multi-phase
temperature dependent
elasto-plastic material model
tracked by a state variable
• Local adaptive meshing used
to improve performance and
accuracy
• Single-step mechanical
analysis performed on a fixed
mesh
• Input generated from
tessellating pre-generated
stress-fields to match geometry
• Effective single material,
single temperature material
model used
Table 11.1: Summary of the two models used at each scale in the multi-scale
methodology
will also depend on the position of each region, because this may change the
substrate (supported, overhang, solid), and the connectivity with other regions,
along with scan order. To reduce these factors in the numerical investigation
used to investigate and validate the proposed method in this paper, the boundary
conditions were chosen to represent a bulk ’square’ island region scanned upon
a solid substrate.
The results required to be extracted from each element in the meso-scale
model are the six unique components of the Cauchy stress tensor, σ. Two
additional scalar fields are required from the meso-scale model: the element
state variable, φ, and the total equivalent plastic strain, εp. These components
were taken after scanning a region at an average temperature of T = 350 ◦C,
once a negligible change in temperature was observed during the manufacturing
process, as shown in Figure 11.3.
Figure 11.3: Graph showing average temperature of solid elements observed after
scanning the single (5 x 5) mm island region in the meso-scale analysis
Quantities from the results were obtained using a Python script for all
consolidated elements (φ > 0.9) with a centroid position situated a layer thickness
below the current layer to account for re-melting of the substrate. For each
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component, the mean value was taken across all integration points per element
and was then mapped from the centroid position onto individual grids for
pre-processing.
11.1.1 Generation of input for macro-scale analysis
The element data obtained from the meso-scale model was further processed.
The average value of each component was taken in the Z direction and redundant
elements were removed. These island grids form units which were tessellated
through a series of transformations onto the geometrical representation of checkerboards
islands.
It is essential for a valid multi-scale representation that the sub-regions
containing the scan vectors match directly with those generated for machine
build files used during the manufacturing process. For the multi-scale analysis,
the volumetric hatching method, as discussed in Section 5.1, generated island
geometries, with each containing a geometrical description and attributes including
position, size, and orientation. These attributes are used to define the transformation
of the region types between analysis scales, and later could be extended to
account for different scenarios encountered, such as islands located near overhangs,
supports and edges, with supporting meso-scale analyses.
The quantities obtained from the meso-scale model must be transformed
between reference frames from the local to the global coordinate system through
affine transformations. The scalar quantities were rotated using Matlab’s built-in
function imrotate. The rotated stress tensor σ′ requires each stress component
to be transformed by a 2D rotation matrix RZ about the Z axis using the
following equation
σ′ = RzσRTz . (11.1)
This was applied to every element, for each unique rotation of the island throughout
the model. The transformed stress tensor σ′ for each island grid was then
rotated using imrotate, as shown in Figure 11.4 to orientate the stress components
for each island into the global coordinate system. Rotations are performed on
the high-resolution grid to reduce aliasing effects that can be caused by a lower
resolution. Depending on the size of the macro-scale analysis, the island grids
could be scaled to match a different resolution, however, this should generally
be avoided because the residual stress is highly dependent on the scan vector
length.
For each component, the island grids were composed into a larger 2D grid
to form a single layer. For intersecting elements between islands, the maximum
value of the component is taken. A reduction in the resolution of the mesh is
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Figure 11.4: Rotation transformation of 45◦ applied to the stress tensor σ for a
single (5 x 5) mm island region
required in the macro-scale analysis, and was achieved by subsampling using
Matlab’s imresize function. The grids were then exported into the openVDB
grid format [182] to enable access to the simulation subroutines in the macro-scale
analysis.
A significant benefit of using scalar grids along with a volumetric representation
is that it enables the use of efficient image-processing techniques that intrinsically
run parallel. The use of a structured grid makes mapping of quantities between
analysis meshes and the part geometry by interpolation.
11.1.2 Macro-scale analysis procedure
Significant time savings are attainable in the proposed multi-scale method because
the models used at each analysis scale are effectively decoupled. The non-linearity
of the process is removed at the macro-scale because the final manufactured
state of a meso-scale region is assumed to be time invariant i.e. the developed
residual stresses and plastic strains will not vary significantly during and after
the manufacturing process at the meso-scale. The transient temperature effects
during the build process could be included to increase the accuracy between
model scales, however, this would reduce the computational efficiency of this
approach. Furthermore, the transient thermo-mechanical effects at this scale are
ignored, reducing the macro-scale model to a linear static mechanical problem.
An additional benefit is that complexity created by accounting for physical
phenomena at the meso-scale is isolated and independent from the macro-scale.
As a result, there is no performance penalty at this scale for including more
detailed sub-models.
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Figure 11.5: Illustration of the macro-scale model. A regular structured mesh is
used, with the origin of the coordinate system positioned at the start powder-bed to
enable one-one mapping
The macro-scale analysis requires at a minimum one mechanical pass, because
each sub-region for each layer is activated instantaneously, reducing the number
of iterations needed. The domain consists of eight noded hexahedral elements
arranged in a regular structured mesh to enable one-to-one mapping directly
from the voxel grid, as shown in Figure 11.5. This was achieved by calculating
the element centroid within the model and assigning each component from
individual voxel grids, with a scaling factor in the Z direction to account for
the element aspect ratio. The mesh resolution in the XY plane was user defined
to match the voxel grid input; however, the element height corresponds to the
physical layer thickness.
The overall procedure for initialising the macro-scale analysis is shown in
Figure 11.6. Elements are assigned the same material properties used in the
meso-scale simulation with an initial uniform temperature T0 = 350
◦C. The
initial stress components and the equivalent plastic strain are assigned using the
UINSTR, and INITPL Fortran subroutines. Elements are de-activated using
the UACTIVE subroutine prior to the analysis for non-solid regions (φ 6= 1),
removing the need to generate a geometry dependent mesh.
During the mechanical analysis, the Newton-Raphson iterative method [173]
was used to solve the set of non-linear equilibrium equations, as discussed in
Section 6.1.1. The iterative procedure minimises the residual between external
and interior forces within the structure until effectively the body is at an
equilibrium state. The resolved displacement and stress field thus can be obtained.
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Figure 11.6: Diagram showing the steps for initialising the elements in the
macro-scale model
11.1.3 Extension of the multi-scale method for complex
geometries
The multi-scale method using the island regions described previously is limited
by the geometry that it can represent because it can only account for bulk
regions using square island regions. These island regions are often intersected by
the part boundary, and in some cases become too large to represent a geometrical
feature. Further development of the multi-scale method was considered to
account for more complex geometry in the proposed multi-scale methodology.
The method involves decomposition of the 2D cross-sections into a finite
number of repeatable geometries which can be mapped from a set of corresponding
meso-scale scenarios modelled using the thermo-mechanical model. It requires
prior knowledge of the scan vector geometry for the part, which in turn requires
the use of the hatching script developed in Section 5.1.
The method takes the original voxelised geometry, for example as shown in
Figure 11.7(a), and divides the cross-section into a series of hatched checkerboard
islands, as shown in Figure 11.7(b), which can be intersected by the part
boundary. In practice, large cross-sectional regions will contain full or partially
intersected island regions. The partially intersected island can be excluded from
this method, if their area remains largely unchanged in order to improve the
throughput of the decomposition method.
Each clipped island region was hatched accordingly, as shown in Figure
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Figure 11.7: a) The original bitmap representing a layer for an arbitrary shape which
is then subdivided and hatched into b) 5 mm checkerboard islands rotated at 45◦
11.8(a), with the assumption that the scan vectors are always oriented parallel
to the island edges, and have a constant hatch spacing throughout the island.
The collection of scan vectors was then transformed into local coordinate system
which have the vectors aligned in the y’ direction, as shown in Figure 11.8(b).
A 2D image of the scan vector length was created by a rastering technique using
the length of each scan vector, as shown in Figure 11.8(c). By transferring to
the local coordinate system and using an image with a resolution corresponding
to the hatch spacing, all scan vectors can be accounted for. This removes
any aliasing effects during rastering, since each row of the image exclusively
contains only a single scan vector. A binning algorithm was used to decompose
the image into regions of predefined intervals of scan vector length, as shown
in Figure 11.8(d). The intervals are dependent on the number of scenarios
simulating using the thermo-mechanical model, and this determines the fidelity
for capturing the region. Image segmentation was used to isolate each sub-region
in the image using Matlab’s connected component labelling function, bwconncomp.
The sub-regions of the same scan lengths within the island geometry require
mapping to a representative geometrical primitive available from previous simulations
in the thermo-mechanical model, such as in Chapter 9. The bounding box for
each sub-region was taken, and using the scan vector length, a representative
rectangular region was identified, as shown in Figure 11.9.
Results obtained from a library of meso-scale simulations were then obtained
to represent these regions and each stress component field was individually
mapped onto each sub-region, as outlined in Section 11.1.1, and are then clipped
using the original geometry. The multi-scale input generated with this method
is shown for the von Mises stress in Figure 11.10(a) and the equivalent plastic
strain, as presented in Figure 11.10(b).
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Figure 11.8: The method splits clipped island regions which are a) hatched in
the global coordinate system and in b) are scaled and rotated into a local integer
coordinate system corresponding to the hatch distance. Rasterising is performed on
the scan vectors to determine c) the scan vector length, which are segmented in d)
into regions of intervals of scan vector lengths.
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Figure 11.9: Generation of bounding boxes of scan vector lengths of an interval
which are used for mapping previous results on the geometry
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Figure 11.10: The result after mapping rectangular thermo-mechanical results onto
the geometry showing a) the von Mises scalar field and b) the equivalent plastic strain
field.
11.2 Test cases for the multi-scale methodology
Analysis of the multi-scale method is presented in Section 11.2.1, to determine
the effect of the sensitivity of the image processing methods on the stress
fields used as input in the macro-scale model. In order to determine the
influence of transient effects when scanning between multiple islands, a direct
comparison was performed between the multi-scale analysis and the detailed
transient thermo mechanical model in Section 11.2.2. The multi-scale method
is applied into 3D onto a set of 3D pillar geometries in Section 11.2.3. Finally,
a test-case is performed on the extension to the thermo-mechanical model in
Section 11.2.4, which compares the residual stress predicted in a more complex
geometry between a detailed thermo-mecahanical analysis and the multi-scale
method.
11.2.1 Sensitivity analysis of the pre-processing method
Rotations of images with low resolutions tend to introduce aliasing and edge
effects, and a high degree of subsampling can excessively numerically diffuse
smooth values in areas of high contrast. A sensitivity analysis was first performed
on the subsampling and image rotation methods, to determine their effect on the
input and the final result for the macro scale analysis. The following variations
were performed on a (5 x 5) mm island scan strategy to determine any effect:
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1. Single island
2. Single island with a rotation of 45◦
3. 2 x 2 islands
4. 2 x 2 islands with a rotation of 45◦
Four levels of subsampling were performed using image scale factors of [0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8] to observe any effects in the input grids used in the macro-scale
model. A rotation of 45◦ was chosen to capture any aliasing effects caused by the
combination of rotation and scaling when mapping regions onto the macro-scale
model.
11.2.2 Direct comparison between the thermo-mechanical
and multi-scale analyses
There is a need to determine the level of inter-dependency on the combination
of multiple islands, and the effect the order of scanning has on the generation
of residual stress. This will validate the method of superimposing residual
stress fields generated with this multi-scale modelling approach. The addition of
previously consolidated material in the area will affect the thermal dissipation
during scanning, and the additional constraint along the shared edge will affect
the distribution of residual stress created in the successively scanned islands.
Therefore, it is expected that changing the order of scanning will affect the
residual stress field generated. However, the overall magnitude is unlikely to
change because the stress field is dominated by the stress generated parallel to
the scan vector. Four test cases were performed to examine this:
1. Single Island - (5 x 5) mm region
2. 1 x 2 islands - (5 x 10) mm region
3. 2 x 2 islands - (10 x 10) mm region (sequential)
4. 2 x 2 islands - (10 x 10) mm region (staggered)
and are illustrated in Figure 11.11. The fourth case aims to examine the
behaviour when islands are scanned initially unconnected, to represent using
the LHI laser scan strategy. Results were obtained after all the islands had
uniformly cooled to approximately 350 ◦C.
Despite the scale of this simulation case, the low thermal conductivity of
un-sintered metallic powders should significantly reduce any heat transport
between islands. The transient thermo-mechanical model used the same laser
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Figure 11.11: Laser scan paths used in the transient thermo-mechanical analysis for
a) single island, b) 1 x 2 islands, c) 2 x 2 islands (sequential) and d) 2 x 2 islands
(staggered) with unconstrained edges
scan and hatching parameters for processing Ti-6Al-4V using SLM as stated in
Table 7.1 and 7.2. The results obtained from the transient thermo-mechanical
analyses were then directly compared with the equivalent model created using
the multi-scale method .
11.2.3 Analysis of 3D pillars using multi-scale method
The multi-scale method was extended into 3D, in order to understand the
macro-scale response on a structure subjected to the in-built residual stresses
created during the process. Previous studies in the literature were applied to
relatively small, single layer regions, and the combined effects of stress building
upon a large geometry needed to be investigated. This demonstrates an opportunity
to predict the residual stress of a larger 3D structure, which are both feasible to
manufacture and have the residual stress distribution experimentally measured.
A set of cuboid 3D pillars were created, as illustrated in Figure 11.12, with
dimensions of (5 x 5 x 20) mm and (10 x 10 x 20) mm. These were created
by tessellating the checkerboard island into the Z-direction, such the islands
orientation rotated by 90◦ per physical layer. Using these relatively simple
geometries would isolate any geometric effects from the study.
In order to keep the performance of the simulation to reasonable levels, in
particular generating the mesh in the pre-processor, the element lengths in the
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Figure 11.12: 3D pillar geometries used in the multi-scale analysis: a) single island
(5 x 5 x 20) mm, and b) four islands (10 x 10 x 20) mm
macro-scale model were set to 0.2 mm in the XY plane (using a scale factor
fs = 0.4), whilst retaining the same physical layer thickness (0.04 mm).
11.2.4 Extension for modelling complex geometry
A test case was created to demonstrate the proposed extension of the multi-scale
method in Section 11.1.3. A comparison was made between the multi-scale
method and a full transient analysis using the thermo-mechanical model. This
test cases used the previous geometry shown previously in Figure 11.7(a), with
the corresponding checkerboard island scan vectors shown in Figure 11.7(b)
required for both methods.
In the transient analysis, the final un-refinement level was chosen to have
element lengths of 0.02 mm due to the thin features of the geometry. For
the multi-scale method, an image upscale factor of 0.5 was used creating a
macro-scale model with an element size of [0.08 x 0.08 x 0.04] mm.
11.3 Results
The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Section 11.2.1 showing the
effect of image processing on the input and the corresponding results obtained
in the macro-scale model. The results for the three variations of combining
multiple islands together are shown in Section 11.2.2 and compared with the
thermo-mechanical analysis. Then in Section 11.2.3, the multi-scale method
is extended into 3D for predicting the mechanical behaviour of two 3D pillar
geometries. Finally, the results for the proposed approach for extending the
multi-scale method into complex geometry is presented in Section 11.2.4.
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Figure 11.13: Profile views of the transient thermo-mechanical simulation of a (5 x
5) mm island showing a) σxx, b) σyy, c) the equivalent plastic strain εp and d) the
state variable φ
The thermo-mechanical analysis for the single island case (5 x 5) mm region
was first conducted to obtain the stress fields, equivalent plastic strain and state
variable, which are shown in Figure 11.13. These results were then used for the
pre-processing step in Section 11.2.1.
11.3.1 Sensitivity analysis of the image processing
A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect of combining the
image-processing operations on the meso-scale grids prior to the tessellation
and the effect of subsampling the grid at different resolutions after tessellation
of the islands was completed. The input grids for a single stress component σxx
and the probability density distribution p(σxx) for solid elements are shown in
Figure 11.14.
The extent at which the stress field changes with the input resolutions is
not discernible until choosing a small-scale factor (fS < 0.4). Aliasing effects
along the edges become more apparent choosing lower resolution, and to a
greater extent choosing the 45◦cases, as shown in Figure 11.14(b) and Figure
11.14(d). The PDFs for the single island cases more easily show a reduction
in the peak stress value for this component at the low resolutions and a small
broad distribution of lower stresses attributed to the aliasing. The effects of
aliasing are most significant along the void-solid periphery due to interpolation.
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Figure 11.14: Image processing showing the image grid of the σxx components and
the probability distribution p(σxx) for a) 1 x 1 island rotated at a) 0
◦, b) 45◦and the
2 x 2 islands rotated at c) 0◦ and d) 45◦
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Figure 11.15: Profile views of the un-transformed single (5 x 5) mm island using the
multi-scale method, showing a) σxx, b) σyy, and c) the von Mises stress
11.3.2 Comparison of the results obtained at the meso-scale
between the multi-scale method and the thermo
mechanical analysis
The first analysis using the multi-scale method was conducted on an un-transformed
(fs = 1.0) single island, which provides a reference between the two analysis
methods. It was found there was negligible difference in the stress field, as
shown in Figure 11.15, and also the stress distributions between analysis scales
shown in Figure 11.16. Peaks in the distribution for both the transverse and
longitudinal stresses have shifted lower by approximately 20 MPa.
In the transient thermo-mechanical analysis, a heterogeneous displacement
field was distributed throughout the entire island, as shown in Figure 11.17(a).
Whereas, the resolved displacement field in the model producing the multi-scale
method shown in Figure 11.17(b) is smoothly distributed throughout the part.
The greatest total displacements in the island are located along the edge, exhibiting
the ‘curling’ phenomena observed in parts produced using SLM [77]. The
greatest total distortion is present at the edges along the vertical axis (parallel
to the scan vectors), as shown in Figure 11.18(b), caused by the dominating
longitudinal stress. The curvature remains constant for the distortion along the
vertical axis, whereas along the horizontal axis, as shown in Figure 11.18(a), it
is asymmetric, with curvature only present ∼1 mm from the edges. This shows
the effect of the non-uniform transverse stresses present.
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Figure 11.16: Graphs of the PDFs a) p(σxx), b) p(σyy), and c) p(σvm) for the
thermo-mechanical and multi-scale analysis of single (5 x 5) mm island region
The final state of the residual stress after scanning two islands using the
thermo-mechanical model is shown in Figure 11.19. Both probability distributions
p(σxx) and p(σyy), show a bimodal distribution, created by the combination
of two islands with orthogonal scanning directions. The components are not
identical and indicate that transient behaviour has occurred, which has altered
the generation of residual stress per island. The transverse stress (σxx) for the
second island has a broader but larger magnitude (left peak in Figure 11.19(b))
than that observed in the island scanned first. It is evident that thermal
dissipation was predominantly directed into the currently scanned island, as
shown in Figure 11.21. Nevertheless, the temperature profile was skewed slightly
towards the previous region, showing that transient thermal behaviour has some
dependence on the scanning history and connectivity of the islands.
The stress distributions for both σxx and σyy in the multi-scale method were
found to be nearly identical, as shown in Figure 11.20(a) and Figure 11.20(b).
There was an increase in the stress magnitude indicated by the shift of right
peak for both components, and these were more asymmetric compared to those
found in the thermo-mechanical model. The von Mises stress distribution shown
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Figure 11.17: Total displacement [mm] of the untransformed single (5 x 5) mm
island found in a) the thermo-mechanical analysis, and in b) the multi-scale analysis
Figure 11.18: Graph of displacement profiles along the central horizontal axis and
vertical axis from the single (5 x 5) mm island obtained in the multi-scale analysis
in Figure 11.20(b), becomes narrower with a sharper peak, indicating the stress
magnitude was more concentrated at the upper end (500 MPa).
The thermo-mechanical analysis of the 2 x 2 island cases performed in
different scan orders are compared with the multi-scale model in Figure 11.22,
and the probability density distributions are shown in Figure 11.23. The longitudinal
stresses generated parallel to the scan vector for both the thermo-mechanical and
the multi-scale analyses correspond well with each other. For both the sequential
(Figure 11.22(a)) and staggered strategies (Figure 11.22(b)) the distribution of
longitudinal stresses do not significantly differ between islands. The transverse
stresses vary between all the islands for both the thermo-mechanical and multi-scale
analyses, and have a broad distribution of 200-400 MPa. A difference was
observed for the transverse stress, as shown in Figure 11.23(a), between the
sequential and staggered strategy. A greater shift in the transverse stress was
found when using the staggered approach. The peak of transverse stresses shift
to a greater value for connected islands, which is evident in Figure 11.23(a),
with the sequential scanning having a higher magnitude peak for the transverse
stress for islands(1,4) than the staggered strategy when islands(1,2) are isolated
during scanning.
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Figure 11.19: Thermo-mechanical analysis of the 1 x 2 island case, showing the
profile view and PDFs for a) σxx, b) σyy and c) the von Mises stress
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Figure 11.20: Multi-scale analysis of the 1 x 2 island case, showing the profile view
and probability density function for a) σxx, b) σyy and c) the von Mises stress
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Figure 11.21: Profile view of the temperature taken at t = 1.56 s, midway through
scanning the second island
The stress distribution for the longitudinal stress in the multi-scale analysis
corresponds well for both the sequential and staggered scan orders found using
the thermo-mechanical analysis. However, the transverse stress is significantly
lower, by approximately 100-150 MPa, compared to both scan strategies simulated
using the thermo-mechanical model.
For all 2 x 2 island analyses performed, the von Mises stress, as shown
in Figure 11.23(c), was found to be a highly skewed asymmetric distribution
between 300-550 MPa. This shows that the longitudinal stress significantly
dominates the stress field at this analysis scale. The von Mises stress distribution
for the multi-scale analysis has shifted lower, caused by the lower transverse
stress within this analysis.
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Figure 11.22: Comparison between all the 2 x 2 island cases, showing the profile view
of stress components (σxx, σyy, σvm) for a) ordered and b) staggered island scanning
and c) the multi-scale analysis
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Figure 11.23: PDFs a) p(σxx), b) p(σyy) and c) p(σvm) of the 2 x 2 island cases for
both the ordered and staggered scan orders obtained in the thermo-mechanical model,
and those obtained from the multi-scale analysis
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11.3.3 Analysis of 3D rectangular pillars
The multi-scale methodology was extended to incorporate multiple layers to
determine the macro-scale stress distribution and predicted distortion in a 3D
structure. Initially, this was tested on two 3D pillars previously described in
Section 11.2.3 for a
1. (5 x 5 x 20) mm - single island pillar
2. (10 x 10 x 20) mm - 2 x 2 island pillar.
The stress distributions in the geometries were taken along a planar XZ
cross-section 2.5 mm from the edge in both test cases. This is presented
for the single island pillar in Figure 11.24, and the 2 x 2 island pillar in
Figure 11.26. These results are presented without using nodal averaging, which
when used obscures the inter-layer difference between stresses. This inter-layer
difference results in the banded effect appearing in the structures for resolved
σxx and σyy stresses between each layer. The total displacement in 3D for the
single island is shown in Figure 11.25(a) and the 2 x 2 island case in Figure
11.27(a). Cross-sections were taken midway diagonally through the structure to
try and capture the displacement and stress distributions throughout the entire
cross-section of the structures.
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Figure 11.24: Planar cross-sections along the XZ plane taken 2.5mm from the edge
for a (5 x 5 x 20) mm pillar analysed using the multi-scale method. The stress
distributions: a) σxx, b) σyy and c) σzz are shown without using nodal averaging
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Figure 11.25: 3D View and cross-sections of a (5 x 5 x 20) mm pillar analysed
using the multi-scale method showing a) total displacement, and cross-sections for b)
the total displacement: c) σxx, d) σyy, and e) σzz. Results are shown using nodal
averaging
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Figure 11.26: Planar cross-sections along the XZ plane taken 2.5mm from the edge
for a (10 x 10 x 20) mm pillar analysed using the multi-scale method. The stress
distributions: a) σxx, b) σyy and c) σzz are shown without using nodal averaging
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Figure 11.27: 3D View and cross-sections of a (10 x 10 x 20) mm pillar analysed
using the multi-scale method showing a) total displacement and cross-sections for b)
the total displacement: c) σxx, d) σyy, and e) σzz. Results are shown using nodal
averaging
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Figure 11.28: a) Close up of the cross-section showing σyy in the XZ plane, and the
same but with b) compressive stresses removed and c) tensile stresses removed
It can be seen from the cross-sections for both test cases, as shown in
Figure 11.24(a,b) and Figure 11.26(a,b), that the multi-scale method introduces
banding between layers for the resolved σxx and σyy stresses, which is not
apparent in σzz, as shown in Figure 11.24(c) and Figure 11.26(c). A closer
inspection of the banding behaviour is shown in Figure 11.28. It can be seen
that an alternating and abrupt change from compressive to tensile stress between
layers is created as result of the perpendicular orientation of islands between
adjacent layers.
For all test cases, the resolved stress distribution showed a large compressive
region in the base plate, immediately followed by a large tensile region at the
bottom of the part. For both test cases, throughout the centre of the part, a
mildly compressive region was present for all stress distributions. As shown in
Figure 11.27(c-e), the 2 x 2 island test case showed a small tensile region along
the central axis where the tessellated islands connect. A stress concentration
was observed along the corners of the part connected to base plate, for both test
cases. This was most evident in σzz stress distribution, as shown for the single
island pillar in Figure 11.25(e) and the 2 x 2 island pillar in Figure 11.27(e).
A cross-section of the vertical stress was taken along the XY plane at the
boundary between the part and the base-plate and is shown in Figure 11.29. It
can be seen that there is a compressive region in the centre of the part, with
tensile stress concentrations at each of the corner.
The displacement plots for both test cases shown in Figure 11.25(a,b) and
11.27(a,b) were found to be uniform throughout the part. Distortion increased
towards the edges of the part, owing to the ‘curling’ behaviour witnessed in
parts produced using SLM.
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Figure 11.29: Cross-section showing σzz along the XY plane at the boundary
between the 2 x 2 island pillar and the base-plate
11.3.4 Extension for modelling complex geometry
For evaluating the performance of the extension of multi-scale method to model
more complex geometries, as described in Section 11.2.4, an analysis of the
complex geometry case was performed using both the transient thermo-mechanical
model and the multi-scale method.
The distribution the residual stresses when scanning the complex geometry
obtained from the full transient thermo-mechanical analysis are shown in Figure
11.30. The predicted stress distribution obtained from the extension to the
multi-scale method is shown in Figure 11.31. It can be observed that a large
variation in the residual stress was present due to the complexity of the scanned
geometry chosen. Generally, regions of high magnitude stresses, as shown
in Figure 11.30(c), are located in regions with relatively long and short scan
vectors.
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Figure 11.30: Surface profile views showing the a) σxx, b) σyy stress and c) the von
Mises stress obtained from thermo-mechanical analysis of the complex geometry
The resolved stress field of the complex geometry obtained using the multi-scale
method is shown in Figure 11.31(b) the extension to the multi-scale methods
does appear to capture the variation in the distribution of stresses caused by the
change in the scan vector length. Overall, the magnitude of stresses has been
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reduced when comparing the input to the multi-scale analysis (Figure 11.31(a))
with the resolved stresses (Figure 11.31(b)).
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Figure 11.31: Surface profile view of the von Mises stress of the complex geometric
cases from a) the input given to the multi-scale analysis, and b) the resolved stresses
obtained from the multi-scale analysis method. Circles highlight large difference
between the input and resolved stresses
11.4 Discussion
11.4.1 Sensitivity analysis of image processing
The sensitivity analysis in Section 11.3.1 showed that varying the pre-processing
resolution does not significantly affect the distribution of the stress fields in the
bulk regions until reaching small scale factors (fs = 0.2). Aliasing effects become
more significant when including rotation, however, these can be reduced by
combining regions and reducing the void-solid perimeter regions. It is expected
that for large regions these effects will not be significant, considering the relative
scale between the resolution of the island and the part geometry defined for the
multi-scale analysis.
For an indication of the domain size in a macro-scale model, a straightforward
approximation for the number of active solid elements, nsolid, for a given area,
A, can be calculated using,
nsolid ≈ A
((
fs
xel
2)
+ c
)
, (11.2)
where fs is the image scale factor, xel is the original element size in the macro-scale
model and c is the number of elements in the substrate per unit area. A regular
mesh is assumed and this is approximate due the creation of elements along the
edges caused by aliasing artefacts. Further performances could be gained in the
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macro-scale model using octree based re-meshing, which can be defined at the
pre-processing stage, or during the mechanical analysis.
11.4.2 Comparison between thermo-mechanical and multi-scale
analyses
The multi-scale analysis of an un-transformed single island presented in Figure
11.17 showed ‘curling’ behaviour along the unconstrained edges for the overall
response to the stress field input, as widely reported in literature. It also
supports the theory of low normal stresses for isolated islands [77], where there
is a reduction in the longitudinal stress towards the end of the scan vectors, as
shown in Figure 11 11.15(b) . However, the greatest difference was observed in
the overall response of the total displacement, as shown in Figure 11.18. It is
suspected that the small changes between the analysis scales are attributed to
using the average stress component per element obtained at the meso-scale from
the thermo-mechanical analysis, instead of directly mapping from the element’s
integration points. Additionally, the element un-refinement procedure in the
thermo-mechanical analysis further contributes towards this. The numerical
averaging is suspected to smooth the stress fields and allowing the displacement
field to resolve towards a global response. Furthermore, the resolution required
to transfer between different analysis scales becomes less important provided the
overall magnitude and directionality of the stress fields are captured, given the
relative scales used in the macro-scale analysis. Potentially, individual elements
in the macro-scale finite element model could be used for modelling sub-regions.
When scanning the 1 x 2 island case, the overall magnitudes of stresses
observed in the thermo-mechanical analyses were less than the multi-scale counterparts.
The von Mises stress for the multi-scale analysis, as shown in Figure 11.20(c),
is heavily skewed towards the high end of the distribution, caused by the
dominating longitudinal residual stresses created parallel to the scan vectors.
Differences between the thermo-mechanical analysis and the multi-scale method
were more significant in the transverse residual stresses. This is because the
formation of the transverse residual stresses is more dependent on the transient
behaviour or the overall scanning history preceding them, which is observable
in the non-identical stress distributions shown in the Figure 11.19(a) and Figure
11.19(b). During the scanning of each island, the thermal dissipation at high
temperatures was predominantly directed towards the currently scanned island,
as shown in Figure 11.21. As each island becomes increasingly connected to its
neighbours towards the end of the scan, there is an increased opportunity for
preferential heat dissipation, into neighbouring regions. This has the effect of
increasing the temperature gradient and consequently increases the generation
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Thermo-
mechanical
analysis
time [s]
Thermo-
mechanical
analysis
CPU time [s]
Multi-scale
analysis
time [s]
Multi-scale
analysis
CPU time [s]
Normalised
Speedup (×)
1 x 1 - island scan 58 687 938 992 463 1 852 507
1 x 2 - island scan 160 739 2 571 824 471 1 884 1 365
2 x 2 - island sequential scan 691 747 11 067 952 499 1 996 5 545
2 x 2 - island staggered scan 694 920 11 118 720 499 1 996 5 571
Table 11.2: Computational timings for performing the analyses using the
thermo-mechanical and multi-scale analysis methods
of residual stresses in these regions.
Spatial distributions of the stresses for each island remain the same for the
dominant longitudinal stresses parallel to the scan vector. However, the greatest
source of error in the current implementation is that at the macro-scale, the
multi-scale method cannot account for the change in the transverse stresses
based on the scan order. This is because the superimposed sub-regions are
modelled independently of the order of scanning. However, due to the relative
anisotropy of the stress field, this results in the von Mises stress becoming
dominated by contributions from the longitudinal residual stress, as shown in
Figure 11.23, and the error accounting for the transient effects at the macro-scale
becomes less important.
To account for the order of island scanning affecting the transverse stress
component, a compensation method would be required during the pre-processing
step. A na¨ıve empirical approach is shifting the transverse stress distribution
to match the distribution obtained at the meso-scale in the thermo-mechanical
model, with the size of the shift dependent on the adjacency of islands created
by the scanning order. Alternatively, a library of scenarios using different island
combinations and scanning histories at the meso-scale could be obtained using
the thermo-mechanical model for inclusion in the multi-scale method.
However, despite these differences, the power of the proposed method is
demonstrated by the significant computational performance gains obtained,
with 102-103 order of improvement using the multi-scale method, as shown in
Table 11.2.
The detailed thermo-mechanical analyses were performed on a single 16 core
CPU HPC node, with the multi-scale performed on a 4 core CPU workstation.
The timings for each multi-scale analysis case used the full domain, without any
reduction in resolution. Using a coarser mesh, with the minimum number of
elements would reduce the analysis time required. Further performance gains
will be experienced when simulating large volumes, since the complexity at
the macro-scale is time independent by removing the need to account for the
movement of the laser across each scan vector. Hence, the computational time
depends only on the number of elements used within the volume.
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11.4.3 Analysis of 3D Pillars
It was shown that the multi-scale method can easily be extended to a 3D
structure, because of the use of a 3D volumetric grid for storing the stress
and plastic strain fields. This was demonstrated with the analysis of 3D pillar
structures, which were constructed by tessellating the islands in the Z direction
across many layers and rotating these islands by 90◦ investigate the inter-layer
effect of accumulating residual stress. By simplifying the test cases to cuboid
geometries, it isolated any effect caused by having clipped island geometry,
and the need to account for different boundary conditions such as support and
overhang material.
Despite the relatively small residual stress in the Z direction observed in all
the single layer meso-scale analyses, there was a significant build-up of stress in
the Z direction with multi-layers. This is the result of planar residual stresses
accumulating across each layer but being constrained by the adjacent layer,
which causes the creation of stress in the Z direction.
The stress distributions throughout both 3D pillar test cases showed a high
compressive region in the base plate, followed by an abrupt change to tensile
stresses at the bottom of the part, with a region of relatively small compressive
stresses in the centre of the component. This behaviour follows similar trends
observed in the experimental measurement of residual stress in SLM parts using
the ‘slit’ method and XRD by Mercelis and Kruth [77]. It also agrees with the
predicted distributions from analytical beam bending models as discussed in the
review of the literature in Section 3.3.
The stress distributions observed in the multi-scale analysis follow a similar
trend to the experimental work in a thesis by Vrancken who used the ‘contour’
and XRD methods to obtain in-plane measurements of residual stress [87].
Despite the difference in the size of the part, the stress distributions predicted
using the multi-scale model for the (10 x 10 x 20) mm pillar (Figure 11.27 and
Figure 11.29) are similar to those obtained by Vrancken’s study of a 15 mm
cube (Figure 11.32). In their study, they noted a tensile region along the edges
balanced by an inner region of compressive stresses. The top of the part also
featured tensile regions, although in the macro-scale model these are relatively
small. Their study identified stress concentrations occurring at the corners of
the part, as shown in Figure 11.32(a) which were observed in the multi-scale
model in Figure 11.29. These stress concentrations occur as a result of sharp
geometric features and increase the susceptibility for failure during manufacture,
both in the parts themselves and at the connections with support structures.
This suggests that, as in common engineering practice, sharp edges should be
avoided to reduce the potential for build-failure during manufacture.
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The lower magnitude of stress predicted using the multi-scale method compared
to those measured in Vrancken’s study, are attributed to not allowing the part
to cool to room temperature, the difference in scan strategy and the size of
part tested. However, Vrancken acknowledged that performing a secondary cut
along the diagonal (Figure 11.32(b)) after removing the base-plate will cause a
re-distribution of the macro-scale residual stress observed.
(a) (b)
Figure 11.32: Residual stress measurements of a 15 mm cube of Ti-6Al-4V obtained
using the contour method by Vrancken [87]: a) the σzz stresses located between the
boundary of the sample and the base plate and b) the diagonal plane taken across the
cross-section of the part.
In the multi-scale model, a banding effect was found between layer planes
for the σxx and σyy distributions for both test cases, when nodal averaging was
turned off in the pre-processor. The cause of this was attributed to the 90◦
change in the orientation of the stresses between layers. It is suspected that
interpolating or sampling the stresses in the Z direction would eliminate this
banding.
Even with the use of a scaling factor in the XY planes, the current methodology
requires individual modelling of each layer. This results in a large number of
elements being required for the analysis - over 1.3 million for the 2 x 2 island
pillar. Hence, some method for homogenising the stress field over multiple
layers is vitally important to further reduce the number of degrees of freedom
in the macro-scale analysis sufficiently to enable ‘real’ parts top be modelled.
Currently this method cannot reduce the complexity in the Z direction because
each physical layer is included in the macro-scale model. To account for each
layer, these could be gradually added in the multi-scale analysis, and then
re-meshing could be performed to reduce the number elements during the analysis.
Alternatively, layers could be bundled together, as done by Neugebauer et al.
[134, 135], although this would force the assumption that the scan vector length
does not vary largely between layers. However, in practice scan vectors are
rotated between layers and their length and direction significantly change.
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The current multi-scale approach activates elements instantly in a single
mechanical analysis and does not include a a series of thermal analyses to
match the thermal history created during the entire build process. The part
would experience the gradual accumulation of heat during the build, but also
be subjected to the dissipation of heat into the part from the currently scanned
layer. This itself will change the boundary conditions at the meso-scale model,
but more importantly may introduce non-local temperature gradients generating
thermal strain potentially leading to part level failure.
The 3D test cases used simple block geometries, and complex geometries will
result in overhang and supported regions being present that require attention.
Further work is needed to incorporate the findings from the thermo-mechanical
studies on the effect of support material into a multi-scale modelling framework,
and modelling of more complex geometries in 3D models.
11.4.4 Extension for modelling complex geometry
The extension to the multi-scale method, as described in Section 11.1.3, was
the first attempt to model more complex geometry than the simple geometries
composed of rectangles modelled previously. The input to the macro-scale
model was generated by mapping stress fields, from a library of meso-scale
regions, as detailed in Chapter 9. It was found that the multi-scale method, as
shown in Figure 11.31, using the small library of meso-scale regions managed to
satisfactorily capture the variation in residual stress in the detailed thermo-mechanical
model shown in Figure 11.30. Generally, due to the variation in scan vector
length in the geometry, a higher magnitude of residual stress was seen in regions
composed of both short scan and long scan vectors. However, an overall decrease
in the magnitude of stress between the input stress field and the resolved
stresses was observed. This decrease is associated with modelling relatively
small features on a ‘stress-free’ base plate. During the global solution stage,
as stresses resolve due to equilibrium, stresses are generated in the base plate
immediately below the scanned geometry, causing some stress relief in the built
part.
An issue with the test-case for the detailed thermo-mechanical analysis
is that the laser jumps alternates between regions for each individual scan
vector, as shown in the highlighted pair of regions in Figure 11.33. This could
potentially reduce the effect of overheating in narrow features compared to
scanning these regions in a continuous manner. Currently no method for sorting
scan vectors by distance is implemented in the hatching method (Section 5.1).
In practice, the laser position can jump if the scan vectors have not been sorted
by the pre-processing software.
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Figure 11.33: Illustration of the scan vectors in the thermo-mechanical model. The
coloured regions highlight scan vectors that are jumped between during the simulation
Further work is needed to provide a satisfactory method for mapping between
the laser scan geometry and the meso-scale regions. As shown in Figure 11.34,
the use of a bounding box to map regions can under some situations be unsatisfactory.
In particular, this is a problem in large diagonal regions of similar scan vector
lengths i.e. the central section of the geometry in the test case. An improvement
to the method would incorporate appropriately selected meso-scale scan geometries
(triangles, trapezoids) depending on the shape of the scan vector geometries.
This would be more effective at accurately mapping more features of complex
geometries and lessen the need for clipping and scaling regions.
It is recommended that further investigations are undertaken to develop
an empirical relationship between the laser scan vectors and the transverse
and longitudinal residual stresses generated. Ideally, a relationship between
both the scan vector length, and its incremental change in scan vector length
with the residual stress components generated, would enable a method for
generating inputs for any arbitrary geometry without requiring mapping from
pre-generated meso-scale regions. This would significantly improve the flexibility
and ease of generating the macro-scale models used in the multi-scale analysis.
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11.5 Conclusions and summary
A multi-scale analysis method for predicting the residual stress generated in
selective laser melting has been assessed by conducting a direct comparison
between modelling scales. The macro-scale analysis used superposition of stress
fields obtained from a detailed meso-scale region determined from a thermo-mechanical
analysis, and can represent the overall stress field at multiple resolutions.
Conducting thermo-mechanical analyses over a series of islands showed that
the generation of residual stress is dependent on the transient thermal history
generated by the order of island scanning. The order of island scanning only
had a significant effect on the distribution and magnitude of the transverse
stress created perpendicular to the scan vectors. However, the more dominant
longitudinal stress generated parallel to the scan vector did not vary significantly
with the scan history. The use of staggered strategy (analogous to the LHI
strategy) showed a reduction in the transverse stress for isolated islands, agreeing
with the theory that minimising the heat conduction away from the island can
reduce the magnitude of the residual stresses generated. The full thermo-mechanical
simulations performed showed that fully scanned islands can effectively be treated
independently within a bulk region.
The multi-scale method was extended into 3D simply by creating island
pillars through tessellating the islands in the Z direction. The resolved stress
distributions in both test cases for the base-plate and the part showed similar
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behaviour to that observed in analytical beam-bending models and in experimental
measurements of residual stress in literature. The stress distribution observed
exhibited high compressive stresses in the base plate, with an abrupt change to
tensile stresses at the bottom of the part, with a relatively small compressive
region throughout the centre of the part. Further work is required to experimentally
validate samples with the multi-scale method. Stress concentrations were also
observed at sharp corners of the geometry connected to the baseplate. It is
recommended that manufactured parts should avoid sharp geometrical features
to avoid the creation of sites of stress raiser, which would lessen the risk of
build-failure.
A current limitation with the multi-scale methodology is that each layer is
explicitly modelled, which increases the number of elements required to model
the part and severely limits the potential to predict behaviour across large
regions. Modelling each layer was found to create bands of tensile and compressive
stress created by adjacent layers and were associated with the abrupt change
in directionality of stresses between adjacent layers. Further investigation is
required to understand the of development of residual stresses across multiple-layers
and requires extending the thermo-mechanical model to account for this. Doing
so would provide a better understanding of the effect of scanning across processed
layers that have previously developed plastic deformation, and if the banding
behaviour is solely an artefact of the multi-scale method. Based on this knowledge,
a method for homogenising the stress input across multiple layers could be
developed that would significantly improve the model’s ability to predict stresses
and distortion in large parts. Further work needs to consider coupling the
multi-scale method with a thermal analysis to account for the dissipation of
heat from the currently scanned layer during the entire build duration. This
would provide a better insight into the thermal history acquired during the build
and its effect globally across the part improving the prediction of the multi-scale
model.
Currently, mapping and clipping a finite number of meso-scale results obtained
from the thermo-mechanical model is a satisfactory method for generating the
input to the macro-scale model However, it is recommended that further work
tries to identify an empirical relationship for the transverse and longitudinal
residual stress components generated based on the scan vector length and incremental
change in scan vector length across layer geometry. This would significantly
improve the flexibility and ease of generating the input for complex geometries
in the multi-scale method. Additionally, identifying relationships with key laser
parameters could provide a further opportunity for optimising the laser scan
geometry based on the geometry.
In summary, it is suggested that the multi-scale approach in which the
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meso and macro-scale analyses are decoupled provides a significant increase
in the ability to predict the residual stress and distortion generated in real
parts produced by selective laser melting, enabling such factors as scan strategy
optimisation for residual stress minimisation to be tackled in an effective and
pragmatic manner
Chapter 12
Conclusions and
recommendations for future
work
In this work, a volumetric hatching method was created, alongside the ability to
simulate and manufacture these on SLM machines. This was used in conjunction
with a thermo-mechanical finite element model of the selective laser melting
process. Using this model, a series of investigations were performed to understand
the effect of scan strategy and scan area size on the generation of residual stress
in SLM. Additionally, further studies were performed to investigate the role of
laser parameters, geometry, and support structures on the SLM process and
their effect on the generation of residual stress.
Controlling the thermal history plays a significant role in the generation
of transverse residual stresses, and the layout and order of scan vectors has a
significant role. Based on the findings in Chapter 7, the design of laser scan
strategies should avoid long scan vector lengths and orientate the direction of
scan vectors uniformly to produce an isotropic stress field in the component.
The size of the hatch regions should be varied appropriately, to sustain a
high elevated temperature without causing instability due to overheating in the
process. By combing this knowledge, optimising the laser scan strategy could
further mitigate the effects of the residual stress and reduce support structure
requirements without requiring changes to the SLM machine or design of the
part manufactured.
The use of adaptive meshing strategy, in conjunction with the use of HPC
facilities, significantly increased the computational throughput for simulating
SLM of a single layer. This enabled the simulation of large regions (upwards of 10 x 10 mm),
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and the use of support structures in Chapter 10. It also enabled to simulate a
large number of laser parameter combinations in Chapter 8 and geometrical test
cases in Chapter 9. The parametric study of the laser parameters confirmed the
following observations in the literature on the effect on melt-pool geometry:
• An increase in laser scan speed increased the melt pool aspect ratio
• An increase in laser power increased the melt pool width.
The parametric thermo-mechanical analysis revealed that the laser scan
speed had the most influence on the magnitude and anisotropy of the residual
stresses generated. Varying the hatch distance had little effect on the maximum
magnitude of residual stresses generated, but decreasing the hatch distance
significantly increased the level of yielding that occurred. The trends observed in
the parametric study for the generation of residual stress are in close agreement
with experimental measurements found in the literature. This provides further
confidence in the thermo-mechanical model.
The study of the geometrical effect on scan strategy, as presented in Chapter 9,
revealed the importance of the thermal history on the transverse stresses generated,
influenced by the arrangement of scan vectors. The higher magnitude longitudinal
stresses had consistent behaviour based on the scan vector length, irrespective of
the choice of geometry and the thermal history. It was shown that the laser scan
strategy becomes less important for scan vector length beyond the typical 5 mm
island sizes, in terms of the magnitude of residual stress generated. Altogether,
potentially, this provides a route towards optimising scan strategies at the
meso-scale, and additionally, developing another heuristic for the multi-scale
method.
From the study of the support structures in Chapter 10, it was found the
insulating properties of the metal powder used in SLM provide a significant
thermal resistance for the dissipation of heat, and caused uniform overheating
across the scanned region. In particular, the analysis for both the thin-wall and
double gyroid support structures showed localised behaviour, with preferential
heat dissipation along the upper surface of the geometry connected with the
scanned layer. This study indicated that although there is a localised effect of
support structures on the melt pool, the control of residual stresses is largely
determined by the ability to dissipate heat. Additionally, lattice structures
such as the double gyroid showed localised overheating occurs using short scan
vectors repeatedly exposed. Suitable scan strategies need to be developed to
account for support structures.
It was identified in the literature, that multi-scale techniques could be used to
improve the simulation performance for SLM. A multi-scale methodology was
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developed, by combining information from the meso-scale obtained from the
thermo-mechanical model, and using these to predict the mechanical response
of a marco-scale part. This approach used the assumption that meso-scale
regions in island scan strategies behave independently from each other. This
assumption was verified by comparing with a thermo-mechanical analysis. This
multi-scale method was applied to a 3D structure and also to a complex 2D
geometrical shape. Performing the multi-scale analyses has verified that the
proposed technique of superposition of meso-scale stress fields at the macro-scale
is a valid technique. The main strengths of the proposed method is the decoupling
of the meso and macro scale analyses. This has the benefits that:
1. The computational cost of the macro-scale analysis is independent of the
complexity of the meso-scale analysis
2. A meso-scale analysis for a particular hatch scan needs only to be performed
once, with the results then available to be used in any number of macro-scale
analyses using that particular hatch scan.
These strengths translate into large computational time savings and also great
flexibility, both in enabling added complexity to be included in the meso-scale
analysis without affecting the macro-scale analysis and in utilising the results
from a library of meso-scale analyses to investigate a wide range of macro-scale
scenarios. Furthermore, the multi -scale approach is adaptable and can be
further extended by adding a micro-scale analysis to inform the meso-scale
analysis or further extending the macro-scale approach to enable large structure
analysis.
12.1 Recommendation for future work
All studies performed using the thermo-mechanical model were limited to single
layer, by the adaptive mesh refinement scheme chosen developed, as discussed in
Section 6.3.3. This limits the ability to investigate the process across multiple-layers,
including the intra-layer interactions of residual stress. In future, this could be
achieved by storing the previous state variable, stress fields and plastic strain
fields for a scanned layer, and then incorporating these into a subsequent analysis
step using a scheme similar to that defined in Section 6.3.4.
Other methods for improving simulation throughput such as the use of GL
analysis, super elements and background meshes could be explored, to extend
the method across multiple-layers. However, for the aims of this research, the
adaptive meshing scheme in-conjunction with the HPC facilities was found to
be a satisfactory method for simulating large enough single layer regions.
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Similarly, the multi-layer behaviour in the multi-scale method needs further
investigation to determine the effect of combining multiple layers on the stress
distribution, and examining if the thermal boundary conditions change according
to the build position due to the accumulation of heat. If no substantial effect
could be found, this potentially will lead to further performance gains, and
improvements such as the use of unstructured meshes for the macro-scale analysis.
The multi-scale framework could potentially be extended downwards towards
the micro-scale, which accounts for the interaction between the irradiation of
the laser onto individual powder particles and the thermo-fluidic physics within
the melt pool. Using a detailed micro-scale model would significantly improve
the accuracy and information available from the multi-scale analysis without
affecting the complexity of the model at the macro-scale. Accuracy in the
thermo-mechanical model for modelling the meso-scale could be improved by
factoring the effective heat transfer, and temperature distribution within the
melt pool as a result of modelling the complex thermo-fluids within the melt
pool, and more effective modelling of the laser irradiation within a powder-bed.
Other information such as surface roughness could be inferred, and stochastic
qualities such as the creation of defects (pores, voids) could enable the prediction
of failure modes during manufacture and during part utilisation.
Applying the multi-scale methodology to more complex geometries, encountered
in AM, remains a challenge. Further work is needed to provide a satisfactory
method for mapping between the laser scan geometry and the meso-scale regions,
which do not rely on the bounding box approach implement. This should
account for a library of meso-scale cases, to better represent the overall layer
geometry. Additionally, the 3D test cases used were simple geometries, and
complex geometries will result in overhang and supported regions being present
requiring attention. Further work is needed to incorporate the findings from
thermo-mechanical studies on the effect of support material, and modelling more
complex geometries in 3D models.
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